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THE EARLIEST HEBREW ASTROMONY
1. ABRAHAM BAR HIYYA. Sphaera mundi...Arithmetica secundum omnes specis.
Basel, Henricus Petri, August 1546.

£12500
FIRST EDITIONS 4to. [xii] 207 [i]; [iv] 351 [i]. Roman, Italic,
and Hebrew letter, a dual translation in Latin and Hebrew, t-p. in
red and black, woodcut astronomical and mathematical diagrams
throughout, full page astrolabe woodcut, printer's device of a
hammer splitting rock on final versos (internal) of each
translation. Light age yellowing, occasional marginal soiling and
stains, both t.p.s and f.e.p.s a bit dusty and doodled on in early
hand of "L. Cappel", C19 library stamp of Rev'd A.L. Green, and of
Jews' College, London ms acquisition note "Saulmur Janvier
1627" on fly. A few corners dog-eared or slightly defective, one leaf
stained at upper and lower margins, a well-margined copy in
contemporary limp vellum, worn and darkened, lacking ties.

FIRST EDITION of the FIRST ASTRONOMICAL WORK
PRINTED IN HEBREW, and indeed, the first work on astronomy
to be written in the Hebrew language. The 12th century treatise, Surat
ha-"Ares or "The Shape of the Earth" by Abraham Bar Hiyya (ca. 1065
- ca. 1140) describes the configuration of the planets and stars, their
distances from the one another and the earth, and finally the
mathematical proofs Bar Hiyya has based his calculations upon.
Within its 12th century Hebraic context, “Bar Hiyya was the true
pioneer in the creation of a new Hebrew scientific terminology”, based
partially from the Bible and the Mishnah, but largely upon the transliteration of Arabic words. “The transition from
Arabic to Hebrew was actually the passage from a language which had
already proved able to successfully accommodate itself to the reception of
Greek science, to a language previously used almost exclusively for
religious and liturgical purposes” (Sela cit. infra.). Also translated for
the first time here is their abridged edition of the Jewish Talmudist and
legal scholar Elijah ben Abraham Mizrahi's (1450 -‐1526) treatise on
arithmetic, including a commentary on Ptolemy's Almagest, Sefer haMispar (“The Book of Numbers”).
The work marks a turning point in the history of science: Abraham Bar
Hiyya “was one of the leaders of the movement which caused the Jews
of Provence, Spain, and Italy to become the transmitters of Muslim
science to the Christian West” (Sarton cit. infr). In translating the
writings of great Arabic scientists however, Bar Hiyya and his followers
also played an important role rediscovering lost elements Ancient Greek
learning. Four centuries later, this particular edition was still part of the
scientific zeitgeist. Erasmus Oswald Schreckenfuchs (1511‑1579),
humanist, astronomer, and Hebraist, translated the work with his
teacher, Sebastian Munster (1489-1552), who provided the
commentary. It was published a few years after Munster's illustrated
Latin edition of Ptolemy's Geography, and in 1544 his watershed
Cosmography, which set new standards in measuring and mapmaking.
While Munster’s fame in geography often overshadows his passion for
Hebraic studies, as a cornerstone of his own education the work is also a
part of the foundations of modern cosmography and cartography.
Adams A33. Houzeau & Lancaster I 1217. DSB I 22‑23, IX 581. George Sarton Introduction to the History of
Science II p.206. Schlomo Sela, Abraham Ibn Ezra and the Rise of Medieval Hebrew Science, 94-98. Honeyman v
1 no. 4 also bound with Mizrahi.
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THE EARLIEST BOOK ILLUSTRATED BY A WOMAN
2. AGOSTINI, Antonio. Dialoghi...intorno alle medaglie inscrittioni et altre antichita...
Rome, appresso Guglielmo Faciotto, 1592.

£3750
Folio. [xii] 300 [xxxii]. Roman and italic letter, woodcut initials, head- and tail- pieces, title within handsome
architectural border, over twelve hundred woodcut depictions of coins throughout, 6 half page woodcuts of arches
and buildings, all in excellent, clear impression. Intermittent slight age yellowing, upper margin of t-p. shaved,
little spaces around title cut out and refilled, minor oil stain to upper margin of first and last gatherings, one
gathering a bit browned. A crisp, clean and well-margined copy in contemporary vellum.
FIRST ITALIAN EDITION, FIRST FULLY ILLUSTRATED EDITION of Antonio Agostini (1517-1586)
Archbishop of Tarragona's work on coins - the first edition was printed in his native Spanish, Tarragona, 1587. Agostini
was a renown humanist and scholar of ancient archaeology, and his correspondence with other famous scholars of the day
including Fulvio Orsini and Alfonso Chacon provided important insight to the present work, according to the dedication.
Agostini begins with an introduction to identifying medals and coins, and discussing their usefulness to historians. The
next four chapters are dedicated to what is found on the reverse of Roman coins by subject: deities, cities, rivers, buildings,
animals, and other symbols. Agostini then moves on to discuss the medals of Africa, France, and Spain, with special focus
on Andalucía, Lusitania (Portugal), and Barcelona. The final chapter covers the identification of fakes and forgeries. A
handsome volume with the coin images in very good clear
impression.
"Some of the large woodcuts bear the monograms P.M.F. (e.g. on
the title border) or G.A.P. (e.g. on p.124) attributed to Geronima
Parasole (fl. end of the 16th century), a Roman artist, cousin of
Isabetta Parasole, who was with Vinciolo and Cesare Vecellio the
most important lace designer of the late 16th century. Apart from
Geronima's contribution to the present work, only a few woodcuts
by her after designs of Antonio Tempesta are known (cf. G.K.
Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, München, 1919, II p.968, no.
2715; IV, p. 926, no. 3141). It seems very likely that this is the
earliest known book in which illustrations by a woman are found.
In the sixteenth century only 35 women are known to have been
artists and according to our researches Geronima and Isabetta
Parasole were the only woman who contributed to book
illustration in that period (cf. W. Slatkin Woman Artists in
History, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1958, p. 38)" (My Gracious
Silence cit. infr)." Geronima's other major woodcut engraving is
the Battle of Centaurs after Antonio Tempesta (Benezit cit.
infr.).Some copies have a six leaf supplement on the coins of
Constantine after the end of the text and before the index, but this
is not included in the collation and was clearly a later addition -‐ it
is foliated separately and has its own imprint.
My Gracious Silence 130. Adams A 2234. Graesse I 253.
Index Aureliensis I 101.979. Palau I, 4103. Benezit, Dictionnaire des Peintre, Sculpteurs, Dessinateurs et
Graveurs,.VIII p. 122.
A SETTLER'S ESTIENNE
3. [ANONYMOUS] . C. Plinii Seundi Novocomensis de uiris illustribus liber (with) Suetonii Tranquilli de
claris grammaticis et rhetoribus liber (and) Iulii Obsequentis Prodigiorum liber imperfectus.
Paris, Robert Estienne, 1544.
£6750
8vo. pp. 92 [xii] (interleaved with blank gatherings throughout ff [xvi] A8 [viii] B8 [viii] C8 [viii] D8 [viii] E8
[viii] F8 [viii] G4 [xxiv]). Roman and Italic type, t-p. with Estienneʼ’s device, ms ex libris “J. Oldham Septem. 30
1627” on t-p. Remains of stubs, ms. annotation on some of the blanks, rear pastedown, and later ms ex libris on
fly ” Guil Hen. Harris” of Corpus Christi College Cambridge (ca. 1702-6) "donum M [agister] Burrough",
probably Thomas Burrough of the same. Light age yellowing, t-p. a bit dusty, a nice well-‐‑margined copy in
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English calf c. 1600, gilt panels on covers, spine cracked at upper joint, gilt in eight compartments with floral
devices, all edges speckled red.
An anonymous collection of short biographies of illustrious
rulers from Roman history, ascribed to various writers of
antiquity: Pliny the Younger (61-ca. 112 AD), Suetonius
(70‑130 AD), biographer Cornelius Nepos (110-25 BC), and
Aurelius Victor (ca. 320-390), a later historian who wrote about
the imperial history of Rome and served under Emperor Julian.
The "J. Oldham" ex libris (and matching marginal
annotations throughout, including a recipe for broth scribbled
onto the front fly leaf) is most probably John Oldham (1592?‐1636), an early settler in North America. He was a
controversial figure, linked with those 'peculiars' who migrated
to the new world for economic rather than religious reasons,
although he is described in William Bradford's Of
Plymouth Plantation along with John Lyford as disruptive of
colony life. The two were later thrown out of Plymouth for
“disturbing the peace” - assembling a faction of Episcopalians
(after the example set in the Virginia colony) in an attempt to
reform local religion. Despite his unpopularity, Oldham made his fortune in coastal trade, and was well-known for
maintaining relations between natives in the area. Eventually he made amends with the Plymouth colony, for whom he
conveyed a ship to England in 1626. The dated inscription in this book, September 30 1627, is significant: it was during
that time the Oldham was in London on business for the Plymouth Colony. While in England he purchased a five-‐‑mile
tract of land by the Charles River from John Gorges -‐ however his purchase was invalidated by the Massachusetts Bay
Company who claimed ownership. After the dispute was settled (in the Company's favour) in 1629 Oldham returned to
the colonies, and between 1632-4 he served in the General Court of Massachusetts on behalf of the town of Watertown,
where he had settled. It was during this time that he represented the people of Watertown during their resistance of
'Taxation without Representation' the first protest of its kind in the colonies over a century and a half before the American
Revolution. (Bond cit. infr.) In 1634 he set out from Watertown to help establish the first English settlement in presentday Connecticut -‐ Wethersfield.
Oldham's sudden death in 1636 was no less full of adventure and intrigue as his life: during a voyage to Block Island to
trade with the natives there, several Pequot warriors boarded his ship, killed its crew including Oldham, and looted its
cargo. The Bay Colony sought revenge against the Pequots immediately, prompting the outbreak of the Pequot War
(Oxford DNB).
Renouard 1544.27. Henry Bond, et al. Genealogies of the Families and Descendants of the Early Settlers of
Watertown, Massachusettes. pp. 862-864.
4. APULEIUS, Lucius. Colvius, Petrus. L. Apuleii Madaurensis Opera omnia quae exstant, emedata & aucta:
cura Petri Colul Brugensis.
Leiden, ex officina Plantiniana, apud Franciscum Raphelengium, 1588.
£2250
FIRST EDITION Thus. 2 parts in one. pp. (xxiv) 431 (i) ; 298 (i.e. 296) (xl), last blank. *8, **4, A-Z8, a-d8;
AA-SS8, TT4, a-b8, c4. Italic letter, some Greek and Roman. Small woodcut printer’s device on both titles,
floriated woodcut initials, contemporary marginalia and underling in the Metamorphoses, autograph and price
“J.J. Cremers, fn - 30, Dec 1824” on fly, another illegible at head of title. Light age yellowing, blank outer
margins of a few leaves cut away fractionally touching a few letters (i.e. B2, D3, K2), small worm trail in lower
blank margins of quires D-E and in last few leaves. A very good copy, crisp and clean, in excellent contemporary
dark polished calf over bevelled wooden boards, covers triple blind ruled to a panel design, outer panel filled with
a blind tooled heads in medallion roll, second panel with blind roll of lozenges with flowers, “Petrus Velthof” gilt
above and below on the upper cover, “Anno 1588” on the lower cover, central panels with small gilt fleurons,
spine with raised bands, blind ruled in compartments, small fleuron gilt at centers, brass clasps and catches,
leather in the clasps expertly renewed, head and tail of spine slightly defective, one corner with small loss of
leather, a.e.r.
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First edition of this important critical edition of the works of
Apuleius by Petrus Colvius, finely printed by the Plantin Press in
Leiden, containing the editio princeps of the 'Peri ermèneias',
believed to be the missing third book of Apuleius' De Dogmate
Platonis', an exposition of the philosophy of Plato. Petrus Colvius
(1567-1594) was born in Bruges in 1567. Having studied
philology and law, and practiced his hand at Latin poetry,
Colvius was acclaimed by his contemporaries for this critical
edition of Apuleius.
He died at the age of 27; a well-known anecdote has it that he
was killed kicked by a mule in the streets of Paris. Apuleius, one of
the favorite Latin authors of the Leiden humanists, was a
philosopher, teacher, and rhetorician, though his literary
reputation rests principally on the Metamorphoses or Golden Ass,
an elaborate romance interspersed with magic, miracles and
plentiful Egyptian and oriental hermeticism; it is a work of great
entertainment, invaluable as an illustration of the manners of the
ancient world and is the only Latin novel which survives whole.
The most famous and poetically beautiful portion is the episode of
Cupid and Psyche which has inspired, not just writers and poets,
but painters and sculptors ever since. Cervantes' Don Quixote is
demonstrably indebted to Apuleius, parts of Gil Bas are directly
borrowed from him and several of the humorous episodes
reappear in slightly different guise in Boccaccio. The works also include The Asclepius, a Latin paraphrase of a lost Greek
dialogue (The perfect discourse) featuring Asclepius and Hermes Trismegistus, though there is much debate as to its
origins. The Asclepius is one of two philosophical books ascribed to the legendary sage of Ancient Egypt, Hermes
Trismegistus, though the Greek original, lost since classical times, is thought to date from the second or third century AD.
Amongst Apuleius’ other philosophical works are a speech on demonology, ‘De deo Socratis’; a summary of the life and the
doctrines of Plato, ‘De Platone et eius dogmate’; and a translation of a Pseudo-Aristotelic cosmological treatise ‘De
Mundo’. Little of Apuleius' work was truly original but he portrayed his characters with a new vigour and versatility
which ensured its future appeal. He is the only example in Latin literature of an accomplished Sophist - in the proper sense
of that term - which has come down to us and the loss of most other ancient romances has secured for him an especial
influence in the development of modern fiction. He also stands as one of the last exponents of Platonic and one of the first
of neo-Platonic philosopy.
The binding is a particularly charming and striking, finely tooled in gilt and blind on high quality black polished calf,
offsetting the gilding. Unusually it is dated to exactly the same year as the book itself and must be the original binding. It
is undoubtedly a Netherlandish binding, probably from Leiden; it is very similar in its design, materials and tools to
another in the British Library catalogue of bindings, shelfmark c64g5. A very good copy of this important edition.
BM STC C16th, Netherlands p. 12. Dibdin. I p. 284. “Not common”. Graesse I 171. Not in Brunet.
5. ARCHIMEDES. Opera non nulla à Federico Commandino Vrbinate nuper in
Latinum conuersa, et commentariis illustrata.
Venice, apud Paulum Manutium, Aldi f., 1558.

£9500
FIRST EDITION thus. Folio. Two parts in one. ff. [iv], 55, [i]; [ii], 63, [i]. *4, A-O4; [a]², b-r4. First work in
Roman letter in two sizes, larger for the theorems, second in Italic and Roman. Woodcut anchor and dolphin
device with floral wreath on title and verso of last in both parts, fine large historiated woodcut initials, numerous
woodcut diagrams in text, two small armorial blindstamps in outer blank margin of title of R. Grosvenor Bartelot
F.S.A. Title dusty, small tear from blank upper outer corner of title, restored, small oil stain and very light
marginal water stain in upper and outer margin of last few leaves, very occasional marginal mark or spot. A very
good copy, crisp and clean with good margins, in contemporary limp vellum remains of ties, two tears to spine,
vellum a little soiled.
First edition of the works of Archimedes with the commentary of Commandino and the second Latin edition of
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Archimedes works, first printed at Basle in 1544. This edition is far superior to its predecessor as in Frederic
Commandino it had an editor who was a noted scholar and scientist in his own right and who had access in Venice to an
accurate ms. of the Greek text which had not previously been available. His edition and commentary on this work became
the basis for virtually all subsequent editions, as did his commentaries on many other mathematicians of antiquity. He
considerably advanced Renaissance learning in mathematics. The second work in this edition comprises Comandinoʼs
commentary on Archimedes text. “The success of the humanist mathematicians in uncovering, clarifying, translating and
providing commentaries on the major scientific texts of the ancient authors should not be seen as peripheral to the scientific
revolution. The mastery of the Greek and Latin texts was an essential stage in the attempt to "surpass the ancients"’ and the
extensive publishing of new and better-understood texts by the classical mathematicians played an integral role in the
founding of the "new sciences" Martin Kemp, "The Science of Art," p. 76. Archimedes of Syracuse c250 BC, was the
greatest mathematician and engineer of antiquity. “Archimedes was above all a great mathematician developing further
many ideas of Eudoxus and Euclid. In plane geometry he wrote on circle measurement, the quadrate of the parabola and
spirals... he was an important forerunner of the mathematicians who developed the infinitesimal calculus.
One of his greatest achievements was his calculation that the area of the surface of a sphere is four times that of the great
circle of the sphere and that the volume of the sphere is two thirds the volume of its circumscribed cylinder... He invented a
system of numeration by which he could express
any number however large. Through his
researches in statics he discovered the fundamental
principals relating to the lever and the centers of
gravity of triangles, parallelograms and parallel
trapezia. In hydrostatics he described the
equilibrium of floating bodies and stated the
famous proposition - known by his name. We
owe to Archimedes the full exposition of the
doctrine of levers and pulleys... In the Arenarius
he quotes a passage from Aristarchus which is the
earliest evidence we now have that the latter had
conceived the heliocentric system long before
Copernicus... together with Newton and Gauss [he] is generally regarded as one of the greatest
mathematicians the world has ever known, and if
his influence had not been overshadowed at first
by Aristotle, Euclid and Plato, the progress of
modern mathematics might have been much
faster. As it was, his influence began to take full
effect only after the publication of this first printed
edition which enabled Descartes, Galileo and
Newton in particular to build on what he had
begun.” Printing and the Mind of Man 72 on
the Basle edn. of 1544. This edition is also one of
the very few illustrated editions of a scientific text
produced by the Aldine press. A very good copy of
this important text.
BM STC It. C16th p. 36. Renouard 173:3.
Brunet I 385 “Edition peu commune”. DSB
III, 364. Riccardi I, 42. “Bella edizione,
edassai pocco commune”. cf. PMM 72.
6. ARCULANUS, Giovanni. Practica ...particularium morborum ... Dum enim his suis Commentarijs, nonum
librum Rasis ad Almansorem Regem accuratius explicat .. (with) De febribus Ioannis Arculani in Auic. quarto
canonis Fen primam dilucida atque optima exposition, nunc denuo accuratissime expurgate ... Benedictus Rinius
... citationibus llustrauit ...
Venice, apud Iuntas (apud haeredes Lucaeantonii Iuntae), 1557, 1560.
£2750
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Excellent editions of the two major works of Giovanni Arculanus, commentaries on the ninth book of Rhaze's Almansorem
in which Arculanus touches on most features of medicine and surgery from his own experience, from the writings of his
predecessors and contemporaries. “There is scarcely an important disease for which Arculanus has not some interesting
suggestions, and the more one reads of him the more is one surprised to find how many things that we might think of as
coming into the purview of medicine long after his time, or at least as having been neglected from the time of the Greeks
down to our own time, are here treated explicitly, definitely, and with excellent practical suggestions.” James Joseph Walsh,
"Old Time Makers of Medicine". “Arcolani, professor of medicine and surgery at Bologna and later Padua, was one of a
number of individuals who led in the struggle to break away from the rigid scholasticism of his time... (The) Practica is
chiefly a commentary on the ninth book of Rhaze's Almansorem ... It was long used as a text in medical schools during the
late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and is of special interest in the history of dentistry because it contains the first
description of the use of gold leaf in filling. There are also several chapters on diseases of the teeth in which he treats his
subject fully and with considerable accuracy. Arcolani also included material on anatomy and physiology of the teeth but
his information is largely incomplete and inaccurate. This has been attributed to the fact that he obtained most of his
material from books and did not take time to verify it by direct observation. The single page of illustrations at the
beginning of the book depicts a curved forceps used for extracting teeth, another forceps called a “stork's bill” used for
removing tooth fragments and roots, two cautery irons, and a catheter.” Hiers of Hippocrates 69 (Basel edition 1540).
Lieutenant General Sir Thomas Molyneux, 1st Baronet (1661–1733) was an Irish physician educated Trinity College
Dublin, and Europe. He was admitted a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1686. Molyneux practiced medicine in Chester
but returned to Ireland after the Battle of the Boyne. He was elected a Fellow of the Irish College of Physicians 1692
under Cardinal Brandr Beekman-Ellner and became the first State Physician in Ireland and Physician General to
the Army in Ireland, with the rank of lieutenant general. He represented Ratoath between 1695 and 1699 in the
Irish House of commons. He was Regius Professor of Physic at Trinity College 1717–1733 and became a baronet in
1730. Both he and his brother William were philosophically minded, and were friends of John Locke.
1) Durling 252. Not in Osler 2) Osler 471. Durling 245. - Hiers of Hippocrates 69 (Basel edition 1540). Not in
BM STC It. C16th, Garrison and Morton, or Welcome.
ELEGANT ANNOTATIONS
7. ARISTOTLE. De physic audit...ab Averri cordubesi commentate.
Venice, Andrea de Asula, 2nd October 1483.

£19500
FIRST EDITION thus. Folio, 159 ex 160 unnumbered ll. AA-TT8 UU7 (lacking final blank). Double column,
gothic letter in two sizes, printed paragraph numbers, initial spaces blank. Systematic scholarly marginalia in
contemporary and C16th hands, neat and legible, intermittently throughout. A few little wormholes, mostly
marginal, to final gatherings, lamp oil splash to blank fore edge of a dozen ll., an exceptional, thick paper copy,
clean, well-margined and unrestored, in early calf over wooden boards, outer and inner compartments with multi
blind ruled borders, 4 original brass bosses to corners of latter on each cover, matching central boss within, Spine
with blind ornament to seven compartments, joints repaired, covers a bit wormed and scratched, remains of
clasps, a tall and handsome volume beautifully proportioned and printed.
Excellent early edition of Aristotle's Physics in this Latin translation with the commentary of Ibn Rushd, otherwise known
as Averroes of Cordoba, and edited by Nicoletus Vernia. It comprises one of a series of Aristotelian texts that were produced
by Andreas Tornesanus and Bartholomaeus de Blavis between 1 February and 25 October 1483. The translation is
anonymous but William Moerke and Michael Scotus were responsible for the other medico-scientific Latin versions in the
series. Aristotle's Physics is a fundamental text of Western natural philosophy. In it, or rather them, what has come down
to us is probably a fairly random collection of lecture notes, rather than a text polished for publication, Aristotle established
the general principles that govern all natural bodies, animate and inanimate, celestial and terrestrial, including all
motion, causation, qualitative and quantitative change, creation and extinction. Physics in the Aristotelian sense covers
almost all there is to know about the material world -‐ including those forces which shape it that are not themselves
material. Heidegger wrote of it "This book determines the warp and woof of the whole of Western thinking... Without
Aristotle's Physics there would have been no Galileo."
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UNPUBLISHED COMMENTARY ON THE FOUNDATIONS OF WESTERN LOGIC
8. ARISTOTLE. [Organon Commentary] In Aristotelis Organum prolegomena [incipit].
Spain?, c. 1606.
£12500
4to pp 374 (recto 373), [49], [528], [2, blank], [80,
including several blank leaves], manuscript in ink on
laid paper (hand and star watermark), ruled in red
throughout; initial leaf with restorations resulting in
some loss of text, a few marginal wormholes, pp.
169/70 in the first part loosened, traces of humidity,
browning or spotting in places; A good copy in very
handsome Spanish contemporary calf, spine with
three raised bands, highly ornamented in gilt with
falling feathers, pentagrams and corner fleurons,
large gilt centre-pieces with initials S G, gauffered
edges gilt, ms vellum stubbs; extremities a little
worn; beginning and end of the volume with
ownership inscriptions by one Louis-Joseph Riviere
fils, dated 1783, as a gift from one M Larendal.
This beautifully produced and bound manuscript
contains an apparently unpublished commentary of the
Organon, the fundamental text on logic in the Western
World. It was probably conceived under the influence of
the Second School of Salamanca, a philosophical and
theological school of neo-scholastic and Aristotelian
teaching led by Jesuits from Coimbra, the
Conimbricenses. Among the teachers who lectured on
Aristotle were most prominently Luis de Molina
(1535‑1600) and Francisco Suárez (1548‑1617), whose
philosophy of law influenced Grotius, Leibniz, and
precursors of the social contract theory.
This impressively detailed commentary deals chapterby-chapter with Aristotle's logic, often elucidating
difficult passages by examples and interpretations. The
second part with over 500 pages is an interpretation of Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics. The final part of the volume is headed
Explicatio thesium logicarum and dated 1606. The ornamental title-page bears the initials I. T. and the motto Absurdum
est simul sciam & modum sciendi quaerere (from Aristotle’s Metaphysics). The extensive text is probably one of the many
Aristotle interpretations dictated to students and initially not intended for publication. Later, many of these commentaries
on other Aristotelian texts, based on the Salamanca lectures, were officially published by the Jesuit Order.
The remarkable binding combines conventional decorative motifs with Rosicrucian symbolism and figurative corner pieces
apparently depicting American Indians. Ibn Rushd or Averroes came from an illustrious Cordoban family and was the
greatest Muslim philosopher of the West and one of the greatest of medieval times, as well as a physician and astronomer.
For his three remarkable commentaries on Aristotle (that on zoology is now absolutely lost) he became known simply as
'The Commentator' or 'Gran Comento' as Dante calls him in Inferno IV 144. English versions were still being published
in the 20th century. The editor Vernia (1420-1499) was one of the leading Aristotelians of the C16th and himself a
significant philosopher - his contemporaries called him Nicoletus philosophus celeberrimus; he was also a physician and
astrologer. He taught philosophy at the University of Padua from 1465 almost to his death and was succeeded by
Pomponazzi, like Nifo, one of his pupils.
Titles from this series of publications appear either individually or together and in any combination, they were available
for purchase that way. The bibliographical references following therefore may refer to the whole publication, or any part.
Not in BMC XV. Goff A962, GKW 2337. Renouard 284:3. Stillwell, Awakening Interest in Science 736 n.
Klebs 82:2. Bernoni 271:14 "importante edizione".
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IMPORTANT AND VERY HANDSOME MEDIEVAL LEGAL MANUSCRIPTS
9. BALDUS DE UBALDIS. Lecura super usibus feudorum [with] LAPO DA CASTIGLIONCHIO the Elder.
Allegationes iuris.
Bologna, 21 June 1436.
£75000
Latin ms on paper, large folio (c. 38 x 27 cm) ff. [257], textualis in brown ink by two slightly different hands,
two columns (intercolumnal space c. 38 mm), 60 lines, ruled in plummet (lead), each text opening with lavishly
illuminated initials in burnished gold and spiralling acanthus leaves in red, blue, green and mauve highlighted in
white, the first opening page with coat of arms in lower border, overpainted at a later date, initials in red and blue
with elegant lombards, paragraph marks alternate in red and blue, catchwords preserved. First leaf strengthened
along inner margin and with finger-spotting, final leaf strengthened at lower margin, mainly marginal water stains
to the first text and the final fourteen leaves of the second, here and there light spotting, a good and crisp
manuscript with wide margins (with numerous contemporary annotations, corrections and drawings) in Dutch
or Flemish full red morocco c. 1700, spine with six raised bands, decorated and lettered in gilt (see below), covers
finely tooled in gilt, all edges gilt and gauffered at the corners, marbled endpapers; extremities a little work, a few
scratches to covers.
I. As stated at the end of the first text on leaf 144r, this commentary on twelfth-century Langobardian feudal law was
circulated in Pavia in 1393 on behalf of Gian Galeazzo Visconti (1351-1402), Duke of Milan and rising star among the
Italian proto-absolutist rulers, who had the ambition to unite all of Northern Italy, thus reviving the Langobard kingdom.
Baldus de Ubaldis, or de Perusia, after his birthplace Perugia (1327-1400) had been teaching and practicing law in
several Northern and Central Italian cities, before becoming court jurist for the Visconti for the last ten years of his life.
One of his most notable pupils was Pierre Roger de Beaufort, later Pope Gregory XI, whose successor Urban VI called him
to Rome to advise him in dealing with the Anti-Pope Clement VIII. The feudal law set out here had become of practical
importance for the emerging aristocratic states in Italy and beyond. Manuscripts can be found in England, Spain and
Poland. They were followed by 8 incunable editions and at least 15 editions printed in the 16th century though these
became increasingly the works of their various editors rather than Baldus. The Lectura de usibus feudorum is definitely
Balldus' most influential and single most important work, dealing with the increasingly complex relation between the
monarch and his vassals, feudal rights, obligations and privileges. Leaf 144v has a selective list of chapters, in the same
hand as the running titles, which are mostly cropped; the following two leaves are blank.
II. Lapo da Castiglionchio's text - much rarer in manuscript form - is preceded by De constitutionis rubrica on leaves 147
to 158. It contains "rubrics", i.e. titles or articles of Decretals of Gregory IX, with references under each rubric to the
paragraphs of the main work. The Allegationes iuris, abbreviated by Antonius de Butrio (1338‑1408), a renowned law
teacher at Bologna, start on leaf 159 and end with – most unusual for a legal manuscript – the scribe mentioning himself
on leaf 257: "Expliciunt Allegationes domini lapi scriptus per manus Franconis de Ghoole Anno 1436 die 21 Junii/ Laus
Deo omnipotens". Lapo da Castiglionchio (c. 1316-1381) was descended from a noble Florentine family (therefore
sometimes called Lapus de Florentia), was a friend of Petrarch and a practitioner and writer on both laws. During the
Ciompi uprising of 1378, whilst he defended the privileges of the aristocracy, his estate was destroyed and he had to
seek refuge in Pavia. The 132 Allegationes constitute one of the earliest collections of legal opinions regarding disputes
adjudged under canon and civil law. The work of this "canonista poco studiat" (Spagnesi, p. 121) was highly praised by
the editor of the Venice, 1571 edition, Quintiliano Mandosi. "Inter omnes libros pontificios et legales nullus melior et
magis proficuus hoc Lapi allegationum libellus inveniri potest" (f. 3 v). The collection of consilia, based on real disputes of
Florentine citizens and institutions, was printed in or just after 1470 up to eight times by Sixtus Riessinger in Rome, and
other editions followed, up to the end of the 16th century. Mandosi critically established the number of original consilia,
which had been altered, amended and expanded by later editors, to be 132, exactly what our ms contains. Castiglionchio's
collection reflects "real situations, concrete cases with the involved persons" names ... In short, the legal opinions are
frequently true historical documents, sources of valuable information, similar to advocates' files. In Lapo's Allegations one
encounters a true goldmine of source material. It is easy to imagine how a growing city such as Florence in the 14th
century offered thousands of political, cultural and economic situations; a wide spectrum of events, serving as examples even
a century later, when Lapo's “consilia” appeared in print" (translated from Enrico Spagnosi, Dominus Lapus, iuris
utriusque monarcha, p. 136, in: Antica possesione con belli costumi. Due giornate di studio su Lapo da Castiglionchio il
Vecchio … a cura di Franek Sznura, Florence, 2005). The cases discussed reflect the wrangling over influence in
Florence, dealing as they do with inheritance disputes, causes celèbres among the patricians, misconduct of financiers and
bankers – all written down and commented upon by a legal practitioner. The Allegationes iuris are an early and
important contribution towards the establishment of the concept of "ius commune". The scribe's name was and is usually
misread "Gheele", or even "Samson de Gheele", as on the spine. Only Ker and Piper, in Medieval Manuscripts in British
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Libraries (OUP 1992, vol. IV, p. 571f), describing this manuscript formerly in Wigan Public Library, are not misled by
the lettering of the binding or tradition and transcribe what is actually written in the excipit. They state that the
manuscript was "written in Italy, arts. 2 and 3 [the second text with introduction] by a Netherlander, Franco de Ghoole
… and written perhaps for him, see "fr. de. g." written in a small current hand below the explicit of art. 1 [the Baldus]"
(ibid. p. 572).
The paper used for the Baldus is watermarked with a six-pointed star (close to Piccard 41614), the second text is on paper
with the distinctive watermark of a striding dog without collar (not in Piccard). The ornamentation of the two title-pages
points stylistically to Bologna or the Emilia Romagna; however, it is unusual for legal texts to be as lavishly decorated as
the present, which indicates that it was produced for a noble family, further supported by the coat-of-‐arms on the first
title‑page, altered at a later date from a simpler shield to three stars on azure in the upper third and the radiating sun on a
red background.
Provenance: C15 decoration to first leaf incorporating shield, originally red, white, and green with diagonal yellow/gold
bar - now overpainted. Near contemporary annotations, corrections and marginal drawings to the text. Netherlandish
binding c. 1700; the lettering of the spine spelling out the scribe’s name as Samson de Gheele. Engraved armorial bookplate
of the renowned bibliophile Jean Baptiste Théodore de Jonghe of Ghent (1801-1860). From November 1860 to February
1861 his library was sold at auction, divided into over ten thousand lots. The present volume was listed as lot 172 in
Heussner's auction catalogue Livres et manuscrits formant la bibliothèque de feu M. J.B.Th. de Jonghe, Brussels, 1860.
Offered by Sotheran and
Co. of London in 1900,
recorded in Wigan Free
Public Library in 1902,
with their bookplate on
front fly-leaf and blindstamps in the corners of
the initial and final leaf.
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10. BARLEMENT, Noel Van. Colloquia et dictionariolum octo linguarum.
Middleburg, apud Viduam & Haeredes Simonis Moulerti, Ordin Zeland Typog., 1631.

£4750
Oblong 8vo. ff. 180 unnumbered [A-‐‑Y8 Z4]. Four columns per page. Roman, Italic, and Black letter, woodcut
initials and ornament to preface. Age browning, t-p. and verso of last a little bit dusty, some upper margins
short. A sturdy copy in contemporary vellum.
First published a hundred years earlier in Amsterdam, this phrasebook features eight languages: Latin, French, Dutch,
German, Spanish, Italian, English, and Portuguese and was immensely popular in its time. According to STC 1431.31,
English was only added as a language worth knowing in the Antwerp edition of 1576. The polyglot promises "great
profit" for merchants, courtiers, soldiers, travellers, and though a bit overdramatic, ambitious rulers: "Who can well rule
Lands and Cities knowing none other than his mother tongue only?" What follows is a collection of colloquial phrases in
each of the eight languages. The first chapter presents a daunting scenario: a dinner party of ten persons, Hermes, John,
Marie, David, Peter, Francis, Roger, Anne, Henry and Luke, with sample pleasantries and discussion ideas that are
appropriate at table ("Are you yet fasting, have you not broken your fast?", "John, say the Benedicte.", "Give me the Beer
yet."). Other chapters teach how to buy and sell goods in the marketplace, demand payment for debts, ask
directions, and make "common talk" at an Inn ("Tapster, draw a half pint of claret wine that they may take of it!"). The
first half concludes with numbers and conventions in letter-writing including contracts. The second half is a guide to
common vocabulary and pronunciation.
With the greatest emphasis on trade and commerce, even including those informal areas of networking such as
drinking and dining, Barlement's guide is as practical as it is a fascinating record of cultural history. Offering a look into
some of the likely conversations at the dinner table of the mercantile class, it equally offers a glimpse into the class that
propelled European economy and industry into the modern period. For that reason it is a rare in its complete form: despite
large print runs spread across England and the Low Countries, pocket‑guides made to travel seldom survive in good
condition.
Noel van Barlement, or Berlaimont, was Professor of French at Antwerp, and member of the Schoolmaster's guild of St.
Ambrose. His Vocabulare (the basis for this work), was wildly popular from its first publication, since it filled an
important niche in building business ties between French and Dutch merchants, at the historical rush-hour in commercial
traffic through the Netherlands at the time. His only other work was a French-Dutch dictionary.
BM STC. Gr. C17 vol 1, B195. Alston Vol II 57. Verdeyen, Iutgave van de Vereeniging der Antwerpsche
Bibliophilen, nos. 39, 40, 42. Not in Kress.

11. BERNARD, Richard. A Guide to Grand-Jury Men... what to doe before they bring in a Billa vera in cases
of witchcraft.
London, Felix Kyngston for Ed. Blackmore, 1629.
£4950
12 mo. pp (xviii) 266 lacking prelim. blank, Roman letter, Italic side notes, text within printed line
borders, woodcut initials and ornaments. T-p. with discreet blind stamp to one corner, that and
dedication dusty, light yellowing else good and clean. In simple original vellum, lacking ties.
Second edition (first 1627) of Bernard’s very rare survey of English witchcraft at the height of English
witchmania. Divided into two books, the first comprises the author’s advice as to what jurymen should do before
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bringing a “true bill” i.e. an indictment, in cases of witchcraft. It considers the nature of witchcraft with a degree of
caution rare at the time; how to tell if a strange malady is natural or the result of sorcery, or if a person is
bewitched or faking, and how to distinguish diabolical harm and mischief from witchcraft. In it
Bernard particularly cautions against ascribing the ordinary woes of life to the actions of witches. The second
book is more technical, a sort of witchfinder’s handy manual but shorn of the gross credulity abundant in most
C16 and C17th texts. Despite his office as a Puritan clergyman, Bernard’s overall attitude is one of reason. On
the one hand he supports the death penalty in all proven cases of witchcraft, good or bad, on the other he deplores
mob and personal violence against witches real or supposed. Of especial interest is his use of actual case history,
such as the Lancashire witches, the Rutland witches, the Warboys witches, etc. A very influential work, its
chapters on discerning the marks of witchcraft and the identification of witches were long relied on in witchcraft
proceedings and supposedly used at the Salem trials. There is an interesting article on the web by Darin Hayton
on Bernard and the value of witchcraft confessions. A rare book. Although present in many of the long
established Anglophone libraries, it is almost never on the market; this is the first copy we have seen.
STC 1944. Not in Caillet. Lowndes I 163.
12. BESSON, Jacques. Theatre des instrumens mathematiques & mechaniques... Auec l'interpretation des
figures d'iceluy, par François Beroald.
Lyon, par Barthelemy Vincent, 1578.
£9500
FIRST EDITION thus. ff. 24 unnumbered ll., A-E4, and 60 engraved plates. Roman and Italic letter. Title
within fine woodcut architectural border, incorporating geometric forms, putti and grotesques, classical figures at
sides and above, fine large floriated and historiated woodcut initials, head and tail pieces. Sixty full page engraved
plates, four by Boyvin, the rest by Androuet du Cerceau, full-page woodcut diagram on recto of A4,
contemporary autograph of "Bergil" in lower blank margin of t-p. occasional small marginal annotation, pencil
drawing on verso of plate 3 and in margins of plate 28. Age yellowing, t-p. with minor restoration to gutter and
edge of lower margin, small repair to outer margin of B1, the very occasional marginal mark. A very good, well
margined copy, with excellent dark impressions of the plates, in contemporary limp vellum.
First edition in French, the first with the commentary of Beroalde, “This is an early work by Francois Beroalde de
Verville, who later revised the French Hypnerotomachie” Mortimer, superbly illustrated with sixty finely and highly
detailed engraved plates of an extraordinary number of inventions ranging from a musical instrument to fire fighting
apparatus. The first Latin edition, printed in Orleans circa 1569-72, was followed by three editions by Vincent, all printed
in Lyon in 1578, one Latin, another French (as here), and a third had a Latin and French title page with French text in
the preliminary leaves. Each of these editions used the plates by Androuet du Cerceau from the first edition, except for up to
four plates, copied from the first, and signed with the monogram of Rene Boyvin. The number of plates by Boyvin varies;
the Latin edition has one only, though as Mortimer says this is not an indication of priority as “the original plates
remained in Vincent's possession after the Boyvin copies were made and they appear variously in later editions”. This copy
has all four of Boyvim's fine, slightly more elaborate copies of the original engravings; plates 17, 35, 39 and 51. All the
plates give considerable detail to the landscape settings and the figures employed in demonstrating the machines.
The Latin captions to the engravings, in the first edition, were sparse, indicating the text was produced in a hurry,
probably due to the events leading up to the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre, (Besson was a protestant who fled to
England in 1572), and the commentary in this edition is a valuable completion of the work. “Near the end of the 16th
century, a new type of book appeared which evolved into an entire genre of literature known as the "Theater of
machines."... The first of the Theaters was produced by Jacques Besson (1540?-1573)... Although illustrations of
machines appeared in print before Besson's work (Valturio's De re militari, 1472; Biringuccio's Pirotechnia, 1540;
Agricola's De re metallica, 1556), they were merely illustrations of current technology or at best provided limited
descriptions of new inventions. Besson was the first to provide a printed work showcasing his mechanical inventions. The
opportunity to produce the work came when King Charles IX of France came to Orléans in 1569. Besson presented
himself to the King and returned with him to Paris as "master of the King's engines." Charles gave Besson exclusive rights
to his designs in that same year and Besson began production of the book which would describe them. The illustrations of
the instruments and machines were designed and/or engraved by Jacques Androuet du Cerceau from Besson's
specifications.” Ronald Brashear, Smithsonian Institution Libraries. Besson was clearly influenced in this work by
Leonardo da Vinci, who had moved to France at the end of his life. “In his dedicatio to the King, Besson made clear the
utilitarian purpose of his work, which presents 'new machines and inventions for geometers, mariners, merchants, artisans
and gentlemen'... Besson's work must be appreciated as something more than a 'do-it-yourself' guide to the construction of
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machines. It was based on the idea that machines could help to improve society. ... Besson was attempting to find
technological solutions to meet underlying economic needs." Henry Heller, ʻ‘Labour, Science and Technology in France,
1500-1620.ʼ’ A beautifully illustrated and important work.
BM STC Fr. C16th p. 52. Brunet I829. Brun p. 122. Mortimer, Harvard, 57 et 58, for the two other editions
dated 1578. Adams 838. Not in Baudrier or Gultlingen.

FROM THE LIBRARY OF THE EARLS OF PEMBROKE
13. BEUGHEM, Cornelius von. Incunabula typographicae.
Amsterdam, Joannem Wolters, 1688.

£3850
FIRST EDITION. 12mo pp (xiii) 191 (iii). Roman letter, printer's sphere device on t.p.,occasional
woodcut initial or ornament. Very slight age browning, couple of rust marks, a good, clean copy in
contemporary calf, spine, gilt, cracks to joints but sound, edges speckled red. The Pembroke copy; old paper
pressmark at foot of spine, faded red shelfmark to upper pastedown, c18 note on fly at head.
First edition of the first printed bibliography of incunabula compiled by the preeminent Dutch C17 bibliographer
Cornelius (or Cornelis) van Beughem. This groundbreaking pocket sized volume (you could easily take it with
you when visiting your favorite bookshop) lists more than 3000 incunables, helpfully in strict authorial
alphabetical order, rather than first by subject matter, unlike most bibliographies of the period; the full title is
usually given. In some cases, several editions are listed with date and place of printing, sometimes with names of
editors and translators and sizes. In the case of editions of particular importance the printer may be also
identified. At the end are appendices of anonymous editions and those of uncertain date or imprint. This was a
remarkably comprehensive and useful volume, providing modern style bibliographical information on more than
ten percent of now known incunabula, including many more obscure works.
Beughem (c. 1637-1710) of Prussian origin, worked as a bookseller in Amsterdam for Jansson before setting up
his own shop in Emmerich. He was “without doubt the foremost bibliographer of the seventeenth century”
(Breslauer & Folter) who “provided for his contemporaries a series of bibliographies of outstanding usefullness,
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full, accurate, and intelligently compiled” (Besterman). Beughem can be justly considered the precursor to the
great bookseller-bibliographers of the 19th century, although they were largely critical of his pioneering efforts.
"More important [than Roxborough] though rather by its quality than by its size, was the
Pembroke library. It hardly contained anything but incunabula, selected with great judgement..."
Seymour de Ricci, p.40.
Breslauer and Folter 85. Bigmore, Wyman I p. 54. Besterman III 5027. Graesse I 356 “Livre rare”.
A DOS-A-DOS BINDING
14. THE BOOKE OF COMMON PRAYER and administration of the sacraments. And other rites and
ceremonies of the Church of England (with) THE NEW TESTAMENT of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ:
newly translated out of the originall Greeke (and) THE WHOLE BOOK OF PSALMS: collected into English
meter by Tho. Sternhold, Jo. Hopkins, W. Whittingaam, and others.
London, by Robert Barker, printer to the Kings most excellent Majestie,
and by the assignes of John Bill, 1632, 1637.
£7500
24mo. 1) 204 unnumbered leaves. A-R¹². 2) 264 unnumbered leaves.
A-Y¹². 3) pp. 330, [vi] A-O¹². Roman letter with some Italic and
Black letter. Title of NT and Common Prayer within woodcut
architectural border, Psalms within typographical border, with
woodcut
musical
notation,
floriated
woodcut
initials,
typographical ornaments, “Ralph Winstanley Ejus liber Anno
Domini 1725” ms on fly, ʻ‘George Winstanley His Book March 23
1816ʼ’ on next, record of births of Winstanley family, note pawning
book to James Eckersley pasted to fly, presentation label on
pastedown from Nathaniel Eckersley to Wigan Free public Library.
Age yellowing, title pages of NT and Common Prayer slightly dusty,
the odd marginal mark or stain. Good copies in a fine, slightly later,
black morocco dos-‐‑a-‐‑dos binding, covers ruled to a panel design,
fleurons gilt to corners of outer panel, with triangular fleurons to
sides, spines with gilt tooled raised bands richly gilt in compartments,
edges gilt, a.e.g., slightly rubbed, two corners worn.
A beautiful, near miniature, dos a dos binding, finely gilt in black morocco, containing all the texts required for worship
in the Anglican Church, all very rare, recorded, at most, in two examples only. The book of Common Prayer is
particularly rare, even for such a small volume designed for regular use, and is recorded in a single copy at the British
library. The dos‑à‑dos format dates back at least to the 16th century, though they were most common in England in the
first half of the 17th. Dos‑à‑dos bindings are formed so that the two books share a common lower board with their
fore‑edges facing in opposite directions. Their upper boards then form the outer covers. Thus whichever way the books are
picked up they open at one or other title-page. This book is recorded as having been owned by several generations of the
Winstanley family, the first being Ralph Winstanley 1725, it was later owned by George who recorded the Births of his
sons Joseph (died), Joseph and Ralph in 1821,1823 and 1827 respectively. George, it seems, must later have fallen on
hard times as there is a note recoding that he pawned the book for the sum of one pound, a considerable sum of money in
those days, to James Eckersley, in whose family it stayed until it was bequeathed to the Wigan Public Library in 1935 by
Nathaniel Eckersley. It is unsurprising the quality of the binding made this book a family heirloom. “The English Book of
Common Prayer was the first single manual of worship in a vernacular language directed to be used universally by, and
common to, both priest and people .... one of the greatest of all liturgical rationalizations" (PMM). An very rare collection
of the texts required for Anglican worship, finely bound in a charming dos a dos binding.
1) STC 16389. ESTC: S93891 BL and Winchester college only. 2)STC 2953.3. ESTC: S91022. BL only. 3)
STC 2672.7. ESTC: S90800. Harvard and Trinity College Melbourne only.
15. BLOUNT, Sir Henry. A voyage into the Levant.
London, printed by I. L for Andrew Crooke, and are to be sold at the signe of the Beare in Pauls Church-yard, 1636.
£2450
FIRST EDITION, first issue (A2 verso, line 1 has "Northwest"). 4to. pp. [ii], 126. Roman letter, some Italic.
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Woodcut ornament on title, floriated woodcut initials, large woodcut headpieces. Autograph cut away from blank
spaces on title, title slightly dusty, half backed with small repair in upper margin, light age yellowing, upper
margin trimmed a little close just shaving headlines in places, occasional marginal thumb mark and oil spot. A
good copy in half calf over marble paper boards c.1800, title gilt on spine, joints and corners a little worn.
Rare first edition, first issue, of this hugely influential and popular travel book, which went through eight editions between
1636 and 1671, one of the earliest and best accounts of the Ottoman empire. Sir Henry Blount, third son of Sir Thomas
Pope Blount, distinguished himself in the early part of his career by these travels into the Levant of more than six thousand
miles, the greater part of which he went by land, gaining for himself the epithet of “The great Traveller.” He was
knighted in 1639 and served Charles I during the Civil war who is said to have committed the young princes to his care
before the battle of Edge-hill. As a traveller, Blount, had an altogether secular and Baconian frame of mind, his interest
was not so much religious as scientific, and his approach to his encounters was considerable more open than other
contemporary literature on the subject. His text is also more prescriptive about the correct manner with which to engage
with the Ottomans, though amicably so, and his accounts of Ottoman hospitality differ greatly from those of Dallam and
Rawlins. He traveled the Adriatic coast to Dalmatia, thence to Belgrade and Constantinople where he stayed a few days
before setting off with a Turkish fleet for Rhodes, Alexandria and Cairo. Having crossed the Adriatic from Venice,
Blount’s caravan joined up with Ottoman forces being summoned against Poland, and he reported on the condition of
the troops and the splendid traveling court of Murad Basha the Ottoman general. “Blount’s arguments about the shared
Anglo-Ottoman hatred of Catholics for their idolatry recall Elizabeth’s diplomatic letters to Murad III printed by Richard
Hakluyt” Gerald Maclean. Blount witnessed the Ottoman Empire at the period of its greatest power and magnificence,
comparing it to what he considered to be the then sorry state of one of the greatest powers of antiquity, Egypt. “Throughout
his travels in the Levant and the Orient, Blount took notes on what he observed. His was a form of 'strategic travelling,'
taking both travel and travel writing to a new level of sophistication. His mission was also designed to bring commercial
and other benefits to Britain, helping to 'stimulate the market for coffee,' for example. By the time Blount wrote his Voyage
the secular approach of the new scientific age, of which he was a product, had led to the realisation that nations and the
institutions that attend them are as much historical products of geography, nature and climate as they are of religious
belief.” Gerald MacLean. The Rise of Oriental Travel: English Visitors to the Ottoman Empire 1580-1720,. "The work
was deservedly popular; Blount treated his subject with objectivity and viewed Turkish society as different from but equally
valid to the life he knew in England."(Blackmer).
STC 3136. Atabey 119. Blackmer 154 (2nd ed.).
16. BOUCHET, Jean. Les triu[m]phes de la noble et amoureuse Dame et l'art de honnestement aymer.
Paris, en la gallerie pro ou on va a la chancellerie par Jehan Longis, 1537.

£4950
8vo. ff. [xii], cccxc. Lettre Bâtarde. Woodcut initials in various sizes, engraved armorial bookplate of the
Baron de Bellet on pastedown, that of Dr. Andre Van Bastelaer beneath, note in French recording purchase of
the vol. in the Beckford-Hamilton sale, lot 78, 1883-250”, on pastedown. Light age yellowing, t.p slightly dusty,
tips of outer corners expertly repaired. A very good copy, crisp and clean and wide-margined, (some lower
margins uncut) finely bound by Churton in early C19th diced russia, covers with border of double gilt rules,
corners with small gilt fleurons, spine with raised bands finely gilt ruled in compartments, gilt fleuron at center,
title and date gilt lettered in Batarde, inner dentelles and edges gilt, a.e.g., spine a little faded.
Rare and beautifully printed edition of the most successful work of the "Rhetoriqueur" poet Jean Bouchet, first published in
1530, a mystical romance in prose and verse on divine love, in which the 'amoureuse dame' represents the human soul.
Bouchet, 1476-c.1550 was a prolific author of great intelligence and imagination. He acquired fame at the court of Louis
XII and Anne of Brittany, had a successful career as a lawyer, was tutor to the Prince de Talmont and became centre of
the literary circle in his native Poitiers. He was one of the few poets of his era to live off his writing, without patronage,
and thus had great control over the printing of his own works. “in this respect, despite his relative conservatism as a poet,
Bouchet anticipates the more apparently personal and less overtly formalist poetics of the mid and late sixteenth century.”
Adrian Armstrong ʻ‘Script, Print, and Poetics in France, 1470‑1550". Among his friends was François Rabelais who
addressed to Bouchet his first verses in French.This Parisian edition seems to have been shared by Jean Longis and Jean
Macé. “Brunet mentions that ʻ‘ces triomphes sont un ouvrage mystique, en vers et en prose, où il sʼagit de lʼamour de Dieu:
Lʼamoureuse dame est notre âme. On le voit donc, il n'y a là rien de bien érotique'. However, he omits to state that much
of the matter is of more human interest than may be at first supposed. There are chapters on matrimonial conduct, the
bringing up of children, (“Comment mary et femme doivent converser en leur lict de mariage; instruction pour les femmes
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grosses; comment les meres doyuent nourrir leurs enfans en enfance” etc). Choice of foods, Anatomy of the human body
etc.” Fairfax Murray I 60, the 1541 edition. “In this guide for proper moral and social conduct are found many advices
addressed to women.... the work also contains dietetic advice for a healthy life and an extensive chapter on anatomy, in
which are also described the reproductive organs”. Erdman, My Gracious Silence 57 (later edition).
William Thomas Beckford (1760–1844) extraordinarily wealthy English novelist, art critic, travel writer and politician,
now chiefly remembered as the author of the Gothic novel Vathek and builder of the remarkable Fonthill Abbey, the
enormous gothic revival country house, largely destroyed. Beckford's fame rests as much upon his eccentric extravagances as
a builder and collector as upon his literary efforts. The opportunity to purchase the complete library of Edward Gibbon
gave Beckford the basis for his own library, which was extensive, and dispersed over two years in 1883‑4.
BM STC Fr. C16th p. (Macé edition). IA. 122.891. Brunet (Macé edition). Erdman, My Gracious Silence 57
(later edn.). Fairfax Murray I 60, the 1541 edition.
NAMED CONTEMPORARY BINDING
17. BREVIARY. Breviarum Romanum ex decreto Sacrosancti
Concilij Tridentini restitutum.
Rome, Aedibus Populi Romani, 1571.
£2500
8vo. pp. (lxxii), 974, 144. Roman letter. Text in red and black. Title
page with large woodcut printerʼs device, numerous small woodcuts in
text, small woodcut initials and tail pieces, typographical headpieces,
small bookplate "Ex libris Pauli Menso" on front paste down,
owners stamp “M” above. Light age yellowing, title page
fractionally dusty, occasional light marginal spotting. A very good
copy in a contemporary Roman binding, covers in contemporary red
morocco, richly tooled in gilt to an all over design of double gilt rules
of interlacing strapwork painted in grey, filled with gilt floral scrolls,
with semé of gilt pointillé and small tools, gilt pomegranates to
sides, winged cherubs heads gilt to corners, ʻ‘Fabius Petrichaʼ’ gilt to
central oval on both covers, rebacked to match, corners and
extremities restored, remains of eight silk ties, all edges richly gilt,
gauffered and painted with the same interlacing strapwork design as
the covers, a little rubbed.
A finely bound copy of this extremely rare early edition of the Roman Breviary, revised since the Council of Trent by
Leonardo Marini, with the assistance of Egidio Foscarari and Francesco Foreiro, which would become the standard
Breviary in the Catholic church. “By order of the Pope and the Council of Trent, Marini, with the assistance of two of his
brethren, Egidio Foscarari and Francesco Foreiro, composed the famous Roman Catechism "Catechismus Romanus vulgo
dictus ex decreto Concilii Tridentini compositus et Pii V jussu editus" (Rome, 1566). He was also a member of the
commission of theologians appointed by Pius V to prepare a new and improved edition of the Breviary (1568) and of the
Missal (1570). By order of Pius IV he revised also the Rules and Constitutions of the Barnabite Order.” Catholic
Encyclopedia. Until the council of Trent every bishop had power to regulate the Breviary of his own diocese; and this
was acted upon almost everywhere. Each monastic community also had its own version. Pius V (pope 1566–1572),
however, while sanctioning those which could show at least 200 years of existence, made the Roman version obligatory in
all other places. The influence of Rome gradually superseded almost all the local "uses" and the Roman, with a few
revisions, become nearly universal, with the allowance only of additional officens for saints specially venerated in a
particular diocese. This revised breviary was first printed by Paulus Manutius in conjunction with the Aedibus Populi
Romani in 1564 and then in several subsequent editions, both in folio and in octavo, though this edition seems to have
been produced without his direct participation, possibly due to a temporary return to Venice. It seems particularly rare. We
have located no copy on worldcat.
The sumptuously worked and beautifully designed covers, finely gauffered and painted edges, indicate a wealthy
owner, though we have not yet found the Fabius Petricha who commissioned it. It is very probably Roman and very
similar in its use of winged cherub tools, all over floriated design and particularly pointillé tools, clustered in groups of
three, to another finely bound work from Rome of 1586 in the British Library, shelf-mark Davis821, also reproduced in
Henry Davis Gift III 354.
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Not in BM STC It. C16th, OPAC or Darlow and Moule. Rare.
RICHLY DECORATED
18. CARACCIOLO, Marino II, Prince of Avellino. Highly decorative and unusually large law degree
certificate.
Naples, 8 June 1627.
£4750
Manuscript in brown ink on fine vellum (56 x 76 cm), 42 lines including ornamental heading gilt, ornate floral
decorations in blue, magenta and orange, in a legible humanist minuscule, several words in gilt capitals, outer
and upper margins with wide ornamental borders in five colours and gilt, incorporating two coats-of-arms, two
portrait medallions in corners and one medallion depicting the Virgin consoling Christ on the Cross; small hole
in lower margin and semi-circular from lower edge slightly, affecting ornamental border (perhaps due to loss of
seal). A very good copy, lightly spotted in places; mounted, framed and glazed.
This splendid late humanist document conferring a law degree from Naples University to the 21-year-old Giovanni
Tomaso Compara (of the Neapolitan family now known as Acampora, or DʼAcampora) was issued under the auspices of
Marino Caracciolo, member of one of the most powerful Neapolitan patrician families. Marino II was Lord High
Chancellor of the kingdom, and as such had the right to grant the doctorʼs cap or laurea. As Prince of Avellino (1617-30)
his Southern Italian town grew considerably and developed into a regional cultural centre. The court attracted artists and
writers, such as Giambattista Basile, renowned for one of the earliest collections of fairy tales in Europe, the Neapolitan
Cunto delli cunti. Campora passed his degree of canon and civil law ʻ‘summo cum honore, maximisque laudibusʼ’ and this
certificate, intended for display, entitles him to ʻ‘lecture on both laws, interpret, comment and practice itʼ. One of the coat‑of‐‑arms is that of Caracciolo, it contains a depiction of the golden fleece of the Imperial order of which he was a knight. The
other is most likely the Compara family. In the upper corners are portraits of Saint Francis Xavier, the co-founder of the
Society of Jesus, depicted as usual with his hands crossed in front of his chest. The other – fictitious – is that of Thomas
Aquinas, one of the most notable alumni of the University of Naples. Mss of this type are not uncommon but the
dimensions, richness, and quality of the decoration of this example are exceptional.

19. CASTIGLIONE, Baldassarre. Le parfait courtisan.
Rouen, De LʼImprimerie de George LʼOysselet, pour Claude Micard a Paris, 1585.

£2750
8vo. pp. (xxxii), 660, (xxxiv); Lacking last blank. Double column, French in Roman letter, Italian in Italic. Title
within ornate architectural border publisherʼs initials at head and tail, small woodcut portrait bust, woodcut
initials and headpieces, C19th stamp "B. Grandmaison" in lower blank margin of title, with a ms. shelf mark
above. Light age yellowing, title very slightly dusty, with a couple of small marginal holes, minor light marginal
water-stain in lower margin towards end. A very good clean copy in contemporary limp vellum, yapp edges,
remains of ties, lower outer corner of lower cover torn.
Excellent edition of the best C16th French translation of Castiglioneʼs Cortigione by Gabriel Chapuis, published
simultaneously in Lyon, Rouen and Paris, a near exact reprint of the first of 1580, of tremendous influence in France.
This translation was also published in Britain in 1588 in Wolfeʼs trilingual edition along with the equally influential
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English translation by Thomas Hoby. Chapuis states that his reason for attempting a new translation is, in the same way
that the Perfect Courtier described in the book cannot actually exist, neither can the perfect translation, and he felt that
previous attempts had fallen short of the high standards demanded by Castiglioneʼs masterpiece. The Cortigione is the
prototype courtesy book and one of the most enduringly popular and influential works of the Italian Renaissance. "The
Courtier depicts the ideal aristocrat, and it has remained the perfect definition of a gentleman ever since. It is an epitome of
the highest moral and social ideals of the Italian Renaissance, many of them inspired by classical examples.... Another
section provides similar rules for the conduct of a lady and the book ends with the celebrated pronouncement on platonic
love by Bembo.", Printing and the Mind of Man. The work was soon translated into most European languages and
Cervantes, Corneille, Shakespeare, Spenser, Jonson and Shelley are but a few of those who are clearly in its debt. The book
is based on a nostalgic recreation of Castiglione's experience at the court of Duke Guidobaldo da Montefeltro of Urbino at
the turn of the sixteenth century. It describes the ideal court and courtier, and relates the philosophical, cultured and lively
conversations that occurred at Urbino, presided over by Elizabetta Gonzaga. The conversation, which takes place over a
span of four days in the year 1507, addressed the topic, proposed by Federico Fregoso, of what constitutes an ideal
Renaissance gentleman and is written in refined and elegant prose, spiced with humour. The speakers, prominent nobles
and literati in the court of Urbino, include Giuliano de Medici, Pietro Bembo, Ludovico da Canossa Emilia Pia,
Elizabetta Gonzaga amongst many others.
BM STC Fr. C16th p. 94 (Paris version). Brunet I 1630-1. IA 133.642. Not in Adams.
A NEW EDITION
20. CEPOLA, Bartholomeus. Incipiunt solemnes ac perutiles tractatus memoriaque ac studio dignissimi egregii
viri : jurisque utriusque peritissimi. d. Bartholomei Cepolla.
Lyon, [Simon Vincent for Jacques Giunta?], [1500-10?]
£2750
FIRST EDITION thus. 4to. ff. (x) clxxxv, (i) last blank. Gothic letter, double column. Title page in red and
black, with charming woodcut of the author presenting his work in a library, woodcut ʻ‘fleur de lysʼ’ device of
Giunta with the initials S. V. in red, white on black floriated initials in various sizes, occasional contemporary
marginal ms annotations. Age yellowing, rare marginal spot or mark. A very good, well margined copy, crisp and
clean on thick paper in contemporary vellum over boards, recased.
Extremely rare first printing of this important collection of works by Bartolommeus Cepola, revised and edited by the
Milanese lawyer and scholar, Johannes de Gradi. Cepolla (Cipolla) was born at Verona c 1420 and studied civil law at
Bologna under Floriano da San Pietro and Angelo Gambiglioni dʼ’Arezzo and canon law under Giovanni dʼ’Anania.
Further studies followed at Padua under Paolo da Castro, Francesco Capodilistra and Jacopo Alcanolti and he obtained
his doctorate there in 1445. From 1449 he was lecturing and Professor of civil law, first at Venice then at Verona, where
he also practiced and had a role in civil affairs, and finally Padua. His public appointments included consistorial
advocate and official representative of Venice at the Diet of Regensburg. He died in c1475. The printer states in the
colophon that the reason for the printing of this new collection was that previous Italian editions of the text were so corrupt
and incorrect and this edition was a revision of the text based on early manuscripts and careful correction; it is effectively
the first critical revision of Cepolaʼ’s works. They include: Tractatus de servitutibus urbanorum prediorum. a work dealing
with servitudes and property rights in Cities and the Tractatus rusticorum prediorum dealing with the same subject but in
rural estates and his innovative and important Tractatus cautelarum. His Tractatus de simulatione contractuum
emptionum ac venditionum: revenditionum & locationum, the last work here, dealt with contracts of sale and purchase,
lease & resale giving an interesting insight into life in C15 Italy “In addition to facing penances and secular sanctions,
men who kept concubines might find themselves disadvantaged in other ways. According to Bartolommeo Cipolla (died
1477), for example, a tenant who introduced his concubine into premises that he had leased thereby violated an implicit
term of his agreement and was liable to lose his title to the leased property and to be summarily evicted by his landlord.”
James A. Brundage. ʻ‘Law, Sex, and Christian Society in Medieval Europeʼ’. His work was still in use well until the
nineteenth century when several translations were made into Italian. Johannes de Gradi was a Milanese lawyer and
scholar who produced a large number of legal works and commentaries at the end of the 15th and the beginning of the
16th century. A very good copy and rare.
ISTC No. ic00400070. IA. 140.331. Hain 4878; Baudrier VI 97; Zehnacker I p. 265; Sajó-‐‑Soltész p.309; GW
VI Sp.397a. OCLC: 247872268. Not in Gultlingen.
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21. COLONNA, Francisco. La Hypnerotomachia di Poliphili, cive pugna d'amore in sogno.
Venice, de figliuoli di Aldo, 1545.

£47500
Folio, 234 unnumbered ll. *4, a-y8, z10, A-E8, F4. Roman letter, printer's woodcut device within oval surround
on t.p and verso of last. 170/172 beautiful woodcuts illustrating text, many half to full page and in good clear
impression, the priapic plate intact, capital spaces with guide letters, bibliographical notes in Italian and English
on fly. Very light age yellowing, t.p fractionally dusty. A fine copy, crisp and clean with very good margins, in
English polished calf c. 1815, covers bordered with a triple blind rule, arms of the 4th Duke of Buccleuch gilt at
centers, within circular gilt insignia of the Order of the Thistle, spines with raised bands richly gilt in
compartments with scroll work corners, finely gilt centerpieces and semé of star tools, green morocco labels gilt,
inner dentelles and edges gilt a.e.r., upper, and lower part of lower joint cracked, corners a little rubbed.
Second edition of the most celebrated illustrated book of the Italian Renaissance and according to Sander (cit inf.) rarer
than the first. The beautiful Renaissance woodcuts have been attributed over the years to Goujon, Bellini, Mantegna and
Bordone but the last of these, the great Paduan miniaturist is now generally preferred. Texturally this edition is virtually a
reprint of the 1499 apart from a completely new t-p in Italian not Latin, a new font for the minimal Greek and the
replacement of the floriated initials by simple and elegant Roman. Five blocks have been reworked, otherwise all the
illustrations are the same as in the 1499 and according to Sander equally fresh.
The strangest if loveliest of earlier modern books, the Hypnerotomachia ʻ‘a lovers struggle in a dreamʼ’ is linguistically
unique. Its extraordinary Latinate vernacular, probably invented for the work itself, was never spoken and never again
attempted in print. The purpose of this allegorical humanistic text, much derived from Pliny, Ovid, Dante and Boccaccio,
has been hotly debated, it is a very exotic confection dense with classical allusion, and at one level about the secrets, pains
and pleasures of a journey of love where reality and dreams combine, at another it is probably a sort of humanistic
encyclopedia. However as Edward Tufte (Beautiful Evidence cit inf.) has pointed out very few would ever have been able
to read the book, which rather has been prized and studied for centuries as a preeminent example of printing, layout and
design. Actually few books have had greater aesthetic influence than the Hypnerotomachia, and which continues to the
present day. The wonderful almost modern woodcuts depict scenes from the story and from Polifiloʼs dreams of marvelous
buildings, gardens and maidens. Aldus certainly appreciated their integral importance to the book and remarkably 73 of
them have all the relevant text with the same field of vision and only 4 out of 170 odd woodcuts are not directly adjacent
to any of their illustrated text (Tufte cit inf.)
Perhaps understandably
for such a cutting edge
volume its first appearance
was not a commercial
success and it was only
after the publication of
this edition in 1545 that
the work achieved any
widespread popularity. A
hymn to feminine beauty,
to aesthetics, to desire and
to an idealised lost world
the almost unreadable
Hypnerotomachia ranks as
the bibliographical glory
of Italian humanism and
one of the loveliest of the
worldʼ’s illustrated books.
A lovely fresh copy from
the Library of the Charles
Montagu-Scott, 4th Duke
of Buccleuch (1772–
1819), greatest British
landowner, and Tory
politician. In 1812 he
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was made a Knight of the Thistle, which dates the binding between 1812-1819.
BM. STC It p. 530. Renouard 133:14. Brunet IV 778 “Cette édition .. est encore assez récherchée” Sander I
2057 “On y retrouve toutes les illustrations de l’édition de 1499. Les figures n’ont rien perdu de leur fraîcheur.
Cette réimpression est plus rare que l’editon originale” [Renouard says the opposite on both counts]. Essling I 22,
1199. Tufte Beautiful Evidence p. 88 etc. et. Kretulesco-Quaranta, Les Jardins du Songe.
AN UNPUBLISHED AMERICANUM
21. COSMOGRAPHY. In cosmographiam. Praefatio [incipit]. [and] Commentatio de renautica.
[France], [second half of the C16th].

£7500
8vo. 2 works in one volume. Ff. [2, the second blank], 104 (the last 3 blank), [17, blank]; 8, [2], [10, blank], one
full-page and several smaller diagrams in the text, manuscript in ink on paper, entirely ruled in red, only towards
the end very light traces of humidity, otherwise evenly a little toned and minimally spotted; early 17th-century
calf, spine with raised bands and with gilt-stamped floral ornaments, covers with single gilt fillet, central giltstamped wraths and gilt-stamped owner’s name Iacobus Auberius (see below); a little worn and scratched.
The volume opens with a diagram of the winds as an illustration to chapter 35. The first text is a cosmography in the
broadest and still medieval sense, with chapters on astronomy, geometry, including planetary motion, climate zones and
their inhabitants, the size of the earth, with a chapter on the armillary sphere, and a Biblical history of the peoples of the
earth.
The latest discoveries and voyages referred to are those of Magellan (with a chapter on the Terra Australis incognita) and
Columbus' discovery of the Americas. Chapter 45, entitled De America in Communi mentions the islands of Jamaica,
Cuba and Hispaniola (now Haiti and the Dominican Republic). The rest of the Americas is only referred to in a cursory
way, which suggests that the text must have been written in the second half of the 1520s, just after news of Magellan's epic
voyage spread. The Commentatio de re nautica is a different text to the
similarly titled De re nautica commentatio (first printed in Basle in 1544)
by the humanist and polymath at the Este court in Ferrara, Celio
Calcagnini, which deals with all things naval in the classical Greek and
Roman world. The present treatise, however, is mainly on the
meteorological determinants of navigation, mainly winds, as well as the
salt contents of the seas and the tides, and the question of why there are no
substantial tidal changes in the Baltic sea. This ten-‐‑page text is concluded
by a short section on the zodiac, the celestial coordinate system essential for
determining the altitude, and a reference to Sacroboscoʼ’s De sphaera.
Provenance: The binding was made for Jacques d’Auber de Peyrelongue
(17th century) member of a noble family residing in the South-‐West of
France. Many of the family members served the Kings of France as écuyers
(squires, shield-bearers), as well as a later owner of the volume, the Marquis
d’Auber de Peyrelongue, who served Louis XVIII and elegantly inscribed
the front fly-leaf and the outer margin of the first page. This volume might
have served as a teaching manual or textbook for a young member of the
Auber family, a sort of primer of astronomy and geography with a strong
focus on winds and navigation.
Naples, per Secondino Roncagliolo, 1624.

22. D'EREMITA, FRA DONATO . Dell'elixir Vitae

£22500
FIRST EDITION. Folio. pp. [xii] 182 + 19 full-page engraved plates depicting distillation equipment and
techniques (on ink splashed on blank verso). Roman and Italic letter, woodcut initials throughout, head-and
tail-pieces, t.p. in architectural engraving surrounded by cherubs and two figures of alchemists. T.p. dusty,
light age yellowing, occasional foxing, wormtrails to rear endpapers, contemporary vellum over boards, spine
with a few wormholes, marbled edges.
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Very rare first edition of Fra
Donato's
treatise
on
distillation, with beautiful
illustrations of alchemical
equipment and experiments
in progress (perhaps by the
author himself), including a
description of his pursuit of
the elixir vitae, thought to
grant eternal youth and
immortality, illustrated in
serial plates. The work also
demonstrates how to produce
different varieties of alcohol
as well as olive oil. The first
three chapters discuss the
elixir or life, but the longer
fourth book details the
ingredients and processes by
which it can be made. The
work also discusses the merits
of distilling trees, herbs,
spices, fruits, and the uses of
each essence, as well as its
chemical properties.
Occasionally, the distillation
of animal and mineral
essences is described. In this
way the work fits its
seventeenth century setting:
not
just
uncovering
alchemical secrets, it also
offers the results of practical
experiments with a wide
range of materials. The
beautiful and highly detailed
plates are present here in very
fine and clear impression.
Fra Donato d'Eremita was
a Dominican from Rocca
d'Evandro, in Caserta. He
was an apothecary of some repute at the monastery of Santa Caterina, and a peripheral figure in the Accademia dei
Lincei, as he counted among his friends Giambattista della Porta, Ferrante Imperato, and Nicola Stiglioa. His name
turns up in correspondence with the Academy, and Johannes Faber describes visiting him while passing through Naples
collecting plant and seed specimens for his patron Prince Cesi. ‘The author of the kingdom’s first published
pharmacopoeia, the protophysician Quinzio Buongiovanni, insisted that apothecaries be prohibited from preparing
"compositions with simples" without having been inspected first by one of the guild officials and the protophysician.
For this reason, Buongiovanni was present when the head apothecary of the Dominican monastery of Santa Caterina a
Formello in Naples, Fra Donato D’Eremita, prepared his famous "elixir vitae". But then again, Buongiovanni
may have been invited by D’Eremita, along with other dignitaries (Giambattista della Porta and Nicola Stigliola), to
launch his product as part of a publicity stunt’ (Gentilecore cit. infr.). The work is dedicated to Ferdinand II de' Medici,
Grand Duke of Tuscany, whose arms are engraved on the title page. Known for his passion for science and his vast
collection of scientific instruments, Ferdinand's own alchemical and scientific experiments are registered in the
archives for the Academy of the Cimento, founded by his younger brother Leopoldo - doubtlessly Ferdinand would
have been fascinated by D'eremita's experiments in immortality. (cf. Acton).
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Not in BM STC It. C17. Wellcome I 2069; Krivatsy 3672. “His substantial treatise on the Elixir of Life shows
he was thoroughly conversant with alchemical processes and practices. The fact that this striking book has escaped
the researches of most of the bibliographers must be due to its rarity.” Duveen p. 176. Gentilcore, Healers and
healing in early modern Italy, pp.41-42. Harold Acton, The Last Medici, 38. Not in Caillet, Ferguson,
Thorndike, etc.
23. DANTE Alighieri. La comedia.
Venice, Ottaviano Scoto, March 1484.

£19750
Folio, 270 unnumbered ll. a10, b-z& A-H8, l-K6. Text in large Roman, up to 65 lines of commentary in
smaller, white on black
vine leaf and tendril
woodcut initials in various
sizes, printers' device in red
on recto of last, contemp.
ms marginalia in places.
Initial blank with ex libris
of Brother Aloysius of the
Benedictine monastery of
Santa Justina in Padua
1526, 4-line verse in
Italic humanistic hand
beneath, comprising the
motto Pope Pius II
(Piccolomini) had set up
above the gate of his castle
at Tivoli ('Gratia bonis
invisa malis, inimica' etc.),
further 4 line epigram in
some hand on blank verso
of last, contemporary
autography of Brother
Antonius of Padua in
smaller, neater Italic above.
A little soiling to prelims, a
couple of ll. waterstained,
and
minor
marginal
worming at end, occasional
light foxing. A good, crisp
copy in modern morocco
antique, blind stamped in
C15 Italian style, a.e. r.
A handsome early printing of
Dante with a particularly
interesting
provenance.
Obviously by 1526 some
monastic libraries, at least in
Italy,
were
not
just
depositories of scholasticism
but included important
works of modern secular
literature and this example,
at least, was evidently appreciated. The marginal annotations, mostly in the vernacular, refer to Florentine literatti,
artists and intellectuals, and remark on contemporary cosmology and literature with general references to Petrarch.
Named in honour of a local early Christian martyr and patron Saint of Padua, the major monastery of St. Justina
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developed in the C15 into one of the most important in the region. Its very impressive library was substantially dispersed
after its dissolution under Napoleon. The second edition of Dante published in his native Tuscany (1st 1481) and second
with the extensive commentary of Cristoforo Landino is perhaps the most influential ever produced of the Divine
Comedy (thought it was not so entitled until 1535).
Landino, born in Florence in 1424, studied at Volterra before his appointment to the chair of rhetoric and poetry at the
Florentine Studio, where his pupils included Marsilio Ficino and Agnolo Poliziano. He was remarkable in teaching, not
only from the Classics, but also on Dante and Petrarch, insisting on the new humnistic approach that conferred full
literary dignity to the vernacula. A member of Ficino's Platonic Academy (the author of the introduction to Landino's
Dante) as well as tutor to Lorenzo and Guiliamo de Medici and author of several philosophical works, Landino drew on
his wide academic and literary expertise to produce his 'famous commentary', Printing and the Mind of Man p. 6.
Landino synthesizes the fourteenth century exegesis and proposes a new reading a new reading of the poem in the light of
modern, Neoplatonic thought. Further, through meticuous comparison of Dante and Vergil he underscores the classical
composition and structure of Dante's great poem, which was to enhance its fame over the next several centuries.
BMC XV 297 Goff D30. GKW vII 7967. HC 5947. Mambelli 11.
24. DE L'ORME, Philibert. Nouvelles
inventions pour bien bastir.
Paris, De l'imprimerie de Hierosme de Marnef,
& Guillaume Cauellat, au mont S. Hilaire à
l'enseigne du Pelican, 1576.
£6500
Folio. pp. [xii], 94, [vi]. A-H6, I8. “De
Marnef’s pelican device (similar to Renouard
738) on the title page. Architectural titleborder,
the border used on the 1572
Vitruvius. The thirty four [full-page]
woodcuts are the blocks designed for Fédéric
Morel’s first edition of this text, printed in
1561. The emblematic headpiece from
Morel’s 1567 edition of L’Orme’s Le Premier
tome de L’architecture was also used here by
de Marnef, along with an armorial headpiece
of his own (Renouard 744). Arabesque
tailpieces. A number of the initials are close
copies of those used by Morel in 1561. Large
initials in other styles. The colophon on the
recto of leaf I8 is printed within a border of
type ornaments, with another Marnef
pelican device (Renouard 729) on the verso.
Roman letter, small Roman marginalia”
Mortimer Harvard. Beautiful full page
woodcut portrait of De L'Orme on verso of
A6, (lacking in Harvard copy), ex dono of the
heirs of Henri Corbault to the Jesuit College
at Mons, Hannovi (Hanover) added at a
later date, small elegant masonic stamp,
with monogram C.K., incorporating artists
paraphernalia in lower blank margin of title.
Small light oil stain in title and next, margins
a little thumb marked or dusty in places,
verso of last a little dusty. A good, crisp copy,
in early nineteenth three quarter vellum over
marbled paper boards.
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The third edition, using all the woodcuts of the first (1561), of this important and beautifully printed and illustrated
treatise. De L’Orme (c.1510-1570),was one of the great Renaissance architects of the 16th century, the first French architect
to possess the universal outlook of the Italian masters without merely imitating them. Mindful that French architectural
requirements differed from the Italian, and respectful of native materials, he founded his designs on sound engineering
principles, fusing the orders with a delicacy of invention, restraint, and harmony characteristic of purest French classicism.
“the simple woodcuts are excellent examples of perfectly understood and clearly presented structural details and show De
Lorme’s system of built up timber roofs, requiring no ties or heavy timbers, which was successfully used as late as the end of
the eighteenth century in the Halle-aux-Bles in Paris. Indeed, De Lorme is unique among the early writers on architecture
for the emphasis he placed upon construction... A copy of the 1576 edition was in the library of Thomas Jefferson
(Sowerby, No. 4183).” Fowler (on the first edition). “Of the leading early French architectural writers, De Lorme is the
most interesting and original, but is less distinguished an artist than Jean Bullant and is less versatile as a draughtsman
than Du Cerceau. De Lorme has been called the first modern architect because of his original contributions to
construction and his skill as an organizer, but Blomfield says that ‘It was by his strong individuality rather than by his art
that De Lorme won, and has maintained, his place among the great Frenchmen of the sixteenth century’ (Blomfeld French
Arch. I Vol. I p. 92)” Fowler. “First published in 1561 the ‘Nouvelles inventions (the treatise on roofs) describes ingenious
techniques which replace the use of large rectilinear pieces of square section, with small flat and curved elements assembled
like keystones. This new invention appears to comply with a rational approach in industrial terms, in that it keeps costs
down, standardizes construction and means that a relatively unqualified workforce can be employed. These
innovative ideas, which were too revolutionary to achieve much success despite the persuasive force of the author, were
not put into practice properly until after 1750, the date when the modern science of building properly emerged.” Vaughan
Hart ‘Paper Palaces’ “The treatise “Le nouvelles inventions” .... is a milestone in the history of wood inventions as it
contains different conceptions of how wood can be used. Anyone who wishes to study wooden roofing has to consider the
theories of this French architect.” Maria Rita Campa.
BM STC Fr. C16th p. 287. Brunet, II 578. Brun p. 182. Harvard I Fowler 98 (1st edn.) Not in Murray or
Rothschild.
25. DI COSTANZO, Angelo. Historia del regno di Napoli. Con l'agiontione de
Aquila, appresso Gioseppe Cacchio, 1582.

dodeci altri libri..

£3450
FIRST EDITION, variant issue. Folio. pp. [xii], 477, [iii]. Roman letter. Woodcut arms of Phillip II of Spain on
title, large woodcut printer’s device on verso of last, large floriated woodcut initials, typographical head and
tail-pieces and ornaments, ‘Ignazio Conte d'Atthems' in later hand on blank margin of title, shelf mark at head.
Age yellowing, a couple of single worm holes at gutter, just touching one or two letters, on first three leaves, two
small single worm holes in outer blank margins, two bifolia unsewn, browned and fractionally chipped at edges,
rare marginal thumb mark or spot. A good, crisp, copy in contemporary vellum over boards, yapp edges, remains
of green silk ties, all edges blue.
First complete edition, one of four variant issues, of this important history of the Kingdom of Naples by the Poet and
lawyer Angelo di Costanzo, written at the suggestion of his friend the poet Sannazzaro. Costanzo lived in the refined
literary circles of Naples, and fell in love with the beautiful poetess Vittoria Colonna, to whom he dedicated much poetry.
His great work, 'Le Istorie del regno di Napoli,’ was the fruit of forty years labour. It is one of the best histories of Naples,
distinguished by its clearness, simplicity and elegance. His history, in twenty books, details the period from 1250 (the year
of the death of Frederick II) to 1486 (the year of the war of Ferdinand I of Naples with the Duchy of Milan). The first
eight books were printed in Naples in 1572, and the complete work at Aquila in 1581-2. It is especially renowned for its
record of the period of the reign of Joanna I of Naples. “As Costanzo was born little more than a century after the death of
Joanna, he might, without any great stretch of probability, have acquired much of his information from the grand‐children, if not the children, of those who took part in the events of her reign; and in his introduction he tells us himself,
that he wrote his history in part from a journal, kept by the Grandfather of the Duke of Montelone, of the public
transactions of the Kingdom of Naples in the time of Joanna, and continued by his successors till the death of Alphonso the
first. A similar work had supplied his account of those from the death of Frederic the second of Swabia, to that of Charles
the second of the Angevine line. Costanzo commenced his history of Naples, at the suggestion of the celebrated
Sannazzaro, and other eminent scholars, who were disgusted by the falsities and absurdities of the fabulous history of
Collenuccio.... From Sannazzaro, Costanzo received many ancient documents, and much useful information... His style is
remarkable for a forcible brevity and simplicity, which seems to convey the undisguised dictates of truth; and his character
for fidelity and accuracy has never been questioned... His history is rather the recital of exploits and fortunes of individuals,
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than the chronicle of the vicissitudes of a monarchy; and a chivalrous interest is therefore attached to his personages,
resembling that excited by the chronicles of Froissart, or the Florentine Annals of the Villani.” ‘Historical Life of
Joanna of Sicily, Queen of Naples.’
Count Giuseppe Francesco Ignazio Attems (1686-1721), was Baron of Heiligenkreuz, Imperial Chamberlain at the
Austrian Court, and owned considerable estates in northern Italy.
BM STC It. C16th. It. p. 202. Brunet II 322. “Edition rare et la plus recherchée de cet ouvrage estimé”.
BOUND BY JOHN REYNES
26. DIONYSIUS CARTHUSIANUS. In Evangelium Johannis Enarratio
Paris, (Jean Ruelle for) Pierre Regnault, 1541.

£4250
8vo. ff. [iv], 645-909, [vii]. Roman letter. Regnault’s charming small woodcut elephant device on title,
floriated and white on black initials in various sizes, bookplate of Ulco Proost on front pastedown and K. J.
Hewett on rear, record of binding price in contemporary English hand above. Light age yellowing, the odd
marginal mark or light stain. A very good copy, crisp and clean, in an excellent contemporary London binding by
John Reynes of calf over wooden boards, covers triple blind ruled to a panel design, upper cover with large blind
panel stamp of St. George and Dragon with Reynes monogram, with border of castle above and dragons and wild
animals with foliage to sides, lower cover with large blind panel of the Baptism of Christ, with floral border with
dragons and animals, spine blind ruled in compartments with three raised bands, original brass catches and clasps,
author and title lettered in ink on fore-edge in contemporary English hand, spine ends defective, upper cover a
little rubbed.
The final part of this very rare edition of a 4-part commentary on the New Testament by the Flemish mystical theologian
Denis van Leeuwen (1402-71), originally published in 1532 in Cologne, in a stunning, signed, contemporary London
binding by John Reynes, with its large blind stamped panels in a very good state of preservation. Following the index is a
3-page poem by the Swiss humanist Henricus Glareanus (1488-1563) titled De origine Carthusianae religionis.. The
binding is a well-preserved example of a large panel stamped binding by the Dutch-born London bookseller and binder
John Reynes, who was active circa 1505-44. The panel stamps used here are always found together. The panel on the upper
cover is of St George and dragon “ST.9 belongs to John Reynes and bearing his initials I. R.
The fifty two examples known to me are on books dated 1504, 1507, 1512-42 and in all cases is used with BIB 17. ...
So in most panels all the essential elements of this story are introduced, St George on horseback, the dragon with the lance
through it, the princess in the background, and sometimes her parents
watching from the battlements of their castle, and often the walls of the
threatened city. In Reynes’ panel all these features appear” Hobson. See also
another example of a John Reynes binding using these two panels (in less
good condition) on British Library bookbindings database Shelfmark
c107e45, and Henry Davis Gift II no. 19. These large panels were designed
for octavo books and were an advance on earlier Flemish blind
panels (where they originated) which needed two panels, one above the
other to cover an octavo size.
“Much more important in the field of spiritual theology is Denis of Rijkel
(1402-1471), who serves as a bridge between the traditional teaching and
the new movement in spirituality. His vast literary production and erudition
(44 volumes) are amazing when one considers that he spent most of his life
as a contemplative monk at the charterhouse in Roermond, near Liège. He
studied Scripture assiduously and his theology is in the tradition of pseudoDionysius, the Victorines, St. Bonaventure and Gerson. The great
contribution of Denis the Carthusian was to synthesize all previous doctrine
on the spiritual life and then to make an evaluation of the various
conclusions. His writings are addressed to all Christians and he composed
treatises for particular groups as well, such as bishops, parish priests, married
persons, widows, soldiers, merchants,” Jordan Auman “Christian
Spirituality in the Catholic Tradition”. He wrote over 150 works including
commentaries on the entire Bible and over 900 sermons. A very well
preserved example of a John Reynes London binding from the first half of
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the C16th.
Not in BM STC Fr. C16th. or OCLC. Oldham, Blind Panels ST.9, BIB.17. Henry Davis Gift II no. 19.
27. DIONYSIUS PERIEGETES. De situ orbis. lat. von Antonius Beccaria.
Venice, Bernhard Maler, Erhard Ratdolt and Peter Löslein, 1477.

£12500
FIRST EDITION thus. 4to. 42 unnumbered ll. a–d8e¹0. Roman letter, some Greek. Title within fine white on
black, white vine border with shield in roundel below, with white on black woodcut initials cut to the same
design, occasional later marginal annotations. Light age yellowing, some minor mostly marginal spotting in
places, fore-margins cut short, occasionally fractionally trimming sides notes. A good copy, crisp and clean in
modern vellum, all edges blue.
Important and rare first edition of Dionysius' didactic compendium of geographical descriptions of the known world in its
first prose translation by the Veronese humanist Antonio Beccaria, and the first separately printed edition of the work. It
had appeared in print in a free verse translation in Priscian's Opera in 1470. Dionysius, a scholar-poet who flourished in
Alexandria during the reign of Hadrian, describes the world as it was then known. In antiquity, it was widely read and
extremely influential, both in the schoolroom and among later poets. Translated into Latin, the subject of commentaries,
and popular in Byzantium, it offers insights into multiple traditions of
ancient geography, both literary and more scientific, and displays interesting
affiliations to the earlier school of Alexandrian poets. Dionysius of
Alexandria, called Periegetes (the guide), was a contemporary of the great
Hellenistic geographers Marinus of Tyre and Claudius Ptolemy. His
description in verse of the inhabited world was long used as a school
textbook and presented the known world as an island, sling-‐ shaped, entirely
north of the equator, extending from Thule (Iceland) to Libya. He limited
the inhabited world eastward by the river Ganges, taking into account the
Seres (Chinese and Tibetans) but locating them much less far east than
Marinus. Beccaria’s translation into prose Latin also updated the work by
adding details that could not have been know to Dionysius. For instance he
expands the description of Ireland to discuss the merits of Irish horses and
describes the use of peat for burning. Dionysius identifies numerous sources
for various gems and precious minerals in Europe, Asia Minor, and South
Asia. This first edition is beautifully printed in a fine Roman type and
elegantly decorated with fine white on black initials in the same style. The
title border is sometimes found in red.
BMC V 244. IA 20490. GW 8426. Goff D253. Sander 2439 Essling
255. JFB D236. “The first edition of this first-century world
geography”. Hain 6226.
28. DONNE, John. Poems by J.D. with Elegies on the Authors death.
London, printed by M.F. for John Marriot, 1639.

£11000
8vo. pp. [x] 388 [xxxii]. Roman letter. Elegant engraved frontispiece portrait of Donne with an earring and
holding a sword, in 1591 (at the age of 18) by William Marshall after a lost miniature by Nicholas Hillyard, short
epigram by Izaak Walton beneath, woodcut initials. A little soiling to frontispiece and title, frontispiece
repaired at inner margin, small creases to corners and a little marginal thumbmarking to a few leaves, small closed
tear to V1, just touching text. Otherwise good and clean in contemporary English gilt-stamped morocco, central
arabesque on both boards, enclosing the letters 'B' and 'D' in cartouche on upper and lower covers respectively,
surrounded by a roll-tooled frame with corner fleurons, spine gilt, gilt edges, joints a little cracked, a few discreet
repairs, surfaces somewhat cracked.
Autograph of Katherine Welsteed ('her booke 1654') on blank verso of final leaf, William Money's contemporary
autograph to lower blank portions of title, and I. Foster's (of Wadham College, Oxford) early 18th-‐century, to
upper blank margin of title. Preserved in folding full leather box.
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The third edition of Donne's collected poems, in a handsome
contemporary binding. Donne considered having some of his poems printed
for private circulation at his own expense during his lifetime. However, this was
not to be, and the poems continued to circulate in manuscript form, until their
posthumous publication in 1633. The first edition did not include this portrait
("one of the engraver's best plates"),
which appeared in the second in
1635.
Its engraver, William Marshall, was
a prolific producer of illustrations for
books, but almost nothing is known
about him. The poems here
collected, from a number of
manuscript sources, include a
mixture of Holy Sonnets, Epigrams,
Elegies, satires and letters to various
of Donne's friends.
Donne is the first and most
famous of the English metaphysical
poets, and his poetry, while
sometimes impenetrable to the casual reader, is, by turns, moving,
eloquent, charged with a malicious humour, and full of the energy of early
love. Donne's poetry can be broadly divided in two; his earlier poems on the
theme of love, and the poems he wrote in his middle years and after, following
his entry into the Church, which are more spiritual. Very little of Donne's
work survives in holograph, making the early printed editions especially useful.
Lowndes II, 660.

STC 7047; Keynes 80; Hind III, p. 111, 30; Pforzheimer I, 297;

UNPUBLISHED EDUCATIONAL MANUSCRIPT
29. DOXIRON, Jean. Rhetorica [title from colophon]. [bound after:] Opus Geographicum ex Veterum
traditione et nova Recensione [and:] Illustrissimarum Rerum publicarum Parallela [16]01.

£4750
Three works in one volume, 12mo (13.2 x 9.1 cm), manuscript in brown-black ink on laid paper, occasional Greek
phrases, 28 to 35 lines, cursive batarde (lettre bâtarde), headlines more elaborate, the majority of the text in the
scribe’s and author’s hand, however, several portions in others. First title with short marginal tear, occasionally a little
spotted or browned, mainly towards the end of the volume traces of humidity; contemporary maroon calf, spine on
three raised bands with three gilt-stamped ornaments, lettered Rhetoric in gold, covers with single fillets in gilt,
ornamental gilt-stamped centre-pieces and the gilt-stamped name Melchior Chorel on covers, sprinkled and striped
edges; spine with a few cracks, but holding firm, a little warped, lightly rubbed and spotted.
The first text is a treatise on rhetoric, which, after a 2-page synopsis Artis Primae forma Antiqua & Nova contains the Liber
Primus de amplitudine , origine et natura eloquentiae (pp. 3-11, 13-111, mispaginated), Liber Secundus de colore et succo
Eloquentiae sive Stylo (pp. 45, [2, blank], 46-47, [2, blank], 48-49), Liber Tertius de adminiculis Eloquentiae (pp. 26),
Liber quartus de inventione et Locis (27, 27-80, mispaginated), Liber 5us de Amplificatione, Dispositione Et partibus
Orationis (pp. 48), Liber Sextus de elocutione (pp. 132, with three small diagrams in the text), Liber Septimus de affectibus
et pronunciatione (pp. 86), Liber octavus de Eloquentia Epidictica (pp. 53), Liber nonus de Eloquentia Civili, (pp. 17, 2027, 21-30, mispaginated), Liber decimus de Eloquentia nova (pp. 5, [1], 6-31). The colophon reads Finis totius Rhetorica
[crossed out word] mihi scripto Septimo Julii / Rhetorica ab eruditissimo magistro Joanne Doxiron data / Anno domini
millesimo vigesimo primo. From book VI onwards other scribes partly with larger handwriting, took over the task of
completing the work; however, the end is again in Doxiron’s hand.
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This text is an unpublished, rather comprehensive and complete late
Renaissance compendium of rhetoric. Naturally, largely drawing on the
canonical works by Cicero, Aristotle and Quintilian, the Rhetorica deals
with the spiritual and psychological requisites of the orator as well as with
‘manipulative’ techniques, rhetoric figures, different functions, levels and
styles of speech, logic, the affects, rage, love and hate. Book X begins with a
chapter, Qualis esse debeat Eloquentia hodierna, discussing the ‘rhetoric of
today’ as well as the use of rhetoric in the church and in schools. The
geographical text begins after a 2-page preface with De Geographia in
Genere Liber primum (pp.63, 11 diagrams, one cropped by the binder),
then Liber Secundus praecipuae orbis Regionibus (pp.20, 22-63, 67-72,
[1], [2, blank]. This course of geography deals with the climate zones of
the earth, various cartographic projections of the globe, astronomy and
astrology and cosmography, oceans and currents, the four continents,
including America, which is dealt from page 58 to the end of the first
book. Liber secundus describes the major European countries in detail.
Doxiron ends the text with the lines ‘Ad honorem me[um] qui fundat
terram supra stabilitatem suam' (‘To the honour of me, who founded the
earth upon its firmness -‐ a reference to Psalm 23). -‐ One manuscript (MS
174) with almost the same title as the present textbook is recorded in the
Municipal Library of Lyon, dated 1621. It belonged to the bishop of
Ainay, who later became archbishop of Lyon. The final text (pp. 45, [9,
blank], the final blank leaf damaged) deals with government, public offices and the political institutions of ancient Greece
and Rome.
Provenance: The author, compiler and scribe states in the colophon that he produced the manuscript volume for himself, as
the first owner. The family name of Doxiron seems to have disappeared in the 19th century, and was geographically restricted
to one corner of South-East France, Doubs, Jura and Haute Savoie. All we know about the owner who commissioned the
beautiful binding, Melchior Chorel, is that he was Capitaine chatelain de St.Genis and Notaire royal de St.Romain in
Pélussin, in the Rhône‐Alpes region (not far from the region where the Doxirons lived); he died in 1691. The volume did not
have to travel far to get to its next recorded owner, the mayor of Annonay (Rhône-Alpes), physician and pioneer of vaccination
in France, Mathieu Louis Pierre Duret (1758-1841), who placed his printed bookplate on the front paste-down. The Durets
were closely linked for generations by marriage to another worthy family of the town, the paper manufacturers Montgolfier
(Mathieu Louis Pierre married a Montgolfier daughter in 1787). It was in Annonay, on June 4, 1783, where the world’s
first public demonstration of a lighter-than-air flight took place.
30. DU CHOUL Guillaume. Discours de la Religion des Anciens Romains [with] Discours sur la Castramentation
et Discipline Militaire des Anciens Romains
Lyon, Par Guillaume Rouille a l'escv de Venize, 1567.
£2750
4to. 2 works in 1 volume. 339 [lvii]; 154 [x]. Roman and Italic letter, woodcut historiated initials, head- and tailpieces, printer’s woodcut device to t.p.s of eagle and serpents within architectural border flanked by cherubs
and cornucopia, woodcut of Du Choul's arms on verso of each, 89 full- and half-page woodcuts depicting Roman
costume, worship and artillery, hundreds of woodcut medallions depicting ancient coins, margins ruled in red.
Age yellowing, occasional ink-stain or foxing to margins, t.p. with waterstaining in a few places, washing out early
ms ex libris (‘Ex Libri Rollieve’?), same to a few final ll. A well-margined copy with woodcuts in good impression,
in handsome contemporary morocco, panels double-ruled in gilt, floral motifs gilt-stamped at corners, central
gilt medallions, upper cover slightly scuffed. Spine gilt and ruled in ten compartments with raised bands, some
repair to lower joint, gauffered edges in a floral motif partly colored red.
Du Choul's two popular and respected works, on the religious beliefs and practices of the Romans, and their military
technology and strategies. The first makes particular use of Du Choul’s own collection of ancient coins, using their imagery
to associate the worship of certain deities with certain emperors, as well as historical events and battles. It also provides
something of an architectural history of temples, triumphal arches celebrating the deeds of Emperors, and other buildings,
since the reverse of medals are the only evidence we have of their appearance apart from ruins. Combining the temporal
and visual accuracy of his coins with his extensive classical learning, Du Choul shows that understanding the political and
social workings of the Roman Empire requires knowledge of religious custom. This is especially true of the connection
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between religious sacrifice and military victory, an underlying
theme which dovetails nicely with the accompanying work.
Discours sur la Castrametation et Discipine Militaire, inspired
by Trajan’s column, concerns the different ranks within the
Roman army, describing and depicting their attire and
helmets, weaponry and training manoeuvres. These two works
are thematically drawn from a twelve volume
chronological work, “Dez Antiquitez romaines,” Du Choul
intended but never completed.
Du Choul (b. 1496) from a family of lawyers in Lyon, studied
law at the University of Valencia. He was famous among his
contemporaries for his collection of coins (one of the first
recorded in France) and antiquities from ancient Rome.
According to Jacques la Strada, he was “very learned in history
and in the deciphering of the figures on the reverse of medals
and coins, of such good and rare judgement that he can rightly
be counted among the most experienced in these matters...”
Contemporary descriptions of Francois I’s (a patron of Du
Choul) magnificent antiquities collection at Fontainbleau are
made with respect to Du Choul’s own collection of coins and
other curiosities - not vice versa.
BM STC Fr. p. 142. Earlier edition in Index Aureliensis
Baudrier 9:51, Brunet II.858, and Mortimer I 180-181,
“These [Religion] illustrations are attributed to Pierre
Eskrich by Baudrier, who records that they caused a delay
in publication of this text... Like the Castramentation set,
these blocks were used in Rouille editions in French,
Italian and Spanish to 1581.” McGowan, The Vision of
Rome in Late Renaissance France, 71.
31. DU PINET, Antoine. Historia Plantarum, Earum Imagines, Nomenclaturae, Qualitates, & Natale solum,
Quibus accessere Simplicium Medicamentoru facultates, secundum
Lyon, Gabriel Cotier, 1561.
£2750
FIRST EDITION. 16mo. pp. 640, 229, [xxvii]. Roman and
Italic letter, some Greek. Title within charming woodcut
border, small woodcut initials and headpieces, 636 woodcut
botanical illustrations, early autograph ‘John Hambery Linie’
at head of title, ms ex libris ‘Thomas Parry, Chirurgii
Bristollis’ 1727 on pastedown, names of the plants inscribed
in English by illustration, in several early hands, with
occasional annotation, ‘Philippus Melanccht PP’ in
contemporary hand on recto of last, list of plant names in
Latin and English in early hands on verso. Light age yellowing,
title a bit browned and dusty, ink marks, some marginal dust
& finger soiling, occasional minor light damp-staining, tiny
worm holes to blank lower outer corners in places, leaf C8
torn at blank lower outer corner. An attractive unsophisticated
copy, in contemporary English polished vellum, stubbs from
an early manuscript leaf from Peter Lombards Libri IV
Sententiarum, yapp edges, remains of ties, vellum soiled, block
bowed.
First edition of one of the earliest pocket herbals, a condensed
version of the work of the botanist P. A. Mattioli by the French
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humanist Antoine du Pinet (d. 1584). Arranged alphabetically, each plant is illustrated and named, generally in five
languages, Latin, Greek French, Italian and German, though occasionally Arabic, or Spanish also. The text also includes
brief notes on where the plant can be found, and what its "qualities" were. Appropriately for a book intended to be used
in the field, this copy is annotated in English in an early hand giving the common English name for each plant. Most of
the illustrations were copied from the 1554 edition of Mattioli’s Commentarii, frequently without reversal of image. For
the most part, these entries have been inserted into the sequence in which they occur in Mattioli (there are exceptions, such
as Opuntia and Galega). Mattioli is frequently acknowledged as a source of information; Fuchs is also, but none of the
illustrations have been copied from Fuchs. Three illustrations in Du Pinet, the Palma, Nux myristica and the Stramonia
do not appear to be copied from Mattioli, though no other source has been located. Though the content is not original, its
design was innovative. As the work was one of the first portable herbals, made for use in the field copies are thus often in
poor condition. This copy despite being used and annotated is still in rather good, and in its first binding. It appears to
have been in English hands from an early date, though we have been unable to identify the early English owner on the
title.
Born at Besancon, Antoine du Pinet [or du Pinay], was a close friend of Calvin, since their youth, they both studied
under the direction of Andre d’Alciat. Pinet later worked as Calvin’s assistant, correcting his works and translating his texts
from Latin to French. However there was a rupture in their relationship in 1548 and Pinet was forced to leave Geneva
and moved to Lyon. He was a productive humanist and translator, translating Pliny’s Natural History into French and
producing an important book of city views. A most appealing copy with interesting provenance.
BM STC Fr. C16th p. 145. Adams D 1146. Pritzel 2539. Kew 2 146. Hunt 85. Welcome 4152 (under Mattioli).
Nissen 565. Durling 1327. Baudrier IV, p.72. Aden 561/12.
32. ELIZABETHAN STATE PAPERS. Concerning Spain and the Sack of Cadiz (with) Charles I's Propositions
to the Gentry of Yorkshire and other texts.
£6750
Contemporary manuscript transcripts. Small Folio. ff. 21, 38 lines per page. in fine, legible secretary hand in
brown ink c. 1600; + unbound letter 2 ll. in mid-C17th English hand. Pen trials and scribbles on blank ll. 1-2. In
contemporary limp vellum, covers with ink stains and pen trials, upper cover with contemporary ms note "To be
returned to Mr. Browne of Twickenham" and in another hand "Thomas Fforster". Slight tear to spine, hole in
upper cover, contemporary autography of 'John Blunt' on fly.
Contents
f. 3 "Instructions for our cozen the Earl of Essex and the Lord Howard, our High Admirall, how to use themselves for
execution of the commission given to them by us for some service to be done against the common enimie. Dated at
Greenwich the 15th of May in the 38th yeare of our raigne, 1596." This document puts into motion the Capture of Cadiz,
on 30 June 1596. appointing Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex, Walter Raleigh, and Francis Vere in charge of a land army of
Dutch and English troops, and Charles Howard, Earl of Nottingham and High Admiral, in charge of a fleet, to invade the
city and surrounding Bay of Cadiz. Ultimately the city was sacked, burned, and looted; one of the most devastating of
Spain's losses during the Anglo-Spanish war. However, failure to fully capture the Spanish treasure fleet and Elizabeth's
overall disapproval with the way booty was distributed resulted in the censorship of accounts of the siege, including Essex's
personal narrative, and Hakluyt's, in his expanded second edition of the Principle Navigations. An important and rare text,
suppressed from publication because it was an embarrassment to Queen Elizabeth. By the reign of King James it would have
been all the more eagerly forgotten: so much did James wish to appease the Spanish that Walter Raleigh, whose aggression
against the Spanish is encouraged here, was executed in 1618 for the same reasons.
f. 7. A paper beginning: "There are two questions proposed. The first is if the government of a stranger be more to be desired
than that of a home borne Prince. The other if it is better for the subject to be under the government of a great Monarchy or
of a Little Prince." The author discusses in the first instance government by a stranger - such as Phalaris (of Brazen Bull
fame), and Dionysius I of Syracuse who "used all kinds of tyranny against" their own people, discusses the success of foreign
rule in colonies, but also argues that these examples are "not sufficient to make a strange government tollerable" in countries
like England. Next, the author argues in favor of a "great Monarche" over a "lesse Prince": the need for a mighty ruler to
defend from foreign invasion. The text of the treatise appears to match that of Ms Rawlinson D-95.
f. 15 "An epistle dedicatory of the Lord Henry Howarde in the beginning of a book called, the Exhortations of Charles the
fifth to his son King Phillipp, uppon the yielding up the government of his dominions to him. Translated out of the Spanish
by the said Lord, and dedicated to her Majestie as followeth," concerning the retirement and abdication of Charles V, Holy
Roman Emperor and King of Spain, splitting his claims between his younger brother Ferdinand I, who became Holy
Roman Emperor, and directly addressed to his son Philip II, who took over as King of Spain.
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f. 20 A short treatise "Of the five periods of 500 yeares through the course of our Englishe History from Brute to Queen
Elizabeth". The work is split into "Alterations" upon three "revolutions" lasting 500 years each, split between three
headings: a description of the event, its causes, and its effects. The first is taken from Geoffrey of Monmouth, describing the
reign of Dunvall Molmutius, King of Cornwall, who fought in the "Civil War of the Five Kings" and as the victor claimed
the throne to all of Britain. beginning "a newe kine of monarchie". "The Seconde Revolution of 500 yeares" describes the
"conquest of the Realme by the Ambitious Romanes" during the reign of Emperor Claudius. The final section describes the
conquest of the Saxons, with the effect of bringing "a contraary and false religion" into Britain, and causing an age of
"corruption....by Superstition."
In addition there are 2 loose sheets containing a copy of "The King's Propositions to the Gentry of Yorkshire" to know
"whether we would defend His Majesty's Royal Person from Violence" and "To have our Advice concerning His Majesty's
being not admitted into His Town of Hull, and how His Majesty may be vindicated in His Honour for the Affront". This
contemporary document concerns the Siege of Hull in 1642, when Sir John Hotham took control of Hull, its armouries,
and refused Charles I access. Hotham was declared a traitor and his actions lead directly to the first actions of the English
Civil war: the Battle of Edgehill on 23 October 1642. An annotation in pencil identifies the hand as Sir Edward Littleton,
who in 1641 was appointed Lord Keeper of the Great Seal. By 1642 when this Petition was written, Littleton had fled
London to join Charles in York and deliver the seal to him. In 1644 he was entrusted by the King to raise and command a
regiment of foot soldiers from among
the Yorkshire gentry - and the contents
of this short document are of particular
significance for the purposes of
recruitment, concluding with "Their
Answer May it please Your Sacred
Majesty, We shall be ready to defend
Your Majesty's Person from Violence,
by all such Ways as the Laws and our
Duty bindeth".
Provenance
The contents of the volume (not
including "The King's Propositions to
the Gentry of Yorkshire") are listed in
The Manuscripts of the Marquess of
Abergavenny, Lord Braye, G. F.
Luttrell, Esq., &c, Volume 10, Part 6
(H.M Stationery Office, 1887).
According to Adam Matthew
Publications, the contents fit the
description of the Braye Manuscripts
MS 79. The Braye Manuscripts were
collected by John Browne (16081691), clerk of the Parliaments, who
gathered records from the House of
Lords across the 17th century that had
strayed from official custody including drafts of journals, papers
regarding parliamentary procedure,
and diaries, transcripts of speeches,
correspondence as here, and research
notes. Browne purchased a house at
Twickenham where his collection was
kept - hence the contemporary writing
on the cover of this manuscript "To be
returned to Mr. Browne of
Twickenham."
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APPARENTLY UNRECORDED
33. ERASMUS. Apophthegmatum ex optimis utrisque linguae scriptorib...libri octo
Lyon, [apud Seb. Gryphium?], 155[8].

£6750
16mo. pp. 923, [xxi]. a-z8, A-Z8, 2a-2n8, last three blank. Italic letter, some Greek, ruled in red throughout, white
on black criblé and some floriated initials, “A Linally?” in early hand on pastedown, early ms. shelfmark beneath.
Light age yellowing, minor light water-stain on a few leaves, the odd marginal spot, small tear in blank upper
margin of t-p. A very good copy in lovely contemporary French calf gilt a la cire, covers bordered gilt with white
painted border, central panel within border of gilt floral tools painted in black, central floral ornament in black
with white painted flowers at extremities, infilled with gilt criblé work, flat spine with repeated scrolled tool gilt,
joints and corners expertly restored, a.e.g.
Very rare edition of the Apophthegmata, in imitation of the Aldine, in a lovely contemporary, probably Lyonese, binding
from their heyday. “the most monumental collection of classical apophthegms[...] ever assembled..” C. Speroni. The
binding is very finely worked to an elegant all over design; the combination of floral motifs with white and black painting
is particularly successful. The overall effect is charming and striking for such a small volume and of very high quality, in
an excellent state of preservation. It is quite similar, though more finely worked, to a binding in the British library
database of bookbindings, BL Shelfmark c18a4, in its use of floral designs and painting.
This is an exact copy of Sebastian Gryphius’ 1552 edition, however, here without printers’ mark or name. Erasmus’ works
were placed on the Index of Prohibited Books by Paul IV,
who acceded to the Papacy in 1555. It is quite likely that
this edition was printed without Gryphius's mark as a
result. The date on the title page has been completed by
hand and may have been altered from 1555 when a new
edition - under the printer-publishers name might well
have been withdrawn.. “The Apophthegmata (1531)
constitute one of the largest collections of attributed
quotations in the Renaissance. The first edition contains
2290 apophthegms, whilst subsequent editions contain
over 3000. It is certainly the fullest and most influential
Renaissance collection of Cynic sayings and anecdotes, by
virtue of the fact that the quotations are organized
according to speaker, not commonplace. This forms part of
Erasmus's educational method. The absence of headings
encourages the creation of an image of the Philosopher in
question, Erasmus's definition of an apophthegm being a
brief and witty expression of someone's personality, which
in turn allows young readers to form their own
personalities... According to Erasmus's preface, there is
nothing more suitable for a young prince than
apophthegms. Erasmus nonetheless often adds brief
commentaries to the apophthegm, to point his reader in the
right direction or even to argue against a particularly
dangerous ancient saying... During the sixteenth century,
the Apophthegmata were repinted 90 times and there were
12 translations into 4 different vernacular languages.”
Hugh Roberts. ‘Dogs' Tales: Representations of Ancient
Cynicism in French Renaissance Texts.’
Not in BM STC Fr. C16th, Index Aurelensis, Baudrier
or Gultlingen. Apparently unrecorded.
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EXTENSIVE EARLY MS ANNOTATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
34. EUCLID. Stoicheion Bibl. XV Ek ton Theonos Synousion. Proklou bibl. IV
Basle, J. Herwagen, 1533.

£37500
EDITIO PRINCEPS. Folio pp (vi) 268, 115 (i). Greek letter, t.p. with printer's device repeated on verso of final
leaf. First leaf of text within woodcut ornamental border (early ms Greek index in outer margin), woodcut
headpieces and initials, printed mathematical diagrams throughout. Very extensive early Greek ms. annotations
and corrections to the whole of the first 61 pp. (Book I) and the last 115 (Proclus' commentary in Greek and
Latin) with numerous ms diagrammatic worked examples, very clear and legible. A very good, crisp, clean, widemargined copy, stamp erased from the verso of t.p., in polished N. European calf, c. 1700.
An important copy of the editio princeps of Euclid's Elements together with the first edition of Proclus' commentary. The
systematic and close annotations to Book 1 and the Proclus commentary, where the text has actually been illustrated by
way of precise geometric illustrations, make this an extremely valuable copy in determining how both texts were received
and used (and the relationship between them) in the first generations after their publication. It is highly unusual to find
either of them consistently annotated in the same (or any) hand from beginning to end and even more so where, as here,
the annotations constitute a critical commentary and do not just emphasise or note repetition of the text. Book I is the single
most important book, in which Euclid outlines all of the fundamental ideas he will expand on in the rest of the work.
The volume provides a rare window into the mathematical thought processes of its day. This is the first edition to have
printed illustrations incorporated in the text, rather than in the margins, so it is the first in which extensive marginal
worked examples were in fact possible.
A work of international, cooperative scholarship, the Greek text was edited by the German Simon Grynaeus, Professor of
Greek at Basle, with the assistance of the first Latin translation made directly from the Greek by the Italian Bartolomeo
Zamberti, and two Greek manuscripts provided by the Frenchmen Lazare Baif and Jean Ruel.To this Grynaeus added
Proclus' commentary on Book I from a manuscript provided by John Claymond, first President of Corpus Christi,
Oxford. The work opens with a long dedication to Cuthbert Tunstall, Bishop of Durham, author of the first printed
English arithmetic whom Grynaeus had met through Tunstall's good friend Thomas More and to whom Grynaeus
presented a copy of the present work in thanks for More's favour during Grynaeus' visit to England.
In fact this was the only comprehensive edition of the Greek text until David Gregory's in the early 18th century and it
formed the basis of all later editions and translations until the 19th century. "Euclid's 'Elements of Geometry' is the oldest
mathematical textbook in the world still in common use today...[It] is a compilations of all earlier Greek mathematical
knowledge since Pythagoras, organized into a consistent system so that each theorem follows logically from its predecessor,
and in this lies the secret of its success... The 'Elements' remained the common school textbook of geometry for hundreds of
years and almost one thousand editions and translations have been published." Printing and the Mind of Man p. 14 on
the first Latin ed. Proclus' commentary on Book I, here printed for the first time, is of great value in its own right. First, it
is a unique source of information on the geometrical knowledge of the thousand years prior to Euclid, otherwise almost
certainly lost to us. Second, it is perhaps the earliest significant contribution to the philosophy of mathematics linking it to
all sorts of intellectual speculation; Morrow p. xxxii describes it as "one of the most valuable documents in ancient
philosophy." It had not been reprinted up to modern times.
The quintessential Renaissance volume and one of the corner stones of modern thought.
BM STC Ger. p. 288. Thomas-Stanford no. 7. Norman 730. Adams E 980. Stillwell II 210. Graesse II "édition
encore aujourd'hui indispensable".
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35. FITZHERBERT, Thomas. The First [and second] part of a treatise concerning policy and religion.
n.pl. [Douai], n. pr. [L. Kellan and P. Auroi], 1606-1610.

£2450
FIRST EDITIONS, 2 vols, 4to. pp (lii) 461 (i) + (xxiv) 697 (xix). Roman letter, titles within typographical
border (second repaired at fore edge) woodcut initials and ornaments. First t.p. mounted, light age yellowing, the
occasional minor mark, stain or spot. Good clean copies, upper margin to second part a bit tight in places, in mid
C17 panelled calf, slightly worn in the usual places, edges speckled red.
First editions of both parts of this anti-Machiavellian classic which enjoyed the remarkable distinction of being admired by
both Catholics and Protestants. Fitzherbert was the heir of a distinguished recusant family, the grandson of the noted
jurist Sir Anthony Fitzherbert and a zealous defender of English Catholicism. In 1572, aged 20, he was imprisoned for
recusancy and on release became acquainted with Parsons and Campion. In 1588 on the death of his wife, he removed to
Spain and was active in the affairs of Catholic exiles and at one point charged with conspiracy to poison Queen Elizabeth.
He was in fact closely watched by Elizabeth's spies and his name recurs in the state papers of the period. In 1601 he was
ordained priest, acted for twelve years as the agent in Rome of the English clergy and in 1613 joined the Society of Jesus.
He was successively superior of the English mission at Brussels and rector of the English college at Rome, remaining en
poste almost until his death in 1640, at the remarkable age of 88, "an object of admiration and esteem, not only of
Catholics, but even for those who differed from him in religion" Gillow II p. 285.
The first part of this diversely learned treatise expounds the insufficiency of human understanding and policy, unaided, to
rightly order the affairs of this world and what dangers and detriment mankind suffers when it presumes to be left to its
own devices. The second more expressly treats of the human need for religion to properly order man’s life on every level,
physical, social, political as well as spiritual. Fitzherbert draws numerous examples from history, ancient medieval and
modern, from classical philosophy and from the Bible, the Fathers and the doctrine of the Church. Unlike most of his
other works it is not overtly a sectarian polemic but a refutation of heresy, atheism and paganism new and old, drawn
from both a profound knowledge of history and an extensive experience of men, a plea for allowing Christian piety to
order their affairs and right the wrongs of mankind. A supposed third part was published posthumously in 1652.
STC 11016.5 and 11019. Lowndes II 804. Gillow II 286:2, “It is a masterpiece of reasoning and learning, and a
clear refutation of many of Machiavelli’s principles”.
Allison & Rogers II 280 and 285 “Within the general framework of a discussion about political principles. This
work contains a veiled attack on the policies of the English government”.
36. FLETCHER, Giles. Of the Russe common wealth. Or,
Maner of gouernement by the Russe emperour,.. with the manners,
and fashions of the people of that countrey.
London, printed by T[homas] D[awson] for Thoams Charde, 1591.
£18500
FIRST EDITION. 8vo. ff. [iii], 116. A4, B-P8, Q4. (lacking first
blank but for sig.) Roman letter. Title within woodcut border,
large historiated and floriated woodcut initials, typographical
headpieces, C17 autograph ‘W. M. Beeston’ on title. Age
yellowing, some light marginal browning, small hole in last two ll.
just touching a couple of letters, corners of text block a little
rounded, occasional thumb mark or oil spot. A good copy in
modern dark sheep. a.e.r.
Very rare first edition of the most important account of Russia published
in England in the C16th, one of the very few outside observations of the
Russians of the period. Fletcher's account of Russia, the result of his
journey as English ambassador in 1588-1589 to secure the privileges of
English merchants, drew mostly on his own observations, and to some
extent the accounts of Herberstein and other English merchants,
although his criticisms of the Tsar and the Russian state are fully his
own. “Upon his return... he turned his considerable learning... to
writing a description of Russia that would flatter his Queen in to
offering him preferment. The result is the most systematic account of
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Muscovy ever written. Fletcher, with Aristotle’s Politics in one hand and his copious notes in the other, methodically
described every aspect of Russian society. Indeed he provides a schema for his description. Nothing is left out. Fletcher used
this structural device to argue that Muscovy was a kind of anti-England: where the Muscovites were ruled by a tyrant,
England was ruled by a mild Queen; where the Muscovites had no intermediary bodies, the English had parliament and
courts; where the Russians were brutal, the English were refined... The book was so negative that the Muscovy Company
had it banned.” Marshall Poe, ‘Early Explorations of Russia’. Nevertheless Fletcher provides us with a most interesting and
rare window onto the Russian world, giving us a sense of how the Russians were seen from Western Europe. The Russians
are for the “most part of large size and of very fleshy bodies” on account of the cold climate and the typical diet “roots,
onions, garlic, cabbage, and such like things that breed gross humors”. They sleep after they midday meal and bathe at
public bath houses at least two or three times a week which is disastrous for their complexion, particularly for the women,
who then paint their faces with make-up to cover over these flaws. Fletcher describes the nobility as dressing in a “Greek
fashion”, and the woman as always adorned with jewelry. The Emperor, he said, “is for his person of a mean stature,
somewhat low and gross, of a fallow complexion, and inclining to dropsy, hawk-nosed, unsteady in his pace by reason of
some weakness of his limbs, heavy and inactive, yet commonly smiling almost to laughter. For quality otherwise, simple
and slow-witted, but very gentle and of an easy nature….” He is also heavily critical of the Orthodox Church. Under the
tyranny and greed of their rulers and the “superstitions” of their Church, the common people suffer and as a result are
“mean and coarse.”, “they are robbed constantly, both of their hearts and money.” Fletcher comments on the Tsar ’s
monopoly on drinking establishments, where men often starve their families by drinking away their earnings.“While they
are in these [taverns], none may call them forth whatsoever cause there may be, because he would hinder the Emperor’s
revenue.”. The first edition is particularly rare as The Russia company were alarmed at the freedom of Fletcher's book, and
had it suppressed and it was reissued in an abridged form in Hakluyt 1598, and in 1856 it was edited in full for the
Hakluyt Society. A rare and important work.
The autograph on the title is likely that of, Sir William Beeston (b. 1636, fl. 1702), lieutenant-governor of Jamaica,
“Beeston was made a judge of the court of common pleas, Jamaica ... In 1665 the governor, Sir Thomas Modyford, sent
him to negotiate with a force of privateers who were threatening St. Spiritus, Cuba. In 1668 Sir Thomas Lynch.. sent
'Major Beeston with a fleet to carry articles of peace with the Spaniards to Cartagena, and to bring away the English
prisoners;' and on his return to Jamaica gave him the command of a frigate. ... The following year he sailed to Cuba and
Hispaniola 'to look after pirates and privateers,' and to Havanna 'to fetch away the prisoners.' .. In 1675 Beeston and Sir
Henry Morgan (of buccaneering celebrity) were appointed commissioners of the admiralty”. DNB He remained
lieutenant-governor until his return to England in 1702.
ESTC S102293. STC 11056. Lowndes 810. “This work was quickly suppressed lest it might give offence to a
prince in amity with England.”
JAMES II'S COPY?
37. FLORUS, Lucius Annaeus. Roman histories of Lucius Iulius Florus : from the foundation of Rome, till
Cæsar Augustus,
London, By William Stansby, [1618].
£3750
FIRST EDITION thus. [xxiv], 503, [3]. last blank. Roman letter, some Italic, text within box rule. Engraved
architectural title border signed "Sim Pass scu.", [Simon van de Pass], small floriated woodcut initials, woodcut
head pieces. Light age yellowing, first few leaves very slightly dust soiled. A very good copy crisp and clean in
contemporary polished calf, covers bordered with a triple blind rule large blind arabesque at centers, spine with
three blind ruled raised bands, joints and tail worn. C17th autograph 'York' on pastedown, possibly, James, Duke
of York, later James II.
First edition of Edmund Bolton's translation into english of Florus's
Roman history in a high quality contemporary calf binding. On p. 503
Bolton signed the work with his initials "translated into English by
E.M.B.", i.e. Edmund Maria Bolton, and also signs the dedication
with his pseudonym "Philanactophil". Florus's history, known as the
‘Epitome of all the Wars during Seven Hundred Years’, is an
abridgment of Roman history up to the age of Augustus with special
reference to war. The style is rhetorical, and Florus is sometimes brief to
the point of obscurity. His identity and names are not known for certain, though he is commonly called Lucius Annaeus.
He lived in the second century AD and is variously identified with the Florus who was poet-friend of the emperor Hadrian.
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This work is often described as an epitome of Livy, and no doubt owes much to that author, who is sometimes quoted
verbatim, but Livy is by no means the only source, and Florus frequently makes statements at variance with Livy’s. The
works of Sallust and Caesar were certainly employed, and there are reminiscences of Vergil and Lucan. It is probable that
Florus imitated the division of the history of Rome into four ages, infancy, youth, manhood and old age, from Seneca.
Florus is strikingly free of any political bias, except that in the Civil War he appears to side with Julius Caesar rather than
with Pompeius.
Bolton was the friend of Cotton and Camden, whose antiquarian researches he shared, and as a writer of verses he was
associated with Sidney, Spenser, Raleigh, and others in the publication of "England's Helicon” and also wrote
commendatory verses to Camden’s Brittania and Ben Jonson's Volpone. Many influential friends, including the Duke of
Buckingham, tried to help him in his pecuniary difficulties, but there seems no doubt that his Catholicism (which would
have endeared him to James) stood in the way of his making a living by literature. For instance, a life of King Henry II
which he had prepared for an edition of Speed's “Chronicle” then in course of publication, was rejected on account of the
too favourable aspect in which he had depicted St. Thomas of Canterbury. In 1617 Bolton proposed to the king a scheme
for a royal academy or college of letters which was to be associated with the Order of the Garter, and which was destined
in to convert Windsor Castle into a sort of English Olympus. James I gave some encouragement to the scheme, but died
before it was carried into execution. With the accession of Charles I, Bolton seems to have fallen on hard times. The last
years of his life were mostly spent either in the Fleet or in the Marshalsea as a prisoner for debt, to which no doubt the fines
he incurred as a "recusant convict" largely contributed. A very good entirely unsophisticated copy.
SHAKESPEARE AND THE LAW OF NATIONS
38. FULBECKE, William. A Parallel or Confrence of the Civil Law, the Canon Law, and the Common Law.
London, the Company of Sationers, 1618 (with) The Second part of the Parallele (and) the Padectes of the Law
of Nations.
London, Thomas Wright, 1602.
£3750
FIRST EDITIONS of the second and third titles, second of the first. 4to ff (xii) 104 (viii), (viii) 74 (viii), (iv) 90.
Three works in one, separate t.p. to each. Roman letter, woodcut initials and ornaments, contemporary ms
statutory references at head of 1st t.p., fly with early case mark (that and next blank loose), Earl's C19
armorial bookplate on pastedown. A few margins slightly dusty in places; good, crisp, clean copies in
contemporary calf, ruled and panelled in blind, joints cracked, upper cover loosening but sound, some wear to
spine at head.
Fulbecke (1560-1616), dramatist, lawyer, legal writer and historian was educated at Oxford and then Grays Inn where he
practised. His legal writings have long been highly regarded but he has been attracting renewed interest as the author of
Shakespeare sourcebooks. It is likely that Fulbecke and Shakespeare were acquainted through one of the Inns of Court
plays, masques or revels, in which it is believed both were involved and there is evidence that Shakespeare was acquainted
with at least two of Fulbecke's works; an acquaintance discernible particularly in King Lear.
That apart, Fulbecke was one of the first pioneers in the field of comparative and international law, especially the first
English writer to deal with them in English. Most previous works on those topics, from wherever, had been written in
Latin, indeed even on the common law which until Fulbecke's influential comparative work had remained sturdily
impervious to the influence of other legal systems. But the most significant text here is the 'Pandectes', the earliest
substantive original contribution in English to the law of nations, now more commonly known as 'public international
law'.
"What Fulbecke appeared to be doing in his introduction of these controversial issues was suggesting a need for
compromise. No doubt he realized the issue of authority was a critical problem that would probably escalate further upon
the death of the Queen. His arguments were an idealistic attempt to please the various groups concerned. He took political
ideas from men of such opposing views as Sir John Fortescue and Jean Bodin and developed them into a theory of
authority. He attempted to check the power of the monarch further, not by emphasizing parliament's role, but rather by
giving the common law an independent status and associated it with the law of reason. Finally he resolved the debate over
the origins of the common law by offering a moderate opinion. Overwhelmingly, the mood of compromise created in the
introduction was carried over into the dialogues". Terrill "The Application of the Comparative Method by English
Civilians", Journal of Legal History 1981 II p 177.
STC 11416, 11415(a) (issue with errata) and 11414 (issue without errata). Lowndes II 845.
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39. GALEN, Claudius. De naturalibus facultatibus libri tres, Thoma Linacro Anglo interprete. (with) De
crisibus libri tres, Nicolao Leoniceno interprete, (with) De diebus decretoriis libri tres, Ioanne Guinterio
Andernaco interprete: (with) De alimentorum facultatibus libri tres, iam recens multis in locis recogniti. Martino
Gregorio interprete.
Lyon, apud Gulielmum Rouillium, sub scuto Veneto, 1549; 1550.
£3250
16mo. Four works in one. 1) pp. (xxxii), 205, (iii). *8, *8, A-N8. 2) pp. 192, [xvi]. A-M8, *8. 3) pp. 154, (vi). a-k8
4) pp. 271, (i). A-R8. Roman letter, side notes and indexes in Italic, some Greek, entirely ruled in red. Rouilleʼs
woodcut eagle and serpent device on all four t.ps., charming white on black criblé and historiated initials, faded
autograph at head of first title, “Huguesson” at the head of second. Light age yellowing, first t-p fractionally
dusty. Very good copies, crisp and clean in contemporary French calf, covers bordered with double gilt rule, block
stamped corner pieces gilt, fine large oval gilt blocked centerpiece, with a strap-work design, spine with blind ruled
raised bands, blind ruled in compartments with small gilt fleurons at center, a.e.g. joints very expertly and
invisibly restored.
A charming collection of four of the major works of Galen, finely printed, in a very readable tiny Roman letter, in a
charming contemporary French binding. “Galen was the most noted physician of antiquity. Born in Pergamon he
received his formal medical education in Smyrna, after which he traveled widely in Asia Minor and to Alexandria to
extend his medical knowledge. He settled in Rome where he carried on a large practice attracting patients from all over the
Empire. His influence was enormous, and for centuries his writings were accepted as authoritative of Greek, Roman and
Arabic physicians reaching a zenith in the Middle Ages.” Heirs of Hippocrates. The first work is the translation
by Thomas Linacre of one of the most influential of Galenʼs work De Naturalibus Facultatibus. Linacre, physician to
Henry VII and VIII, was the founder of the Royal College of Physicians, learned both his medicine and his Greek in
Padua, and instituted a major translation program of Galen. The
second, Galen’s major work on crises in humoral pathology, was
translated by Leonicer (1428-1524), Italian Hellenist, physician and
professor of Medicine at the University of Forna. He was one of the
first Renaissance scholars determined to rescue medical science from its
medieval slough and restore the learning of antiquity. He supplied
the texts for the first genuine Galenic works to be published in Greek
and provided also the first authoritative Latin translations of eleven
Galenic treatises, including the present, rescuing them from the gross
distortions and corruptions of earlier versions. The third work, Galen's
"Critical Days" was a founding text of astrological medicine. In
febrile illnesses, the critical days are the days on which an especially
severe pattern of symptoms, a crisis, was likely to occur. The crisis was
thought to expel the disease- producing substances from the body. If its
precise timing were known, the physician could prepare the patient so
that the crisis would be most beneficial. After identifying the critical
days based on empirical data and showing how to use them in
therapy, Galen explains the critical days via the moon's influence. The
last work is Galen’s famous treatise on the property of foods, divided
into three books, the first on cereals and pulses, the second on other
plants and the third on animals and fish. Galen considered dietetics as
the most valuable form of medicine and the work is full of interesting
cultural insight into the diet and customs of the Greeks and Romans. A valuable collection of these typographically
charming works.
1) BM STC Fr. C16th p. 193, Durling 1816, not in Welcome. 2) Welcome 2570. Not in BM STC Fr. C16th.
or Durling. 3) Welcome 2573. Not in BM STC Fr. C16th or Durling. 4) Durling 1811. Not in BM STC Fr.
C16th, or Welcome.
40. GILDAS. Opvs novvm...de calamitate excidio, & conquestu Britanniae
Antwerp?, C. Ruremond?, 1525.

£3950
FIRST EDITION. Sm. 8vo. 44 unnumbered ll. A-E8, F4, at least as many added blanks. Italic letter, 5
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white-on-black woodcut initials. Light waterstaining to lower part of most ll., outr edge of printed side
note hardly shaved on some ll., small contemporary ms note (price?) in verso of last, marginal note in
contemporary English hand to one leaf. Handsome C18 neoclassical bookplate of William
Constable FRS, FAS, natural historian and collector of curiosities, on pastedown, a good copy in
slightly later “sharkskin” dark morocco, double ruled outer blind panel, 3 raised bands, edges speckled red.
First printed edn. of the writings of Gildas (c. 516-70), the earliest British historian, edited by Polydore Vergil and
Robert Ridley. This edn. (which Vergil eventually made use of in his 'Historia Anglica') was based on two MSS.,
one owned by himself and the other lent him by Bishop Cuthbert Tunstall, to whom the work is dedicated. In his
preface he admits to having made many alterations and omissions, but apparently for editorial reasons rather
than because of any bias against our native historians. Gildas must have presented many problems to his first
editors, since his statements are vague and obscure, he never provides dates except for one reference to the
battle of Mount Badon, and events are not always recounted in the order they occurred. But his narrative has
significant value in being almost the only authority, the other is Nennius who probably used Gildas, for the
history of C6th Britain. Divided into 3 parts, the first comprises Gildas’ explanation of his work and a brief
narrative of Roman Britain from the conquest until Gildas’ own time, including the Britons last request for military
aid from Rome to repel the Saxon invaders. He praises resistance leaders such as Aurelius Ambrosius and
mentions a number of events associated with King Arthur, but rarely names him. The second book condemns for
their vices and ineptitude the five British kings - Constantine (succeeded by Arthur), Arelius Conan, Vortiporius,
Cuneglas and Maelgwn (“the Cruel”) it is our only contemporary information about them, in the third Gildas
lambasts the sloth and materialism of the clergy. Earlier bibliographers, such as Nicolson, 'English Historical
Library' (1696-7) and Lowndes, assumed that this edn. was printed in London; the imprint adopted here is
that suggested in STC.
STC 11892. Lowndes III 891. “A virulent and frantic satire on the miseries and vices of his countrymen.”
Shaaber G 315. Not in BM. STC. Dutch or Belg. Typogr. NUC records 4 copies only.
THE EARLIEST GERMAN CHIAROSCURO
41. GOLTZIUS, Hubertus. Lebendige Bilder gar nach aller Keysern von C. Iulio Caesare bisz auff Carolum V
und Ferdinandum seinem Bruder verhaftet
Antwerp, Gillis Coppens van Diest, 1557.
£15000
FIRST EDITION THUS. Folio. ff [xx] 155 [iii]. Roman letter, 133 magnificent, full-page portrait medallions
in strong impression, coloured in several shades of ochre or brown. Slight worming to pastedown. In C17
German speckled sheepskin, gilt arms of Johann Georg Freiherr von Pichelstorff und Altenburg on covers, spine
richly gilt in six compartments with raised banks, joints and corners slightly rubbed, a few small repairs, all edges
speckled.
An unusually handsome copy of the FIRST EDITION in German of the FIRST BOOK with illustrations by the
chiaroscuro process - the original Latin edition appeared earlier the same year. This splendid book is also the first in which
a combination of etched plates and wood blocks are used in 133 large portrait medallions (plus 16 empty frames for
portraits Goltzius never completed). The blocks are said to have been cut by Josse Gietleughen of Courtrai. Goltzius
(1526 - 1583) himself was a painter and engraver as well as a numismatist, with a passion for the remains of antiquity the present work was the product of 12 years of study in Antwerp. Uniting these strands to produce a landmark in the
history of book production, the illustrations remain dramatic and striking to this day. The German text is the rarest of the
versions which appeared more or less simultaneously (aliter Latin, Italian and Spanish), and the portrait colour, which
varies amongst them, tends towards a deep terracotta which is particularly pleasing. This copy is also free from the heavy
show-through to the reverse of the portraits which spoils the work.
In 1726 Johann Georg Freiherr von Pichelstorff und Altenburg built a castle at Dross in the vast forest expanse called
Waldviertel, Lower Austria. There he kept a considerable library of 17th- and early 18th- century illustrated books
relating to festivals, architecture and history, of which this was apart. The castle still stands today.
"Un beau receuil des portraits des emperors romains, véritable monument artistique et historique, dans lequel une vaste
érudition illustre l'habileté du graveur". Bib. Belg. G 381. "The first use of the copper plate in connection with blocks
engraved with chiaroscuro printing and also the first appearance in any form of the chiaroscuro as book illustration".
Rudolph Ruzicka, cit. Updike I p.27
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42. GONZALES DE MENDOZA, Juan. Historia de las cosas mas notables, ritos y costumbres del gran Reyno
de la China ... Con un itinerario del Nuevo Mundo
Medina del Campo, por Santiago del Canto, por los herederos de Benito Boyer, 1595.
£3950
8vo. ff. [xii], 348, [x]. Roman letter. Title in red and black, woodcut device on verso, white on black woodcut
initials, woodcut Chinese characters. Light age yellowing, repair to lower blank corner of title, text parts restored
to last 4 lines of dedication, in perfect pen facsimile, upper corner of ff. 198 and lower corner of ff. 211 similarly
restored, worm trail in upper outer blank margin expertly restored in places, just touching a few letters, a few
outer blank corners repaired. A good copy, bound by Emilio Brugalla in 1941 in blue crushed morocco for
Isidoro Fernández (1878–1963), covers with his gilt supralibros, spine with five raised bands, gilt-lettered title and
palce, inner dentelles and board edges gilt a.e.g.
Rare edition, the eighth published in ten years of the first major work on China and the first European book in which
Chinese characters occur. All early editions in the original Spanish are now rare. It includes the celebrated 'Itinerario del
nuevo Mundo', details of Tordesillas' voyage from Manila to China, the first Franciscan mission to China in 1579 and
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the account of the Canary Islands, Santo Domingo, the Philippines, Japan, Malacca and Coromandel, along with
Loyolaʼs account of the discovery of New Mexico by Antonio dʼEspejo which was never published separately. An English
translation by Robert Parke was published in 1588. It was the first major survey of China and ran to some 33 editions
between 1585 and 1613. “This work, the first great book about China to be published in Europe, was a compilation of
material Mendoca had obtained from a few Spanish missionaries, both Augustinians and Franciscans, living in the
Philippines who had visited the southern coast of China for brief intervals. Mendocaʼs principle source was the learned
Martin de Rada. This wonderful book contains a four-‐‑page sketch of the history of China, from Emperor Yao to the
Wan-‐‑li Emperor of the Ming dynasty. Mendoca probably got much of his information from the papers of de Rada,
including Chinese books he had bought during a short visit to Fu-chien province, that he had had translated by Chinese
people living in the Philippines.... Though brief, this summary gives a historical dimension to this first book about China
to be presented to the European reader, a work that was printed in forty-six editions in seven languages in the first fifteen
years after it came out.” Thomas H. C. Lee “China and Europe: Images and Influences in Sixteenth to Eighteenth
Centuries”
BM STC Spain C16th. p 89. Palau VI, 105501. Cordier Sinica I:9. JFB G170. Alden 595/32. Not in Sabin or
Church.
43. GUY DE CHAULIAC. Chirurgia magna.., olim celeberrimi medici, nunc demum suae primae integritati
restituta a Laurentio Iouberto ..
Lyon, in off. q. Philip. Tinghi apud Simphorianum Beraud et Stephanum Michaelem, 1585.
£3250
4to. pp. 8, 601, [i.e. 587, (i)], 75, [lxxxi]. [lacking last blank]. Roman letter. Woodcut printerʼs device on title,
floriated woodcut initials, grotesque head and tail-‐‑pieces, 58 woodcuts of surgical instruments, “ex libris ...
Ruthensis. Doctoris Medici facultatis Monspeliensis.” with monogram and price, in near contemporary hand in
lower margin of title, marginal annotations and underlinings in the same hand, contemporary notes of financial
transactions on flys. Old repair to margin of title page affecting a few words of the privilege on verso, small
section lower outer blank corner of first part chewed, age yellowing with some browning, mostly marginal
waterstaining in places, occasional ink splash or thumb mark. A perfectly acceptable copy, in contemporary limp
vellum, old restoration to lower corner of front cover and at head of spine, a little soiled.
Excellent edition of the Chirurigia Magna, the most important and influential medieval manual of surgery, illustrated
with many woodcuts of surgical instruments, edited by Laurent Joubert “one of the most celebrated members of the
medical faculty at Montpellier [who] served as the chancellor of the faculty for many years.” Heirs of Hippocrates. This
copy belonged to a contemporary Russian Doctor, whose name unfortunately is crossed out on the t.p, at the School of
Medicine at Montpellier, Europeʼs oldest medical faculty, where Guy
de Chauliac first studied along with Rabelais and Nostredamus, and
where this work was edited. It is typical of the schoolʼs fame that it
attracted students and doctors from all over Europe. The contemporary
marginal annotations are most probably in the hand of this early Russian
owner and are testament to the esteem in which Chauliacʼs works were
held, two hundred years later. “Guy de Chauliac was undoubtedly the
most famous surgeon of the later Middle Ages. He studied at Montpellier,
Paris, and Bologna receiving his Magister in 1325. During the great
Plague he was physician to Pope Clement VI and later to the Popes at
Avignon, where he became acquainted with Petrarch. His Chiurgia
Magna was the standard surgical text during the later middle ages and
was frequently found in ms. form before its first printed publication in
1478. It was still being reprinted and translated two centuries later, so
great was its influence... This exhaustive treatise tells the personal and
educational requirements of a physician; discusses pathology, medical
treatment surgery, and drug therapeutics” .. “[Laurent Joubertʼs] best
known works were his latin edition of Guyʼs surgery and his very popular
De Vulgi eroribus (1579). Joubertʼs annotations on the work were
published as a separate volume [1615]” Heirs of Hippocrates (other
edns.). Laurent Joubert died before this work was published and it was
his son Isaac who published it, with his fathers annotations at the end, to
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which he appended his own“Interpretatio Dictionum D. Guidonis de Caulacio, cum Figuris instrumentorum
chiruricorum”.
Baudrier V p. 68. Durling 2238. Welcome 3021. Brunet I 1686. Not in BM STC Fr. C16th, Osler, Garrison
and Morton or Gultlingen.
44. HERBARIUS LATINUS. Tractatus de virtutibus herbarum.
Venice, Simon Bevilaqua, 14 December 1499.

£59500
4to. ff. 172. A4, a-x8. including final blank.
Roman letter in two sizes, 28 lines part 1, 37
lines parts 2, title in Gothic. Large white on
black floriated initial, capital spaces with
guide letters, 150 numbered half-page
woodcuts of plants (a few misnumbered),
bookplates of Carleton P. Richmond and
Arthur and Charlotte Vershbow on
pastedown. Single wormhole in lower blank
margin, very occasional minor marginal
thumb mark. A fine copy, crisp and clean,
on thick paper, with very good margins, in
cream paper over boards c. 1800, orange
paper labels gilt, head and tail fractionally
rubbed.

A lovely copy of the second Italian edition of the
Herbarius, the first illustrated herbarium
printed south of the alps. Many of the woodcuts,
first used in the Vicenza 1491 edition, differ
substantially from those of the earlier German
editions. The blocks, cut for that Vicenza
edition, were imported to Venice by Simon
Bevilacqua for this one. Following an error in
the text, the work was wrongly attributed to
Arnaldus de Villanova. The text is divided into
two sections. The former features 150 woodcuts
of plants which grew in Germany, arranged in
alphabetical order with a Latin name and a
description of their properties and medical uses.
Among the best known are garlic, basil,
camomile, ivy, gentian, genista, lily, lemon
verbena, mallow, mint, marjoram, mandrake,
oregano, leek, poppy, rose, rosemary, currant, spinach, willow, sage, violet, valerian. Among the rarest is ʻ‘artemisiaʼ’ or
mugwort, a plant used in the past to cure female illnesses and problems. A bath in the water of a decoction made
essentially with mugwort and laurelʼ’s leaves would induce abortion of a foetus and menstruation. Mugwort was also used
to treat frigidity and sterility, and to keep demons away from home. The latter section, in 96 chapters, deals with the
medicines and herbs available from German apothecaries and spice merchants such as laxatives; aromatics, fruits, seeds
and garden plants; gums and resins; salts; minerals and stones; and animals and their products (goos-greese, cheese, honey
and ivory). The purpose of the work was entirely practical. The illustrations are stylised and simple and full of charm, and
the names are printed clearly in capital letters, so that the plants could be easily identified by, and accessible to a barely
literate public. A very valuable and popular pharmacopoeia which went through a number of editions, of which the
Italian ones display “a different and better set of figures” (Arber p. 17). "These drawings are more ambitious that those
in the original German [editions], and, on the whole, they are more naturalistic. A delightful example, almost Japanese in
style, shows an iris at the edge of a stream, from which a graceful bird is drinking. In another picture the fern called
'capillus veneris', which is perhaps intended for the maidenhair, is represented hanging from rocks over water" (Arber,
pp.192-93). A fine, very fresh copy of this important and beautifully illustrated edition.
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BMC V, 524. BSB-Ink. H-104. Early Herbals 11. Essling 1190. HC 1807*; IGI 5677; Klebs 506.11. Nissen
BBI 2308. Pellechet 1315. Sander 612. Wellcome 3101. Goff H-69.
45. [JACOBUS DE VORAGINE. LEGENDA AUREA]. Lavishly illuminated initial on vellum depicting the
discovery of the True Cross, filling the letter ‘O’ on golden background with rich floral decoration.
Tuscany or Northern Italy. c.1450.
£2350
Meticulously cut out (c. 17.5 x 14 cm) at an earlier date
and string-mounted, gouache in mauve, green, blue, red,
ocre, white and black ink with burnished gold on a leaf
from a choirbook, verso not obscured by the mount and
showing text in ink and neumes in red and black.
Jacobus de Voragine’s compilation of Christian legends (1260s)
had an immense influence on popular beliefs and Christian
iconography throughout Europe for centuries. The legend of
Helena, the mother of the first Christian Emperor, Constantine
the Great, discovering the True Cross of Christ in the Holy
Land inspired Piero della Francesca to a monumental fresco
cycle in Arezzo, and Jan van Eyck depicted in the Turin-Milan
book of hours of about 1422 the scene in a large miniature.
Our illumination is similar in composition, the heavenly city in
the background, Helena in all her regalia; however, the Italian
miniaturist captures the event a few minutes earlier than Jan
van Eyck, who shows the workmen, in peasants’ clothing, still
digging towards the cross in the soil. The present illumination
shows the digging tools discarded on the grass in the foreground
and the cross being lifted out of the ground by two young men
in the attire typical of Italian noblemen or patricians wearing
red berets. - A fine specimen of an unusually large historiated
quattrocento initial, and with a subject matter not often found in manuscripts.
POPE VERSUS VENICE
46. JULIUS II, Pope. . Papal bull in manuscript on vellum with seal.
Rome, 5 May 1506.

£5950
Oblong folio (23.5 x 39.5 cm), 15 long lines in Papal chancery script, decorated opening initial, ascenders on
letters of the first line, light waterstains and abrasures, holes at folds without loss of text, oxidation holes in initial
ʻ‘Jʼ’, stitching holes in outer margins, Papal pendant lead seal fixed with hemp cord through slits in the folded
lower portion.
Originating from a humble background, Giovanni della Rovere (1443-1513) rose through the ranks of the Roman
clergy and was Pope for the last nine years and two months of his life. After having secured his power by making it
impossible for the Borgias to regain influence in the Papal state he embarked on a successful military campaign in 1506.
In full armour he led an assault on Perugia and Bologna (celebrated by Macchiavelli as an attempt at purging the earth
of tyrants), and recaptured much of the Emilia Romagna from the arch-rival Venice. Julius II is renowned as the patron
of Michelangelo, Raphael and Bramante (the Pope laid the foundation stone of the new Saint Peter on April 18, 1506);
however, as a man more than 60 years old he was one of the outstanding military leaders of Italy.
This Papal bull is addressed to the ‘Venerabilis fratri Patriarche Venetiarum’ and the Pope intervenes in a legal dispute
involving the Paduan cleric Nicolò Lazara, member of a local noble family, and the tabellarius (notary, court scribe)
Augustinus a Curtino. The Pope denounces the government (potestas) of Padua for falsely accusing Lazara for being
involved in the death of the tabellarius, a laicus Paduanus. This Papal instrument or bull has to be seen in the context of
Julius’ desire to weaken Venice, which remained in control of Padua until 1509, when the League of Cambray, forged
by Julius, managed to get hold of the city for a short period. To address the religious authority of the Serenissima,
Archbishop (Patriarch in Venice) Antonio Soriano, must have been the only way for open diplomatic correspondence
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between the two powers at war.
The folded lower margin (docket) bears the contemporary name S. Portius with calligraphic initials; the verso of the bull
with the contemporary name ‘N. Lipomanus protonotarius’ in upper left corner. The Biblioteca Ambrosiana holds a bull
issued by Pope Julius II with the same inscription, however without seal, and in the Stiftsarchiv of Lilienfeld in Austria is
a Papal bull of 1490 with the
same inscription in the same
place. The inscription stands most
likely for Nicolò Lippomano,
member of an ancient Venetian
family, who was made bishop of
Bergamo by Pope Julius II in
1512. The seal, which is in
rather good condition, shows on
the recto the usual portraits of the
Saints Peter and Paul and the
Pope’s name in Roman capitals
on the verso. The hemp cord
indicates a juridical and
disciplinary character of the bull,
whereas seals suspended with
coloured silk (usually yellow and
red) signify that the bull is an
amicable 'letter of grace’, granting
a favour.

47. KIRCHER, Athanasius. Musurgia universalis.
Rome, ex typographia haeredum Francisci Corbelletri, 1650.

£9750
FIRST EDITION. 2 vols in 1. pp. (xliv) 690; (iv) 462 (xix, lacking final blank). Roman and Italic letter,
occasional Hebrew, woodcut historiated initials, head- and tail-pieces, full-page engraved frontispiece in both vols,
full-page engraving of Archduke Leopold, printed music, woodcuts of musical instruments, anatomical and
mathematical diagrams throughout, 4 foldout engraved plates (vol II). Biographical ms note on Kircher on fly in
Dutch, in contemporary hand, contemporary ms ex libris in Greek at bottom of first t.p, later ex libris "T. Kythk"
signature in pink ink. Slight age browning, a good, well-margined copy in contemporary Dutch vellum
over boards, covers with double blind-ruled panels, central blind-stamped lozenge, title in brown ink on spine.
FIRST EDITION of Kircher's illustrated encyclopedia of music, tracing the 16th-century Renaissance vogue for
polyphonic chants, motets, and liturgies, to the minimalist Baroque style that followed, stripping down arrangements into
solo-voice pieces accompanied by a single instrument. With the expansiveness typical of "The Last Man Who Knew
Everything" (cit infr.) Kircher branches out to include anatomical descriptions of the ear, and takes a crack at theorizing
the science of sound in the opening pages of the book. As prominent polymath, his survey of musical instruments is paired
with short descriptions of the typical styles of music they played: including Ancient Greek and Hebrew examples, and a
meditation on King David's probable musical style. The bulk of the book is taken up by geometric and mathematical
descriptions of musical theory, after the example of Pythagoras, who allegedly determined the mathematical basis for
music, and developed a system of notation, after hearing the varying sounds produced by different-sized hammers in a
blacksmith's shop. "He gives the earliest account of the 'doctrine of affections', the baroque idea that music should
imitate emotions" (Merill). The book concludes with descriptions of the latest experiments in music technology
including the arca musa arithmica ("composing computer"), singing automatons (which he collected) and the megaphone
(which he invented), with diagrams to visualise further systems of sound amplification he had dreamed up. The book was
a popular resource for experts and interested amateurs alike: in his diary entry of 22 February 1688 Pepys wrote: "Up, and
by coach through ducke lane; and there did buy Kircher's Musurgia, cost me 35s, a book I am mighty glad of, expecting
to find some great satisfaction in it". "Some forty-four books and more than 2,000 extant letters and manuscripts attest to
the extraordinary variety of his interests and to his intellectual endowments. His studies covers practically all fields both in
the humanities and the sciences.[...]It is not surprising that Kircher recorded the first - though imperfect - description of a
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speaking trumpet. He also reported
on remarkable echoes and on the
sound of a bell in a vacuum
campana ringed by a magnet but
did not reach a genuine
interpretation of the phenomenon."
Athenasius Kircher: The Last Man
Who Knew Everything (ed. Paula
Findlen, Routledge, 2004).
BM STC It. C17th p. 462.
Honeyman V 1816. Brunet III
668. Caillet II 363. DSB 7-8, p.
374-6. Merrill 8. Grove IV p
761-2. "His great work...
contains, among much rubbish,
valuable matter on the nature of
sound and the theory of
composition, with interesting
examples from the instrumental
music of Frescobaldi, Froberger,
and other composers of the 17th
century."

48. LA ROCHE-FLAVIN, Bernard de. Treze livres des parlemens de France. Esquels est amplement traicté de
leur origine et institution et des présidens conseilliers, gens du roy, greffiers, secrétaires juissiers & autres officiers;
Bordeaux, Simon Millanges imprimeur ordinaire du Roy, 1617.
£3750
FIRST EDITION. Folio. pp. [xxxxiv], 927, [i]. Roman letter, some Italic. Title in red and black with Millangeʼs
large woodcut device on title, large historiated and floriated initials, fine grotesque head and tail pieces. Light age
yellowing, occasional light browning, minor spotting in places, the odd marginal thumb mark. A good, crisp
copy, with good margins in excellent contemporary French red morocco, covers bordered with triple gilt rule,
spine with gilt rules raised bands, triple gilt ruled in compartments with central gilt fleurons of vase and flowers,
dentelle roll gilt at head and tail, small hole at head of spine, covers a little rubbed.
A lovely copy of the first edition of this important and revealing work on the procedures and duties of the Magistrates and
officers of the Parlements of France, beautifully printed by Simon Millanges, Montaigneʼs printer, a work which lead to
the authors immediate ruin, as he wrote directly and openly of the failings, shortcomings, and corruptions of his colleagues
who immediately sued him for libel. La Roche Flavin, studied at Rodez, at one of the first colleges founded in France by
the Jesuits, then at Toulouse, where he became a lawyer at the Parlement, then Magistrate in the Parlement of Paris and

President of the “Chambre de Requetsʼ’ at Toulouse. His long and honorable career of over over fifty years as a Magistrate
came to and abrupt end with the publication of this work. Its deliberate and systematic revelation of the hidden workings
of the judicial system is a precious resource for the historian. In around 550 chapters he details with all the knowledge
required for the Magistrate of the ancient and modern parlements of France. The fruit of a life times labour, it is not
simply a users manuel for the Magistrate, full of the details of the period, it contains
all of La Roche Flavin’s 50 years experience at a time when the Magistrature was
rapidly changing. Written from 1614-17 but containing material gathered from the
1580ʼs, it includes the debates which shook the parlements since the civil wars. “The
question of the paulette (and judicial corruption more generally) made parlement
magistrates sensitive to questions of Propriety during the first half of the seventeenth
century. Toulouse magistrate Bernard de la Roche Flavinʼs treatise about parlement
procedure, "Thirteen books of the Parlements of France", first published in 1617,
was an important contribution to this debate about the professional role of
magistrates and their social status. As a magistrate who had served at the Paris
Parlement and more recently at the Parlement of Toulouse, La Roche Flavin urges
his colleagues to prove their critics wrong. Much to the dismay of his colleagues, La
Roche Flavin airs the dirty laundry of the Judiciary in an effort to reform current
practice, acknowledging the faults of his colleagues in the hopes of holding them to
higher standards in an age when venality threatens to undermine the authority of
the Profession. La Roche Flavin, for whom the magistrates integrity is the very
cornerstone of the French judicial system urges that court procedure be regularized
and that magistrates maintain their public dignity at all times.” Sara Beam.
"Laughing matters: farce and the making of absolutism in France". A very good copy
of this important work in excellent contemporary morocco.
Not in BM STC F. C17th. Brunet III 843 “Ouvrage recherché, mais peu commun” Graesse. IV 107.
49. LANFRANCO, Mediolanensis. [HALL, John.]. A most excellent and learned woorke of chirurgerie. And
in the ende a compendious worke of anatomie ... An historiall expostulation also against the beastly abusers, both
of chyrurgerie and phisicke in our tyme.
London, in Flete streate, nyghe unto saint Dunstones churche, by Thomas Marshe, 1565.
£9500
FIRST EDITION. 4to. pp. [xxxii], 73, [xxiii], 143,
[xxv], 96, [lxiv], lacking last blank, slip with 8 lines of
verse beginning "in effigiem" inserted after the title
page on stubb. Black letter, some Italic and Greek.
Woodcut initials in various sizes, woodcut portrait of
John Hall dated 1564 followed by four lines of verse
on verso of both titleʼ’s, four full page woodcut
anatomical
figures fractionally trimmed, many
contemporary and early marginal annotations in
English in various hands, early autograph ʻ‘Stewart
Lewisʼ’ on title, contemporary autograph ʻ‘Tho. Arthurʼ’
repeated throughout, ʻ‘John Etheridge, 1706ʼ’ on verso
of last, ʻ‘Birminghamʼ’ ms. on title, with small
ʻ‘Birmingham medical Instituteʼ’ stamp above. Light
waterstaining, title page dusty, restored in blank just
affecting a few letters on verso, cut a little close at head,
shaving some running headlines, M1 with tear in upper
blank outer corner, marginal thumb marks and stains
in places. An interesting copy, in early vellum, recased,
new endpapers.
Extremely rare first edition of John Hall’s important and
influential translation of Guido Lanfranco’s seminal work
on surgery followed by three works by Hall himself; the first

a glossary of terms used in Lanfranco, the second on anatomy, culminating in Hall’s attack on medical imposters. John
Hall (1529–1568) was a surgeon and Protestant poet. He was a member of progressive group intent on improving the
profession’s prestige by educating its members and by producing vernacular translations of surgical books. His major
contribution was this translation of Lanfranco of Milan’s Chirurgia parva, an important medieval surgical manual. His
translation garnered high praise, prompting the physician William Cuningham to suggest that Hall’s contributions in
clarifying Lanfranc’s text were such that the book be called “Hall’s Lanfranke.” The glossary or “expositive table” compiled
by Halle is an important early example of medical lexicography. It was Hall who prepared the first anatomy in English to
be published in England. His work predated that of Vicary, his better-known countryman. Hall's anatomy was compiled
largely from the works of Guy de Chauliac, Lanfranco himself, and William of Saliceto and contained little new or
original knowledge. Hall was a staunch opponent of quacks and he speaks out boldly in castigating them and their
practices. He gives many accounts of the itinerant impostors who visited Maidstone, where he resided. He closes the work
with a poem of fifty-six verses in which he advises students how to practice their profession. Lanfranco became the premier
surgeon in his own city Milan, later prectising in Lyon and Paris. “Lanfranc the founder of French surgery, was a pupil of
William of Salicet. He enjoyed a great reputation for his lecturing and bedside teaching.... Lanfranc was the first surgeon
to describe cerebal concussion and to distinguish between simple hypertrophy and cancer of the breast.” Garrison and
Morton 5553 (French translation). Lanfranco was convinced that medicine and surgery were inseparable; he firmly
asserted that a good doctor must know surgery and, likewise, a good surgeon must know medicine. He promoted the
Hippocratic oath and attempted to make surgery as free from pain as possible. The early English annotations, often giving
alternative remedies and recipes, and commenting in detail on the effectiveness or not of the work, are by Dr. Thomas
Arthur a Catholic physician, born in Munster in 1593. He studied on the Continent, and became the leading practitioner
in Ireland. His fee-book, published in The Journal of the Kilkenny Archaeological Society, is a valuable document,
containing a list of his patients (many of them eminent characters), with particulars of their illnesses, and memoranda of
the fees received. He treated Archbishop Ussher, curing him of a severe disease, and receiving £51 for his services. His
success brought him the patronage of the lord deputy, Viscount Falkland.
STC 15192. ESTC S109324. Ames IV p. 503, 2767. Durling 2721. Welcome 3653. Not in Hiers of
Hippocrates or Osler.
50. LAVATER, Ludwig. De spectris
Geneva, apud Ioannem Crispinum, [1570].

£2950
FIRST EDITION thus. pp. [16], 272. Italic letter, some Roman. Small woodcut printerʼs device on title,
Floriated woodcut initials, woodcut headpieces and ornaments, book - label of “T Caillat” c. 1800, on pastedown,
bibliographical notes on fly. Light age yellowing, some mostly marginal spotting, small light water-stain in upper
margin in places. A very good copy in C17th French calf gilt, covers bordered with gilt rule, spine, with raised
bands, richly gilt in compartments with fleurons and seme of small tools, combed marble endpapers, head and tail
with tiny expert restoration.
First latin translation of this important and influential treatise on ghosts and apparitions, first published the previous year
in German. Lavater (1527-1586) was a prolific author, composing homilies, commentaries, a survey of the liturgical
practices of the Zurich church, a history of the Lord's Supper controversy, as well as biographies of Bullinger and Konrad
Pellikan. His work on ghosts, "De spectris" was one of the most frequently printed and widely translated demonological
works of the early modern period, going into at least nineteen editions in German, Latin, French, English and Italian. In
this treatise on Lemures, ghost shades of the dead which presage great disasters and the change of empires, he maintains
that the many of these apparitions are not the souls of the dead but the work of demons. “the "De spectris, lemuribus..." of
the Protestant physician Ludwig Lavater, published in Zurich in 1570, (we) find an impressive and varied
picture of supernatural visions. Among the variety of phenomena he discusses, Lavater devotes particular attention to
spectral combats, which, he states, are to be understood as bad omens. Such were swords, lances, and a large number of
objects seen in the air; clashing armies or fleeing troops seen or heard in the air or the ground; the horrible sound of
shouting voices and the clangor of clashing arms.” Ottavia Niccoli. ʻProphecy and People in Renaissance Italy'. Lavater
does not attack witchcraft directly, but his theory of devils shows he must have believed in the power of sorcery. He also
attacked those that used superstition for their own benefit. “Thus for Lavater, men who falsely believed that they saw
ghosts, apparitions and visions, were either melancholic, or possessed madmen, or alternatively, just fearful, or weak
in their senses, or finally drunkards. Priests and monks on the other hand, in spreading credulous beliefs, were deluding
the people for the sake of personal profit and even sexual gratification... Lavater substantiated his claim by adducing
numerous anecdotes from classical and modern sources (among them Erasmus) in which priests, monks and friars had

abused the trust of their flock, appearing as ghosts and spirits of the dead in order to seduce wives, extort money, obtain a
bishopric, or prove a theological point by false miracles. ” Michael Heyd. 'Be Sober and Reasonableʼ. A most important and
influential work.
Adams I:301. Thorndike VI: 530. Caillet II 6237. “livre curieux et rare sur les spectres, lémures etc, dûs aux
démons, les apparitions des fantômes, des esprits diaboliques et familiers et les accidents merveilleux qui
précèdent souvent la mort et la suivent quelquefois.” Graesse, Bib. Magica et Pneumatica p. 81.
51. LHUYD, Humfrey (with) PONTICUS, Ludovicus Virunius. Commentarioli Britannicae Descriptionis
Fragmentum. Cologne, Joannen Birckmannum, 1572. (with) Britannicae Historiae Liri VI.
Augsburg, Alexander Weyssenhorn, 1534.
£2250
FIRST EDITION ff. (viii) 78 (ii) Roman letter, printer’s woodcut device on t.p., couple of decorated
initials (with) FIRST EDITION, 44 unnumbered ll. A-F8, G4. Italic letter undecorated. Light
age yellowing, a few ll. of first a bit browned - poorer quality paper, good, clean copies in c. 1700 English
speckled calf, ruled and panelled in blind, sympathetically rebacked, edges speckled red, c19 armorial
bookplate to pastedown.
An excellent combination of two early, interesting and relatively uncommon texts, each in its first edition. The first
is an historical, linguistic and topographical tour of Britain, sent by Lhuyd on his deathbed to his great
geographer friend, Ortelius of Antwerp that he might “take therefore, this last remembrance of thy Humfrey”. The
text also deals with British peoples and their history, unsurprisingly with special emphasis on Wales. At the end
there is a two page glossary of Welsh words with Latin translations.
Lluyd (1527-1568) geographer, astrologer, antiquary and Member of Parliament, was private physician to Henry,
12th Earl of Arundel a bibliophile for whose library Lluyd collected. Many of those volumes, now mostly in the BL,
were formerly Cranmer’s but there was also probably the finest geography collection of Elizabethan times.
Lhuyd’s friend, John Leland, helped in this project as perhaps also did Elizabeth I’s astrologer, his friend John
Dee. “Cet ouvrage, dont Camden a fait un grand usage est encore recherché en Angleterre” Brunet III 1048. BM
STC Ger. sup. p. 37. Shaaber S 335 (only edition) Lowndes 1377 “an excellent work”. Adams L1378a.
The second work comprises a history of Britain until the time of King Arthur (with mention of the wonderful works
of Merlin and the abundance of magical creatures and events) though according to the preface, it is shorn of
many of the fancies and fables of the older chronicles. It is drawn, at least in part, from William of Monmouth.
BM STC Ger. p. 711 (only edition). Adams P1889 (UL copy only).
52. LIVY (and) SIGONIUS, Carolus. Historiarum ab Urbe Condita (with) Scholia.
Venice, Paulus Manutius, 1555.

£3850
FIRST EDITION thus. Folio, ff. (iv) 478 + 98 (xl). Two parts in one, sep. t.p to each. Roman letter, index and
epitomes in Italic, large historiated initials. Printerʼs anchor and dolphin device within oval frame of fruits and
leaves on both t.p.s, autograph of Hieronymus Comes, Abbot of St Gregoryʼs 7th March 1558 beneath each,
autograph of Gilbert Boucher (1800) on first. Light mostly marginal waterstaining to final gathering, a few minor
marginal marks, a good copy in contemp. vellum over boards, a little worn, upper joint cracked at head and tail.
First edition of Sigonius' classic and handsome edition of Livyʼs monumental history of Rome and the first edition of his
Scholia. Livyʼ’s history begins with the landing of Aeneas in Italy and ends with the death of Drusus in 9BC though it
was probably intended to continue to the death of Augustus. Of the original 142 books, only 35 have come down to us
and of these two are incomplete; nevertheless Livy remains the first authority for the history of ancient and Republican
Rome down to the conquest of Macedonia in 167 BC. It is a state history, military and political, arranged strictly
chronologically, recounting all the major events with accounts of their principal participants. Inevitably, given the extent of
the ground covered there is little philosophical reflection, but the work is saved from being a dry recitation of fact by the
author’s considerable literary talents. Livyʼs elegant Latin, masterly portraits of great men, impressive speeches and skilful
depiction of the play of emotion made him a favourite with Roman readers equalled only by Cicero and Virgil. His
history, the greatest narrative history of antiquity, provided the groundwork of almost everything subsequently written on
the subject and constituted a textbook for schoolboys from his day to modern times. Sigonius'’ edition is the first in which
scholarly criticism is applied to the chronology of Roman history was the best and most accurate of the day. Sigonius (1524-

1584) was professor of literature at Venice and produced a number of works for the Aldine press – he was then the most
significant classical scholar in Italy and probably rivalled only by Scaliger elsewhere. Doubtless because of its size and
consequent cost this edition is rare, and was almost unfindable in good condition, even by the mid C19.
“Belle édition bien imprimée, sur bon papier, et peut-être de toutes celles de cet histoire, la plus amie de lʼoeil et la
plus facile à lire…celle-ci, de 1555, est fort rare et ne se trouve presque jamais quʼen très mauvaise condition:”
Renouard 166:15. BM STC It. p.390. Brunet III 1106 “Pour la beauté des caractères autant que pour celle de
tirage et du papier, cette edition est bien préférable aux différentes réimpressions plus ou moins mesquines
quʼ’en ont données les Alde… elle est dʼ’ailleurs devenue rare, surtout en bonne conservation.”
MONTPELLIER PRIZE BINDING
53. MACROBIUS, Ambrosius Theodosius. In Somnium
Scipionis ex Ciceronis VI. Eiusdem Saturnaliorum libri VII.
Censorinus De die natali
Venice, in aedibus Aldi, et Andreae Asulani Soceri, 1528.
£2750
8vo. ff. [xvi], 322, [ii]. [*]8, [✠]8, a-z8, &8, A-Q8, R4, with blanks ✠
7+8 and R3. Italic Letter with some Greek. Woodcut printerʼ’s
anchor device on verso of last, capital spaces with guide letters,
woodcut world map and several woodcut astrological diagrams in
text, early autograph “ex libris josephi gregorius danensisʼ’? on title,
Latin inscription dated 1634 in on front free endpaper recording the
award of this copy as a school prize for grammar. Light age
yellowing, very rare marginal spot or mark. A very good copy, crisp
and clean, in charming early C17th French sheep, covers bordered
with double gilt rule, large device of the city of Montpellier, the
Virgin and Child enthroned (Olivier 2468), gilt at centers, spine
with raised bands, small fleuron gilt at centers, remains of ties.
A very attractive copy of this rare Aldine in a charming early C17th
school prize binding with the arms of the city of Montpellier gilt on both
covers. It is revealing of the high esteem in which Aldusʼs printings were
held that over a hundred years later one was given as a scholars prize.
The student was a member of one of the various schools that now form
Montpellier university, one of the oldest in Europe, probably dating back
to the Gallo-Roman period. This is Aldus' only edition of Macrobius' two surviving works, most of what has come
down to us from this Roman grammarian and philosopher with an abstract of a third piece on grammar. Macrobius
was of African descent. He may be the Macrobius mentioned in the Codex Theodosianus as a praetorian prefect of Spain
in 399-400, proconsul of Africa in 410, and lord chamberlain in 422. Macrobius' Saturnalia, with its idolisation of
Rome's pagan past, has been described as a pagan "machine de guerre". The first book inquires into the origin of the
Saturnalia and the festivals of Janus, leading to a history of the Roman calendar, and an attempt to derive all forms of
worship from that of the Sun. The second begins with a collection of ʻ‘bons motsʼ’, many ascribed to Cicero and Augustus,
and a discussion of various pleasures, especially of the senses, but most is lost. The third, fourth, fifth and sixth books are
devoted to Virgil. The latter part of the third book is a dissertation upon luxury and the sumptuary laws. The primary
value of the work lies in quotations from earlier writers, many now lost. The form of the Saturnalia is copied from Plato's
Symposium and Gellius's Noctes Atticae; the chief authorities are listed at the end of this edition. The second work is a
commentary on the Dream of Scipio in which the elder Scipio appears to his grandson, and describes the life of the good
after death and the constitution of the universe from a Stoic and Neo-Platonic point of view; from this Macrobius
discourses upon the nature of the cosmos, transmitting much classical philosophy to the later Middle Ages. Cicero's ʻ‘Dreamʼ’
described the Earth as a globe of insignificant size in comparison to the remainder of the cosmos. The world map is
important in that it shows a symmetry, in land and climate, between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Europe,
Africa and Asia are shown in the upper hemisphere, with a vast southern continent (Antipodum Nobis Incognita) in the
lower hemisphere. They are separated by an intervening great ocean (Alveus Oceani). Macrobius further labels his map
with climatic zones according to the theory of Parmenides: two zones close to the poles are subject to frigid air (frigida),
either side of the equator a torrid zone (perusta) and between these two moderate or temperate zones (temperate). His view
of a large southern land mass was an early and important part of the long tradition of unknown south lands that

influenced Pacific exploration and charting.
Adams M62. Renouard, 105/2. Brunet III 1286.
THE FAIRFAX MURRAY -‐‑ ANDRE SIMON COPY
54. MANFREDI, Girolamo. Libro de lhomo in lingua materna compilato
Venice, Simon de Luere, 1514.
£5350
4to. ff. (x) 67 (i). Double column. Gothic Letter.
Woodcut anatomical diagram on title, small floriated
woodcut initials in various sizes, early marginal ms.
pointing hands and nota bene, book label of Charles
Fairfax Murray at head of pastedown, fine engraved
book plate of Andre Simon beneath, C17th ms shelf
mark below, small C18th library stamp to blank margin
of t-‐‑p. Light age yellowing, some browning on a few
leaves, the odd ink spot and marginal mark. A very good
copy in C17th Italian vellum over boards, covers
bordered with triple gilt rule, spine richly gilt in
compartments, tail of spine chipped, some rubbing to
boards. a.e.r.
Beautiful and rare edition of this popular medical and
gastronomic encyclopedia, by the Bolognese astrologer,
philosopher and university professor Girolamo Manfedi
(1430-1493), composed in the form of 565 questions and
answers - which earned it the denomination of ʻ‘Percheʼ’ or
ʻ‘whyʼ’- It is divided into two books: the first illustrates the
means for preserving health, the second is intended to clarify
various questions concerning the characteristics of the
human body, derived in form and culture from Aristotle,
the Byzantine physician Alexander of Tralles, and
Senecaʼ’ ʻ‘Quaestiones naturalesʼ’. The workʼs content is
however entirely Manfrediʼs, derived from his personal
experience, which make it extraordinarily vivid, human and
revealing of the attitude of contemporary society to life, health and illness. Manfredi addresses the question of human
health from all points of view, from atmospheric conditions to the quality of sleep and such things as the influence of the
seasons, the nature of winds, physical exercise, the passions of the soul etc. A large part of the work, perhaps of the greatest
contemporary interest, concerns nutrition and alimentation and various type of diet, with much considerations of different
types of drink, particularly wine. "Les différentes qualités de vins, la façon dont on doit boire sagement et celle dont on
peut boire plus que de raison occupent une place importante dans cet ouvrage dont les éditions furent fort nombreuses au
XVIe siècle" (Simon) “Certaines questions sont assez surprenantes: ainsi lʼ’auteur pose lui-meme des questions telles que les
suivantes et repond a toutes avec precision et parfois avec force details amusants: ʻ‘Pourquoi le vin mouille dʼun peu dʼeau
enivre-t-il plus vite que le vin pur?ʼ’ ʻ‘Pourquoi il est pire de sʼenivrer avec vin mouille dʼeau quʼavec du vin pur?ʼ’ Simon
Bibliotheca Bacchica 427, (this copy). The beautiful title page woodcut is taken from an earlier anatomical work; "un
homme nu, posé de face, les bras écartés du corps, avec des lignes droites partant des différentes parties du corps et qui
devaient aboutir, sur le livre d'anatomie auquel cette figure est empruntée, à des désignations qui ont été supprimées ici"
(Sander). A rare and beautifully printed edition of this popular health and lifestyle encyclopedia with excellent and most
appropriate provenance.
Not in BM STC It. C16th. Adams M 355. Simon ʻ‘Bibliotheca Bacchicaʼ’ 427, (this copy). Simon,
ʻ‘Gastronomica, 993ʼ’. Durling 2927. Sander 4189. Essling 1827. Hiers of Hippocrates 73 (another edn. of 1514)
“contains chapters on diet, sex, evacuation, leprosy, the effects of wine, castrati, and other medical observations,
many of which are quite curious.” Not in Wellcome, Osler, Bitting or Oberle. Vicaire 556-7, other editions.

SPANISH RENAISSANCE WOODCUTS
55. MARINEO, Siculo Lucio. Pandit Aragoniae
Saragossa, Jorge Coci, 1509.

£13500
Folio. ff. XLIX. a8, b-h6 (lacking blank h6.) Gothic letter. Full page woodcut printerʼs device of arms, held aloft
by an angel, on title, fine white on black floriated initials in various sizes, each page with woodcut genealogical
trees incorporating portraits of the kings of Aragon (many repeated) woodcut diagrams of coins and woodcut
arms in text, large woodcut printerʼs device on recto of last with St. Sebastian and St. Roch at sides. Light age
yellowing in places, small tear restored in blank lower margin of f1, the odd insignificant marginal spot. A very
good copy, crisp and clean, on thick high quality paper, with excellent impressions of the woodcuts, in modern
vellum over boards, yapp edges, old Quaritch label to rear pastedown.
First separate edition of Marineoʼs superbly printed and important history of the Kings of Aragon, commissioned by the
Eight Deputies of Aragon for King Ferdinand, and one of the most beautiful early printed Spanish books. Marineo was
born in Sicily and studied in the Roman Academy of Pomponius Laetus. He moved to Spain where he taught poetry and
Oratory at the University of Salamanca, and met Antonio de Nebrija, with whom he had a fractious relationship. He left
Salamanca in 1497 to join the Catholic Monarch’s court as chaplain and master and, in 1504, he was appointed
chronicler of Aragon by Fernando the Catholic. He published some poetry and a few works of Grammar but is chiefly
remembered for this genealogy of the Aragonese monarchs, which was rapidly translated into Spanish as the ʻ‘Cronica
dʼ’Aragónʼ’, and his other histories of the period. His impact on the Spanish Renaissance was profound, especially through
his disciple Alfonso Segura, in bringing to Spain the ideas of the Italian Humanists.. His work remains one of the chief
sources for the history of the period; he not only wrote about the early history of Aragon but also produced extensive
accounts documenting the fifteenth-century reign of Fernandoʼs father, Juan II, and the reign of Fernando himself.
Coci (or Koch) is renowned as one of Spain's great early printers. He began printing (with 2 other German printers) in
1499 and inherited materials from the press of Pablo and Juan Hurus, adapting their device for his own use. “Coci
printed one other contemporary Latin work of some importance. This was a history of Aragon written by Lucius Marineus
at the behest of the Eight Deputies of Aragon for presentation to King Ferdinand. It appeared in 1509, and it is on record
that for their respective shares in the work Marineus received one thousand solidi, Jaca money, and Coci five hundred.” F.
J. Norton, 'Printing in Spain 1501-1520’. One of the most striking early Spanish books in typography and layout,
reminiscent of a miniature 'Nuremberg Chronicle' in its style and use of woodcut illustration. A very good copy.

BM STC Sp. C16th p.127. Norton 628; Lyell, Early book illustration in Spain, figure 93 (printer's device).
Adams M 593. Brunet III, 1432. Palau VIII 152144.
56. MELA Pomponius. Iulius Solinus. Itinerarium Antonini Aug. Vibius Sequester. P. Victor De regionibus
urbis Romæ. Dionysius Afer De situ orbis Prisciano interprete.
Venice, in aedibus Aldi, et Andreae socer, October 1518.
£4950
FIRST EDITION thus. 8vo. ff. 233, [iii]. a-z8, A-F8, G4. (q8 and G3 blank) Italic letter. Aldine device on title,
repeated on verso of last, capital spaces with guide letters, early owner's inscription on front free endpaper in
Italian urging friends not to forget to return the book, small stamp of Beniamino Stumpo of Ferrara, above. Very
rare and minimal marginal marks. A fine copy, crisp and exceptionally clean, in lovely contemporary blindstamped brown morocco over thin boards, probably from Bologna, covers triple blind ruled to a panel design,
middle panel filled with repeated blind floral tool, central panel with blind fleurons to corners and central lozenge
made with four impressions of the same corner tool, spine with three raised bands triple ruled in blind, tear at
head, some scuffing to upper cover, all edges blue.
A lovely copy of the first Aldine edition of this important collection of classical geographical texts. Renouard states that this
edition was taken from a manuscript found in Venice not, as supposed by some scholars from an inexistent Florentine
edition by Giunta of 1517. “Alde, en 1518, a suivi un manuscrit existant à Venise, et s'est aidé sans doute aussi des
éditions antérieures qui n'étaient point l'imaginaire Florentine de 1517. Les Junte en 1519 ont mis à contribution
l'édition Aldine," Renouard. Melaʼ’s was “the first extant geographical work in Latin and the only Roman treatise of the
classical period devoted exclusively to that subject. ... Despite his general inferiority as a geographer, Pomponius knew more
than Strabo about the positions of Britain, Ireland, and the coasts of Gaul and north Germany; he was also the first
to mention the Orkney Islands. Pomponius exerted a considerable
influence on early medieval authors, both on his own account, and because
Pliny used and cited his work.” (DSB) His description of the known world,
Europe, Africa, and Asia includes information on manners and customs,
details of remarkable geographical phenomena, and some speculation on the
causes and workings of tides. Solinusʼs work, a geography of the classical world,
was mostly based on Pliny’s Natural History and Melaʼs geography. The
Itinerarium compiled by Antoninus provides a brief survey of the whole of the
Roman Empire. It is a register of the stations and distances along the various
roads of the empire, containing directions how to get from one Roman
settlement to another, seemingly based on official documents, probably the
survey organized by Julius Caesar, and carried out under Augustus. Vibius
Sequester lists the names of the principal rivers, mountains, and other
natural phenomena known to the Romans and his work on the
topography of ancient Rome, which appears here for the first time in print, is an
important source for the identification of Roman ruins. The final work in this
compilation is Dionysius Aferʼs treatise on cosmography. The contemporary
binding is very charming, simple, but effective in its design, in high quality
morocco. It is almost identical in its structure and overall design, but with
different floral tools, to one in the British library database of bookbinding's,
shelf mark Davis751, “Bologna, 1525‐‑1550. bound by the second
bookbinder of Achille Bocchi (?): See A. Hobson, Legature bolognesi, n.13, p.
65; n. 15.” A lovely, entirely unsophisticated copy, of this important and rare Aldine.
BM STC It. C16. p. 432. Renouard 83:6. Adams M1053. Brunet IV p. 799 “Peu commune”.
57. MERSENNE, Marin. Questions harmoniques.
Paris, chez Jaques Villery, rue clopin a lʼ’Escu de France & au coin de la rue Dauphine aux trois perruques, 1634.

£4750
FIRST EDITION. 8vo. pp. (viii) 276. Roman letter. Small woodcut printerʼs device on title, floriated woodcut
initials and headpieces. Slight browning and spotting as usual (poor quality paper). A very good copy in early
C19th French polished calf, by Koehler, covers bordered with triple gilt rule, spine with gilt ruled raised bands,
black morocco label gilt, inner dentelles gilt, a.e.g. joints a little worn.

Rare first edition of this important work on music theory by the great French mathematician, philosopher, and scientist,
Marin Mersenne, one of the most influential figures of the scientific and philosophical revolutions of the seventeenth
century. Mersenne studied at the Jesuit college of La Flèche, from 1604 to 1609. (Descartes, eight years his junior, was
there from 1604 to 1612, but their friendship began later, around 1623.) He later entered the austere order of the
Minims. His Parisian monastic cell became the center of the European scientific world, as scholars, scientists, philosophers,
and theologians often made their way to Mersenne's quarters. “Mersenne selected for his own particular field of positive
inquiry, and for the elimination of magic and the irrational, the mode of operation of vision and of heard sound, and of
the languages of men and animals. His first original contributions to acoustics (on vibrating strings), as well as analyses of
ancient and modern musical theory and optics, appeared in Quaestiones in Genesium (1623). In the same year he
announced in his ʻ‘Observationesʼ’ on Francesco Giorgio’s plans for a systematic science of sound, “le grand oeuvre de la
musique” which henceforth became his chief intelectual preocupation. The first scetches appeared in the ʻ‘Traite de
lʼharmonie universelleʼ’ (1627), ʻ‘Questions harmoniques (1634) and ʻ‘Les preludes de lʼ’harmonie universelle'.” DSB.
“The most significant acoustical theorist among the early modern natural philosophers writing on music was Marin
Mersenne, author of ʻ‘Universal Harmonyʼ’ (1636-7). A pioneer in the science of music, Mersenne based music theory not
on pure mathematics but on the physics of the music producing instrument, notably the vibrating string. His was the first
scientific treatise on music to include exhaustive discussion of actual musical instruments, about which Mersenne learned
by talking to the people who built them. Through experiment he established the mathematical relationships between the
tones of a vibrating string and its length, tension, and thickness. Mersenne was the first to identify the overtones - the tones
that differ from the main tone produced by a vibrating instrument. His work integrated musical theory and experimental
philosophy, and it provided one of the earliest examples of the successful mathematization of science” William E. Burns.
ʻ‘The Scientific Revolution: An Encyclopedia.ʼ’ A good copy of this important and rare work.
BM STC Fr. C17th. p. 371. Graesse IV 500. Not in Brunet.
DE THOU'S COPY
58. MEURSIUS, Johannes. Denarius Pythagoricus.
Leiden, ex officina Ioannis Maire, 1631.

£2750
FIRST EDITION. 4to. pp. 112, [xii]. A-O4, P6. Roman and Greek letter, some Italic. Woodcut printerʼs device
on title, small floriated woodcut initial, gilt oval book label of George Agar Ellis on pastedown, and of the Wigan
free Public Library on fly, their blindstamp to blank margin of title, repeated on last, acquisition note dated 1901
with shelf mark on pastedown. A very good copy in contemporary polished French calf, gilt arms of de Thou and
his second wife, Gasparde de la Chastre to covers, spine with raised bands, richly gilt in compartments, with their
monogram "IAGG", joints and head of spine a little worn, small repair to tail, a.e.r.
Rare first edition of this neo-pythagorian treatise on numbers by the renowned classicist Johannes Meursius in a lovely
contemporary armorial binding from the extraordinary collection of Jacques Auguste de Thou. De Thou (1553-1617),
scholar and historian, the greatest French book collector of his day, of whom it was long said that a man had not seen
Paris who had not seen the library of de Thou. He of course died before 1631, but his son frequently added to his father’s
collection and continued to use the final form of his fatherʼs arms on the bindings of his acquisitions. Johanne Meurius
(Van Meurs) was a Dutch classical scholar and antiquary. In 1610 he was appointed professor of Greek and history at
Leiden, and in the following year historiographer to the States-General of the Netherlands. As a result of the upheavals
caused by the eighty years war he accepted the offer, in 1625, of Christian IV of Denmark to become professor of history
and politics at Soro, in Zealand, combined with the office of historiographer royal, in which role he produced a Latin
history of Denmark (1630–38), Historia Danica. This rare and unusual neo-pythagorian work is a short treatise on the
significance of numbers. “Photius, in his Bibliotheca, has preserved to us part of a valuable work, written by Nicomachus
the Pythagorean, entitled Theological Arithmetic; in which he ascribes particular epithets, and the names of various
divinities to numbers, as far as to ten. There is likewise a curious work of the same title, by an anonymous writer, which is
extant only in manuscript. From these two, and from occasional passages respecting numbers according to Pythagoras,
found in the Platonic writers, Meursius has composed a book, which he calls Denarius Pythagoricus; and which is an
invaluable treatise to such as are studious of the ancient philosophy.” Thomas Taylor. ʻ‘The hymns of Orpheus.ʼ’ George J
Agar-Ellis, 1st Baron Dover, (1797-1833) was a British politician and man of letters. He was elected a Fellow of both the
Society of Antiquaries and the Royal Society in 1816. In 1824 Agar-Ellis was the leading promoter of the grant of
£57,000 for the purchase of John Angerstein's collection of pictures, which formed the foundation of the National Gallery.
A very good copy with most distinguished provenance.

Caillet 7488. Not in Thorndike, Brunet, Graesse, or BM STC C17 Dutch.
59. MISSALE ROMANUM. Manuscript in Latin on Vellum
[Bologna], [c. 1315-1325].

£45000
4to (c. 23 x 16 cm), ff. [267], 27 lines in double colums by one scribe in gothic script (littera bononiensis),
numerous two-line initials, alternating in red and blue and with contrasting ornamental lombards (these
occasionally in lilac), a few four- and five- line initials with staves of red, blue and gold, eight leaves with musical
notation (neumes), leaf 126v with a fine full-page gouache of a crucifixion with Saint Mary and John at the foot
of the cross, illustration and a few leaves a little rubbed, a little spotted in places, four leaves with early vellum
repairs to lower margins, a few gatherings crinkled, the final leaf browned and with oxidation holes (not affecting
text); otherwise well-preserved and complete in later German red sheep or goat over wooden boards with flat
spine and circular blind stamps (illegible initials), ties renewed, original catches preserved, worn, but stable.
The Missal was originally produced for a Franciscan Friary in the area of Bologna, with the calendar featuring the
traditional Franciscan feasts, such as the translation of Saint Francis on May 25 and that of Saint Anthony of Padua on
February 16. The calendar has a few early additions referring to patron saints of Rimini and Pesaro - both not to far from
Bologna - Gaudentius and Terentius. Later additions to the calendar point towards Trento, with its local Saints,
Sissinius, Martyrius and Alexander, who had helped Saint Vigilius to introduce the Christian faith to the area on the
Southern slopes of the Alps.
Joseph Pope, in One Hundred and Twenty-Five Manuscripts. Bergendal Collection Catalogue, MS 12, suggests that the
Missal was used for some time in the Friary Santo Francesco in Trento. In allocating the manuscript to a Würzburg
monastery by pointing out the
addition of Saint Ulric (‘the
patron Saint of Wurzburg…
who died there as bishop in
973') to the calendar he is
mistaken. Saint Ulrich was
bishop and is patron Saint of
Augsburg. Kilian, whose name
was added to the calendar is the
legendary bishop and patron saint
of Würzburg. Further saints'
names added point generally to
Germany:
Boniface,
Anna,
Ursula, and Willibald. The
front paste-down and fly-leaf are
filled with liturgical texts and
notes in Latin in German hands
of the 15th century. The final
leaf is a singleton and was once
used as paste-down before rebinding in the 15th century. It
continues (and concludes the text)
with the antiphonar ‘Vidi aquam
egredientes de temploʼ which
begins on the righthand column
of the penultimate leaf in a
different hand. The German
binder then inserted a blank
vellum bifolium at the end.
The crucifixion scene is facing the
first prayer of the Mass, which
begins ʻ‘Te igitur clementissime
paterʼ’ and represents stylistically

the harsh, edgy gothic style of painting found in regions influenced by German gothic art. It is possible that the miniaturist
was of Alpine origin -‐‑ even Trento, where the Missal was later used, comes to mind. On the recto of that leaf, which is an
integral part of gathering 13 (the only to contain four leaves in the present volume) is in a different hand and different ink
containing the ʻ‘Gloriaʼ’, followed by the Nicene Crede. The expressive crucifiction is finely executed and shows the
suffering and grief of the bystanders typical of German paintings.
Provenance: Front paste-down with 18th-century armorial bookplate of Monsignor Domenico Gravina, a
Southern Italian cleric, engraved by Garofalo (small portion missing). Acquired by Joseph Pope (1921-2010), the
Toronto investment banker and prominent collector of medieval manuscripts from the London dealer Sam Fogg
(catalogue 15, item 14) in 1993. This manuscript is described in detail and with errors as MS 12 in Joseph
Popeʼs One Hundred and Twenty-Five Manuscripts. Bergendal Collection Catalogue, Toronto, 1999.
SCOTS IN THE 30 YEARS WAR
60. MOLES, Fadrique. Guerra entre Fernando Segundo emperador Romano y Gustavo Adolfo Rey de Suecia.
Madrid, en la imprenta de Francisco Martinez, 1637.
£2750
FIRST EDITION 4to. ff. [viii], 75, [i]. Roman letter. Engraving on title of the Imperial Eagle straddling the
figure of Heresy, engraved portrait of Ferdinand II of Spain and Gustav Adolfo of Sweden, by I de Courbes,
woodcut floriated initials, grotesque woodcut tailpieces, "Juan oevi... nueva" in early hand on fly. Light age
yellowing, light mostly marginal spotting in places, closed tear on A1 and O1 (original paper flaws) just affecting
a few letters, rare marginal thumb mark. A very good copy, crisp and clean, in contemporary limp vellum,
remains of ties.
First edition of this important contemporary account of an important part of the Thirty Years War by the Neapolitan, of
Spanish origin, Fadique Moles, which is also a statement the foreign policy of Ferdinand II. The work details the
campaign of Gustav Adolf of Sweden against the Holy Roman Empire and ends with his death at the Battle of Lutzen in
1632. Gustav Adolfʼ’s campaign rescued the defeated protestant armies of the north and took back the most of the territory
that had previously been lost. The war was a European affair involving all the major powers, but was particularly
characterized by the use of mercenaries. The demand for mercenaries was particularly strong in the armies of Gustavus
Adolphus, where the small population of Sweden and her possessions could not furnish sufficient troops for the campaigns
in Germany. By far the bulk of these mercenaries were German, but significant numbers of Scots were also employed,
particularly those under General Munro from 1629. Elizabeth, daughter of the Scottish king James VI, was the wife of
Frederick V, Elector of the Palatinate and King of Bohemia, whose Bohemian rebellion was a cause of the war, and her
father tried to help the couple after they were forced to flee in 1620. The War was widely seen as a battle between
Protestant and Catholic, and many from all over Europe were motivated to fight for one side or the other for reasons of
religion alone. However while such high political or religious motives may have driven some senior officers, the bulk of the
ordinary Scottish soldiers, who numbered perhaps as much as 20,000 at their peak, were motivated either by the usual
mercenary attractions of adventure and money, or were simply forced into service. A potentially exciting venture in a
foreign war was more appealing than the extremely limited prospects at home, and the Scots already had a long history of
providing mercenaries. Moles account is particularly interesting for his account of this clash of cultures, the "South" of the
Empire and Spain and the exotic "North" of Sweden. "The historian Fadrique Moles" biography of Gustav Adolf (1637),
also comments on the physical appearance of the northern warriors when entering the continental scene: “On June 24th
1630 on the island of Rügen, with twenty thousand robust Goths, hardened in war and whose potency was in
concordance with their brutality...” (Moles 1637, 24; see also Clavería 1954, 11). The picture of these semi-barbarian
provincial Europeans is complete.” Peter Stadius. “Southern Perspectives on the North”. Moles published another work of
political theory the same year and the two works are complimentary in that this work serves to illustrate in practice the
theories espoused in the other.
Not in BM STC C17th Spain. Palau.IX 174252.
FROM THE WIFE OF JOHN HAMPDEN
61. MONSTRELET, Enguerran de. Les Chroniques.
Paris, Pierre L'Huillier, 1572.

£4950
FIRST EDITION thus. Folio. Three vols. 1) ff (xii) 324 (vi). 2) (viii) 201 (v). 3) (x) 255 (xii) lacking blank b4
inlast vol., with all other integral blanks. Roman letter, tables in Italic, separate t.p to each with L'Huillierʼs fine

olive tree device within ornate woodcut frame, fine large grotesque initials and headpieces by Jean le Blanc (signed
IB.) at beginning of each vol., figurative and floriated woodcut initials throughout, “Ex dono dna [domina]
Hamden 1624” at head of first t.p, C19th armorial bookplate of Ditton Park on front pastedowns, shelf marks in
red ink on front endpapers. Very light age yellowing, tiny single wormhole in lower blank margin of first few
quires of vol 1, just touching a few letters, very occasional minor marginal foxing. A very good, crisp, clean copy,
with good margins in excellent English diced russia c. 1820, covers with wide border of multiple gilt rules to
large floriated gilt corner-pieces, centers of border with special gilt stamps of helmets, at head and tail, crossed
swords and mailed gloves at sides, spines with gilt ruled raised bands, richly gilt in compartments, edges and inner
dentelles gilt, a.e.g.
The first edition by Denis
Sauvage; the best, most
correct, and one of the
loveliest of the early editions of
this great Chronicle, in an
excellent aristocratic binding
of the romantic age with
specially designed gilt stamps
and
important
historic
provenance. Intended as a
supplement to Froissart, the
first book begins at about 1400 and goes up to 1422. The second begins with the reign of Charles VII and continues up
to 1444. The last probably owes little to Monstrelet and is usually attributed to Mathieu DʼEsscouchy; it takes the history
up to 1467. The work recounts, in considerable detail, i.a. the civil war between the houses of Orleans and Burgundy,
the occupation of Paris and Normandy by the English (the Agincourt expedition) and their expulsion, the exploits of Joan
of Arc and the ending of the Hundred Years War.European events as far away as Poland are also recorded. Monstrelet
(c.1390-1453) was in the service of Jean de Luxembourg throughout much of the period he describes; his work includes,
and in some cases comprises the sole surviving source for, large numbers of documents of the period, and much of what he
relates he saw either at first hand or heard from an eye-witness. He was at Cambrai when Joan of Arc was captured and
was actually present at her subsequent interview with the Duke of Burgundy.
With the exception of matters concerning his master (where it would have been foolhardy) Monstrelet is by and large an
impartial observer, merely recording what he saw and heard, and recounting it in very considerable detail. His work is the
preeminent source book for the history of events in France, and especially of the English in France, in the C15. The earlier
editions of the Chroniques were generally deplorable. Without tables, indexes or notes, full of errors and mistaken names
and places they are of little historical value. This version by Denis Sauvage (1521-1587) is the first critical and first reliable
edition of this important text. “Cette édition est la plus belle que nous ayons de ces chroniques; et, qoique le text en ait été
alteré par lʼéditeur, on la recherche encore assez:” Brunet III 1832.
The ex dono on the title is of Lady Hamden of Hamden House in Buckinghamshire the wife of John Hampden (ca.
1595 – 1643) politician, and one of the Five Members whose attempted unconstitutional arrest by King Charles I in the
House of Commons in 1642 sparked the Civil War. Hampden was imprisoned in 1626 for refusing to subscribe to a
forced loan, but it was in 1635, when the Ship Money tax was extended to the inland counties, that he made a stand
against the King. Despite being one of the wealthiest landowners in the country, he refused to pay the levy, and was
summoned for the assessment of 20 shillings on his Stoke Mandeville lands. Although the verdict went against Hampden
by the narrowest of margins (7-5), it was a great moral victory. The decision, wrote the historian Clarendon (a
contemporary of Hampden), "proved of more advantage and credit to the gentleman condemned than to the King's
service" and the reasoning of the judges "left no man anything he could call his own".Ditton Park is within easy reach of
the Hampdenʼ’s seat and these volumes perhaps were a thank you for neighboring support in difficult times. Numerous
towns arenamed after him in the US.
The binding, though unsigned, is very similar in style, with its use of multiple filets juxtaposed with ornate corner or
centerpieces, to a binding in the British Library by Dawson & Lewis of London, Shelfmark c154i12. See also M M Foot,
The Henry Davis Gift, vol II, no. 212, for another similar binding by Dawson and Lewis.
BM STC Fr. p. 316. Tchemerzine IV p. 867. Adams M 1613. Hoefer vol 36 p. 30 “Une mention speciale est due
à celle de Denis Sauvage.” Brunet. III 1832 “Cette édition est la plus belle que nous ayons de ses chroniques.”

APPARENTLY UNPUBLISHED
62. [NANTES] Chaffault, Pierre du. Satuta petri e[piscopi] nannetensis.
Nantes, [c. 1500].
8vo. 10 ll [20 x 15 cm] 34 lines to full page,
manuscript in brown ink on vellum, rubricated initials
and headlines; a little spotted or browned in places,
stitching holes in wide outer margins; later limp
vellum with green backstrip; a bit spotted and rubbed.

£5000

This manuscript unites the influential statutes drawn up
by the Bishop of Nantes from 1478 to 1488, Pierre du
Chaffault, one of the most able administrators of the see
and doctor of both laws, with the statutes and regulations
issued by Jean dʼEspinai (Bishop from 1493 to 1500)
with partial translations of the texts into French. Pierre du
Chaffaultʼ’s aim was to re-‐‑establish (or establish) the old
liberties of the diocese. After his death he gained an almost
saint-‐‑like status and miracles were ascribed to him. His
statutes and other texts in this manuscript were published
by the 18th-century antiquarian Morice in his Preuves de
lʼhistoire de Bretagne; however, Jean dʼ’Espinaiʼs statutes
were not included by Morice in this collection of historical
source material.
The texts in this collection are: Chaffaultʼs statutes of 1478
(f. 1 r. - 2 v.), D’Epinaiʼs statutes of 1494 (f. 2 v. - 4 v.),
followed by other regulations by the same of 1499 (f. 4 v.
- 8 r.). The volume is concluded on f. 8r. to 10 v. by
other regulations and their partial translation into French.
In 1499 Louis XII married Anne of Brittany at Nantes, a
union which would have been known would result in the
incorporation of Brittany under the French crown. About
1500 therefore would have been a particularly appropriate
time for the rights and privileges of the diocese vis a vis the
city and duchy to be clearly set out.
Provenance: From the collection of Joseph Arnoult, a
late 18th-century Nantes professor of medicine and book collector, with his ownership inscription at the
beginning of the text. Marginal annotations identifying the texts and one long historical note in the margin of the
penultimate leaf.
63. NAUSEA, Friedrich. A Treatise of Blazing Starres in Generall
London, Bernard Alsop for Henry Bell, 1618.

£3750
Small 4to.18 unnumbered ll.. Black Letter with some Roman. Woodcut illustration on tp. of a comet, woodcut
headpieces and initials. A very good clean copy in modern calf.
Second edition of Abraham Fleming’s first English translation of seventeen chapters of Nausea’s Libri Mirabilium Septem
concerning ‘blazing starres', first published in 1577, and again in 1618, to coincide with the comets of those years. “He
(Nausea) raises the question whether anyone can foreknow the future from marvels of rare occurrence and answers it in
the affirmative. He doubts, however, whether marvels which are entirely natural, like the magnet attracting iron
or the salamander living in fire, can be signs of the future, since they always act in the same way and therefore cannot be
special signs of unusual events.”, Thorndike.
The work starts with a general description of ‘blazing starres’, their names, origins, and a catalogue of the shape of their
trails: ('speare', 'sword', 'tunne', 'horne', lampe' a 'horse maine'). "I find some disagreement betweene Philosophers and
Astronomers", Nausea writes, concerning what actually produces them in the heavens: some say it is the conjunction of two

stars, Aristotle believes a comets is a dry vapour reacting with the upper region of the sky. Nausea then discusses “the good
and evil which blazing stars doe prognosticate” citing past examples and referring specifically to the comet of 1531 and
what its significance might be, and moves on to a discussion of the "starre" that led the Three Wise Men and a collection of
ancient opinions on them. He concludes with a chapter on whether such evils as the blazing star might predict can be
prevented or avoided.
Nausea, a theologian of Wurtemberg, doctor of laws, and preacher who became Bishop of Vienna in 1541, was writing
specifically about the comet of 1531 but used the occasion to write about comets and their interpretation in general, giving
rise to the work's republication at the advent of future "blazing starres". Given that Nauseaʼs eventual conclusion was that
the end of the world was nigh, its republication forty years later is curious. On the other hand, given public interest in
comet coverage, combined with their inconclusive origins, comets became central to ongoing debates between
Copernican scientists and their rivals. Aristotelian cosmology could incorporate unpredictable comets as products of the
layer of fire he believed to be above the terrestrial sphere; Copernicus was nearly silent on the issue. In 1623 Galileo argued
(based on comets observed around the time this work was published) that comets were purely optical phenomena. Fleming
was a renowned antiquary, publishing over fifty translations, including another part of Nauseaʼs Libri Miribilium Septem
on earthquakes. A good copy of an uncommon work in English of particular astronomical and astrological interest.
STC 18413.3. Lowndes IV.1654. (edit. of 1577). Thorndike V 321-2, VI 491-2. Not in Houzeau and Lancaster or
Honeyman. Barker and Bernstein "The Role of Comets in the Copernican Revolution" Studies in History and
Philosophy of Science Part A 19 (3):299-319. Cantamessa II 5489n.
64. [NIDER, Johannes]. Tractatus Utilis de septem peccatis mortalibus
[Paris], Denis Roce, [1510?].

£2250
8vo. 12 unnumbered and unsigned ll, final blank. Gothic letter, woodcut initials. Age yellowing, light
dampstaining to upper margin of first 7 ll, a good clean copy in modern paper over boards. Contemporary ms ex
libris on verso of final blank “Nicolas Racinus”.
A treatise on the seven deadly sins drawing heavily from Scripture but based on the accepted terms of the day, put forth by
Pope Gregory I but also depicted in Dante’s Inferno. The short work includes chapters on gula (gluttony), luxuria (lust),
avaritia (greed), superbia (pride), invidia (envy), ira (wrath), and accidia (apathy). Nider begins with gluttony because
he believes that wine is the root of all other sins, that it distorts the senses into heresy, lust, or anger. The concluding
chapter on apathy (now replaced with ‘sloth’) is the longest, discussing the dangers of disengagement with the world
through extreme sorrow, and a sinful lack of sympathy for the misfortunes of others. The size and brevity of the work
suggest the pamphlet could rest in the pocket, as the title suggests a useful reminder to avoid vice.
Johannes Nider (1380-1438) was a Dominican friar from Swabia, who attended the Councils of Constance (1414-18)
as an advocate for reforming the Dominican order, and Basel (1431-4), where he began his most famous work, the
Formicarius, on witchcraft. It was one of the earliest books to attribute magic to women rather than educated males - a
fairly shocking idea for the time.
Not in Adams, BM STC Fr. We have located only one other copy at the BN. OCLC 780161378.
65. NIEREMBERG, John Eusebius. Historia Naturae Maxime Peregrinae
Antwerp, ex Officina Plantiniana, Balthasar Moretus, 1635.

£7500
FIRST EDITION. Folio pp. (viii) 502 (cvi, last blank), text in double column. Roman letter, some Italic and
Greek. Title in red and black with Plantinʼs finely engraved device, woodcut compass device on verso of last,
woodcut initials & tail pieces. Text illustrated by 69 beautiful woodcuts, 54 of animals and 15 of plants, often
signed C. I., autograph “Labouritte 1778” on pastedown, the initials ʻ‘M Mʼ’ with shelfmark beneath, early
C18th library stamp “Ex Musaeo J.P Borin” beneath that, contemporary ms. ex libris “R. L. M. Colleg soc.tis
Jesu Monsʼ’ at head of title page. General even browning (as usual), some light mostly marginal waterstaining in
places, the odd spot or mark. A good copy, in contemporary vellum over boards, stubbs from an early antiphonal
leaf, corners and extremities a little worn.
First and only edition of Niermberg's important and encyclopedic natural history, devoted for the most part to the flora
and fauna of the New World and particularly Mexico. There had been earlier accounts of the natural history of the New
World, mostly in passages of travel books, but this was the first attempt to order them and can properly be described as the

first American Natural History. Many species are described or illustrated here for the first time and in supplying the
indigenous names for the plants and animals described, the work is an important linguistic source for the Nahuatl
language of the Aztecs. There is also much information on the culture and rites of the Aztecs and Incas and of Mexico
before the conquest.
Nieremberg's sources are various but its seems certain that much of this work is derived from manuscripts brought back by
Francisco Hernandez who had made a large compendium of Aztec flora and fauna, using a group of Aztec artists and
draughtsmen; this work is all the more important in that the original drawings were destroyed along with a large part of
the famous library at the Escorial, and perhaps the charm of the boldly stylised illustrations reflect their manuscript origin.
The woodcuts were made by the Flemish artist Christoffel Jegher who worked as Rubens' engraver and extensively for
the Plantin-Moretus publishing house. They include the raccoon, rattlesnake, dodo, toucan, birds of paradise,
water lily, coconut tree, cactus, iguana, amongst others, a great deal of them in their first representation in a printed
work. The text is scientifically organised by Genus; plants, fish, birds, minerals etc. with much technical observation of
animals, minerals and plants and their properties. (There is also a chapteron tobacco and its therapeutic use). The book
ends with two fascinating chapters on
Nieremberg's observations on miraculous events
in Europe and the Holy Land, followed by an
extensive and very useful index. Nieremberg
was a noted theologian and prolific writer,
born of German parents at Madrid in 1595,
who taught humanities and natural history for
sixteen years at the Imperial College, having
joined the Society of Jesus in 1614. His
writings on occult philosophy and natural
magic were influential. The book is dedicated
to Gaspar de Gusman, Count of Olivares,
Grand Chancellor to the Indies.
Palau 190738. Brunet IV pp. 76 “on y
trouve des particularités importantes qui
nʼ’étaient pas encores connues alors.” Sabin
55268 “the greater part of this work relates
to the natural history of Mexico, or New
Spain, it also contains some particulars
relative to Mexico before the conquest”.
Wellcome 4546. Nissen (2 vol.) 2974.
Arents 3278. Pritzel 6701. Alden 635/94.
Not in JFB.
C16 INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCE -‐‑ OFFICIAL COPY
66. [NOLA].
FINANCING AGREEMENT securing the funding of a new city wall and fortifications.
Nola, , March 4, 1581.

£6500
4to. ff. [8] last blank, manuscript in brown ink on vellum,
written in a clear and very legible humanist minuscule,
incipit with lombard and first line in gold, sage green and
red; yellowed in places, a few scattered spots;
contemporary limp vellum with large coat-of-arms of Nola
beautifully painted on both covers; some spotting, early
ms. note on front cover.

In the 1560s, under the Spanish viceroys installed by Philip
II, Naples had grown to be the second largest city in Europe
and the best fortified in the Spanish Empire. Now, it was the
turn of Nola, in the vicinity of the capital, to upgrade its
fortifications. Nola, the old bishopric, is renowned for
Paulinus of Nola (354-431), who is credited with the
introduction of church bells (featured in the coat-of-arms of
the city) and as the birthplace of Giordano Bruno, who
referred to himself as Nolano.
This agreement, endorsed by the judge and first notary to the
court, Ioannesvincentius de Februario, outlines the project of
the new city walls and fortifications of Nola. The immense
cost - 20,000 ducats -‐‑ to the community and its peasants
(casali) was to be secured by releasing them from paying for
the military stationed there for a period of fifteen years. The
manuscript, written in a highly legible hand, then specifies
the legal and fiscal details of this public finance project,
and details how the legal instrument has to be ratified and
prevented from being altered or circumnavigated in the
future. The payment plan for the city of Nola to the
government of the viceroy of Naples is 2000 Ducats per anno
for a period of ten years. At the end of the text are the
signatures of the witnesses and government and city
representatives involved in finalizing this instrument, which is
not merely a copy for the use of the local legal profession, but the original document, most likely produced for the
government of Nola. Nola suffered constant sieges, captures and assaults throughout Antiquity and the Middle Ages and
the restoration of its fortifications was a matter of prime importance to its rulers and inhabitants.
67. NORMAN, Robert (trans). The Safegard of Saylers, or Great Rutter
London, Printed by B. Alsop and T. Fawcett for Joseph Hurlocke, 1632.

£12500
4to. ff. [vi] 80. Black letter, headings in Roman, woodcut initials, head-and tail-pieces, numerous woodcuts of
cities, coastlines, full-page table of the tides, and diagram illustrating the "gwards" or hours of the night. Light age
yellowing, title page and last dusty, a fine well-margined copy in C18 calf with double blind-rolled panels, internal
panel with additional gilt roll and blind-stamped floral cornerpieces, spine in seven compartments with gilt bands
and title, rebacked and remounted, all edges speckled blue.
Eighth edition (first printed in 1584) of a highly popular guide to sailing, translated from Cornelis Antoniszoon's Dutch
original, for "the better moity of the Maraine sort" of England. Norman has added local color to the workʼs preliminaries,
with a highly detailed account of “How to know all your Courses, Markes, and dangers, from London to Barwicke”,
ending with a poem (or shanty?) he himself composed “In Commendation of the Painefull Sea-men” bemoaning the
sleepless nights that a sailor suffers, and the impulsiveness of “the swelling sea”. The description of sailing along the
Thames imitates the style of the rest of the work, comprised of instructions for sailing to different cities including the Holy
Land, the Low Countries, Spain, Portugal, France, England, Ireland, and Scandanavia. Setting this work apart
from others of its time, each are accompanied by illustrative woodcut views of cityscapes as they would appear offshore.
Other aids include the “color of the ground in sundry soundings”, havens for dropping anchor, routes of approach, depths
and tides on the coasts of each. Norman adds a chapter about his own voyages (mostly around the British Isles but also to
Sweden or "Goteland"), their length of time, wind and weather conditions. The final seven pages deal with navigation
more generally, the use of the compass, and the interpretation of the sun and moon to tell time, and the zodiac
constellations to determine day and month, with helpful diagrams.
Robert Norman (fl. 1590) was a sailor and later mathematical instrument maker based out of Radcliffe (DNB). His
major scientific work "The Newe Attractive" (1581), a treatise on magnets, was credited by William Gilbert in De
magnete as the first to discover and describe the dip of the magnetic needle in compasses, which Gilbert suggested could be
used to measure latitude on the earth's surface. “At a time when sailing and the construction of good compasses were of
primary importance, Norman established his reputation not only as a maker of superior instruments, but also as one
interested in their irregularities” (DSB cit. infr). His combined experience as a sailor and instrument‑maker recommend

the workʼ’s value as a practical guide for the sailor all the more. Its authority was enduring: even by 1656 bookseller
William London listed the title in his “Catalogue of the most Vendible Books in England”, and it is the oldest book
offered.
ESTC 21550.5 lists copies of this edition only at the British Library and Trinity House, London. Lowndes IV
1701. Dictionary of Scientific Biography vol 9-10. Taylor “Tudor Geography 1583-1650” 73-4, 80.

A VERY GRAND RECUSANT COPY
68. OPSOPOEUS, Brettano. Sibylliakoi chrēsmoi hoc est Sibyllina oracula ex uett.codd. aucta, renouata, ex
notis illustrata a D. Iohanne Opsopaeo Brettano. Cum interpretatione Latina Sebastiani Castalionis et indice
Paris, Compagnie du Grand Navire, 1599.
£2750
8vo. (xvi), 524, 71, (iii); (ii), 7-144; (ii), VII-‐‑XXIIII, 114, (vi). “Title engraved within an architectural border
surmounted by the device of the Compagnie de la Grand Navire.... The title-page is signed by Karel van
Mallery. The first part of the text is illustrated with twelve engravings of Sibyls.., probably also by Mallery
though unsigned. The “Oracula Magica Zoroastris” (signatures aa-ii) and the “Oracula metrica” (signatures
a-h) have special title pages with the Grandʼ’ Navire device (Renouard 824)... Five headpieces in different styles.
Foliated initials in two sizes, and blocks of foliated ornament with capital inserted in type. Greek and Latin on
opposite pages throughout most of the volume. Greek, Roman, and Italic letter, small Greek and Roman
marginalia. The Greek fonts used are Claude Garamontʼs “Grec du Roi...”. C19 Bookplate of the "Collegio Sancti
Davidis, Apud Llanbedr in Gomitatu Ceretico, DDDʼ’ on pastedown, occasional contemporary marginal
annotations, occasional three leaf clover in early pencil in margins. Light age yellowing, occasional light minor
water-stain, fore-edge of t.p a little stained, rare marginal spot or mark. A very good, perhaps large paper copy,
on thick paper, crisp and clean, with excellent impression of the engravings, in contemporary English
calf, covers bordered with a triple blind rule, gilt arms of the Sir Thomas Tresham (1543-1605), within gilt oval
dated 1598 at center, expertly re-backed to match, corners a little worn.
A deluxe copy, bound with the contemporary arms of Sir Thomas Tresham, of the second edition of Opsopoeus' treatise in
three parts on the oracles of the ancients, beautifully printed in Garamontʼs “Grec Du Roi” in various sizes, and illustrated
with finely engraved plates of the Sibyls. This is often thought to be the first edition though there is one from Amsterdam,
1589, which is recorded in one copy only at the BNF. The first work, consecrated to the Sibylline oracles, uses the latin
translation of Sébastien Castellion. The second work, 'Les Oracles magiques de Zoroastre', contains the commentary of
Jacques Sainte-Marthe de Poitiers with the gloss of the neo-platonic philosopher Georges Gémiste, who takes up and
develops the work of the Byzantine philosopher Michel Psellos. The third, the 'Oracles de Jupiter, Apollon, Hécate et autres

dieux' is dedicated with a poem on the interpretation of dreams by Joseph Scaliger.
The Sibylline Oracles are a collection of oracular utterances written in Greek hexameters ascribed to the Sibyls, prophetesses
who uttered divine revelations in a frenzied state. The surviving texts are not considered to be identical to the original
Sibylline Books which have been lost, but a collection of utterances that were composed or edited under various
circumstances, between perhaps the middle of the 2nd century BC and the 5th century AD. The Sibylline Oracles are a
valuable source of Classical mythology and early first millennium
Gnostic, Jewish, and Christian beliefs. In places the oracles
underwent extensive editing, re-writing, and redaction, as they
came to be exploited in wider circles. “The first critic who
systematically denied the pagan provenance of the Sibylline Oracles
was the protestant Scholar Johannes Opsopoeus (1556-1596 ...
professor of medicine at Hiedelberg University. In 1599 three years
after his death, his edition of the Sibylline Oracles appeared. In his
forward to the edition, Opsopoeus discusses two questions
concerning the origins of the Sibylline books: 1. Are the extant
books of oracles attributed to the Sibyls indeed written by them? 2
Are the books written by one or more Sibyls? .. Opsopoeusʼ’ edition
is based on Castellioʼ’s and on three further manuscripts of the
Sibylline Oracles that had been unknown till then. Furthermore,
Opsopoeus, used a manuscript of Lactantius. In the edition,
variants and emendations are recorded in a critical apparatus, and
further comments such as historical references are added in seperate
apparatus.... Opsopoeus had access to the copy of Castellioʼ’s edition
that belonged to Aimar Ranconet, a French scholar.... From this
copy, Opsopoeus passed on some of Ranconetʼs ideas concerning the
text of the Sibylline books.” Rieuwerd Buitenwerf. "Book III of the
Sibylline Oracles and Its Social Setting." A lovely copy.
Sir Thomas Tresham (1543-1605) was one of the great Catholic
land owners of the midlands who refused to submit to Elizabeths
protestantising and remained a staunch supporter of other recusants and harborer of missionary priests, including St.
Edmund Campion. Hugely fined (more than a million pounds in today's money) and often imprisoned (he was in prison
in 1599 when this volume was added to his library) he spent his intervals of freedom in designing some of the most
original buildings of his day. His son and heir Francis was one of the conspirators in the gunpowder plot.
BM STC Fr. C16th p. 400. Mortimer, Harvard Fr. 392. Brunet, V 370. Caillet, III-8135; Rosenthal, Bibliotheca
magica et pneumatica, n°1489.
69. ORZECHOWSKI, Stanislaw. Chimaera, sive de Stancari funesta regno Poloniae secta
[Cracow], n. pr., 1562.

£4950
A popular work of criticism on the heresy of Francesco Stancari, dedicated to participants in the Council of Trent
and including introductory poems in praise of the author by Albert Vendrogovi, Laurence Gosliczki, Demetri
Solikowski, Gregori Macer, and Jacob Vandrovece. Stancaro, from Mantua, taught that Christ saved man
through human nature, not divine, and was excommunicated in 1559. Orzechowski calls his book the 'Chimaera'
because 'the Stancaro heresy roars like a lion, injures like a dragon, and smells like a goat'. At least in its Polish
context he is accurate: Stancaro's beliefs were well known in Poland and resisted counter-reform more successfully
than anything else at the time. Stancaro had been appointed to the University of Cracow in 1549 and imprisoned
a year later as a Protestant, only to escape with help from fellow noblemen to live as the 'wandering Italian
theologian'. He travelled throughout Transylvania, Hungary, and Poland, eventually settling in Dubiecko
and founding the 'Stancarist Reformed Synod' and ran a school and seminary from 1560-61.
Orzechowski (1513-1566), was the youngest of son of a rich noble family, a Catholic priest and author of several books on
religion and politics. In the introduction he alludes to repenting from his sins, and sending a profession of faith to the
Vatican (A3), and refers to his controversial ordination in 1541. At that time he expressed the intention to marry a
woman, Anna of Brzozowa, so that he might produce an heir. After excommunication his case was appealed and
investigated for 15 years, culminating in a speech Orzechowski delivered in 1550 that was so effective, it cleared his

name and made him famous. His sentence was suspended in 1552 at which point he illegally married Magdalena
Chemska, a noblewoman, with whom he had five children. He was a strong supporter of the 'Golden Liberty' movement
in Poland, unique in its time in favouring absolute authority in the hands of the aristocracy, even over the monarch. As a
member of the nobility with powerful friends, he was untouchable. Although he petitioned the Council of Trent to
recognize his marriage, the matter was never considered, but he remained in his estate and was allowed to celebrate Mass
in his parish. Despite his condemnation of priestly celibacy and his possible connection with Protestantism as a young man,
this diatribe against Stancaro complements the works Orzechowski wrote later in life in passionate support of the CounterReformation. A rare work outside of Germany and Poland: only 1 copy located in the UK (Scotland), and none recorded
in the US.
Wierzbowski I. 229. Tinsley, Pierre Bayle's Reformation, p. 286-8.

70. PEROTTO, Niccolo. Cornucopiae, siue linguae Latinae commentarij diligentissimé recogniti.
Venice, in aedibus Aldi, et Andreae soceri, November 1513.

£3950
Folio. ff. 79 [i], 1436 columns, ff.(i). π-10π8, a-z8, A-Y8. Italic letter in double column. Aldine device on title,
capital spaces with guide letters. Two ll of quire y slightly oxidized browned, couple of tiny single worm holes on
first few leaves and at end, title a little thumbed in lower outer blank corner, of table, the odd minor marginal
mark. A very good copy, crisp and clean, in contemporary vellum over boards, title ms. on spine.
An excellent copy of the second Aldine edition of this monumental collection of grammars, including one of the most
important Renaissance Latin dictionaries, by Niccolo Perroto, together with three influential classical grammars by Varro,
Festus and Nonius Marcellus, dedicated to the condottiere Federico da Montefeltro of Urbino. The largest section of
the work is taken up by Perrotiʼs Cornucopia. Written as a commentary on book I of Martial, it includes a discussion
on almost every word of Martial's text, becoming a standard work of reference on the Latin language. “a massive
encyclopedia of the classical world. Every verse, indeed every word of Martial's text was a hook on which Perotti hung a
densely woven tissue of linguistic, historical and cultural knowledge” Brian Ogilvie, "The Science of Describing: Natural
History in Renaissance Europe." The work was revised and expanded by Perotto's son Pyrrhus and the first edition was
published in Venice by in 1489; the first Aldine in 1499. The text has been carefully numbered by page and by line so
that the index can be precisely keyed, marking the inception of a modern scholarly system of reference. Niccolò Perotto
(1429-1480) was an Italian cleric and humanist, born and died in Sassoferrato. From 1451 to 1453 he taught rhetoric
and poetry at the University of Bologna. In 1452 he was made Poet Laureate by the Emperor Frederick III, in
acknowledgment of his speech of welcome to the city. He was the papal secretary from 1455 and archbishop of Siponto in
1458. Although his later career was as a papal governor, he continued his scholarly pursuits, editing the works of the
Roman writers Pliny and Martial. Apart from his Cornucopia, he wrote a Latin school grammar, Rudimenta
Grammatices (Pannartz and Sweynheim 1473), one of the earliest and most popular Renaissance Latin grammars, which
attempted to exclude many words and constructions of medieval origin. To the Cornucopia are added the three most
important classical texts on the grammar and etymology of the Latin language. “Varroʼs treatise is the earliest extant work
on Grammar. This great work which was finished before Ciceroʼ’s death in 43 BC, owes much to the Stoic teaching of

Aelius Stilo... The first three of the surviving books are on Etymology, book V being on names of places, VI on terms
denoting time and VII on poetic expressions.” Sandys I p. 179. Sextus Pompeius Festusʼ’ epitome in 21 books of the
encyclopedic treatise ʻ‘De verborum significationeʼ’ of Valerius Flaccus is added next. Festus gives the etymology as well as the
meaning of many words, and his work throws considerable light on the Latin language, mythology and antiquities of
ancient Rome. The work ends with Nonius Marcellusʼs compendia. A lovely fresh copy of these important texts.
BM STC. It. C16th p. 499. Adams P720. Renouard 63.6
71. PEUCER, Kaspar. Les Devins ou Commentaire des principales sortes de devinations...L
Lyon, par Barthelemi Honarati, au Vaze d'or, 1584.

£2950
4to. pp. [xxii] 653 [xxvii] lacking last blank. Roman and italic, woodcut initials, head- and tail-pieces, sidenotes,
t.p. with printer's device of water vessel in architectural border flanked by cherubs. Crossed out C17 MS ex-libris
'De Raelet?' on t.p., C18 ownership marks on fly of 'Pierre Duges?' with shelf mark in MS on pastedown. Light
age yellowing, faint dampstaining to margin of first 2 and last gathering. A clean and well-margined copy in
slightly later calf, panels double gilt on covers, spine with four raised bands, floral decoration gilt-stamped in
compartments, a bit worn, upper board scratched.
FIRST FRENCH EDITION of Peucer's encyclopaedic work on divination; "it seems to have been the most influential of
his numerous writings which were concerned with the varied fields of medicine, astronomy, mathematics, natural history,
and psychology", (Thorndike VI p. 493). On the whole the work approves of divination in natural circumstances reading dreams, for instance, or the stars, but agrees with the Bible in condemning certain branches of divination related
to demons and witchcraft. Peucer's bias is unflinchingly Protestant, denying the possibility of Miracles, and he attributing
the successfulness of relics and invocations of saints to demons rather than divinity. "After discussing divination in general,
he turns to oracles and theomancy, then to magic - which he thus incorrectly implies is a variety of divination, whereas the
opposite is true - then to divination from entrails, to augury and aruspicina, to lot-casting under which he puts geomancy
and divining from names and numbers and to dreams and their interpretation. Next he considers medical
prognostications, meteorology and weather prediction, physiognomy and chiromancy, astrology, and last prodigies and
portents" (Thorndike VI p. 495). He is highly suspicious of Alchemy as a purely devilish art on the one hand, but on the
other entirely approving of Astrology - which he himself put to practice and considered essential to the study of medicine.
Kasper Peucer (1525 - 1602) was a prominent physician and scholar who studied with Melanchthon (and married his
daughter) at the University of Wittenberg where he was appointed in turn professor of philosophy, mathematics, and
medicine - his pupil John Garcaeus called Peucer the "most celebrated professor of mathematics in this academy".
Peucer's religious views were influenced by his close relationship with Melanchthon, which deviated from the local
Lutheranism in its Calvinist colourings, and when Melanchthon died in 1560 Peucer became a prominent religious
authority. Although he climbed the academic ranks quickly, and gained appointment as physician to Augustus I, Elector of
Saxony, his "Crypto-Calvinist" beliefs were his downfall. In 1574, letters discovered by his patron that expressed a desire
to convert Augustus to Calvinism led to a twelve year imprisonment in Königstein Fortress. After his release from prison in
1586, he became physician to the duke of Anhalf, where he remained until his death in 1602.
Baudrier IV 147 . Hozeau & Lancaster II 4860 "Rare". Brunet IV 582 "De tous les ouvrages de ce savant fécond,
c'est celui-ci qui a eu le plus de succès." Thorndike VI p. 493-501. Cantamessa II 3440 (Latin ed). Wellcome I
4970, Adams P934.
A UNIQUE COPY
72. [PILKINGTON, Gilbert]. The Tournament of Tottenham (with) a Briefe Description of the Towne of
Tottenham.
London, by John Norton, 1631.
£9500
FIRST and only early edition, 4to, 8 unnumbered ll, A-B4 + 7 ll of inserted C17 ms + 13 unnumbered ll C2 CE4, 2 parts in one: Roman letter separate t-p to each, second with woodcut device, woodcut initials and
ornaments. Extensive ms. marginalia in the same hand as the inserted ll and occasionally in two later hands, C18
and C19 respectively, 2 leaf C19 ms. glossary of obscure words at end. Some ink spotting, mainly marginal, one
lower outer blank corner torn away, one inner margin torn without loss. A good, unsophisticated wide-margined
copy in contemporary calf (small repairs to head and tail of spine) gilt border to covers. Enclosed are two letters
from M.J. Thorpe, Lombard St., October 1849 to an unidentified customer relating to the book and quote of the

same by Messrs Henry Sotheran to "Mr
Howard", June 1893.
A remarkably interesting copy. Thorpe writes to his
customer that he bought it with a view to
publication of the mss and marginalia, presumably
in a new edition, but that his engagement with a
much larger work (which will take his lifetime)
prevents it. The mss contain considerable local
information, historical and
topographical,
concerning “the village of Tottenham”, in the
words of a former owner “fixing the period of the
affair pretty correctly”. The first work, entirely in
verse, with a commendatory poem by Thomas May;
is subtitled "the wooing, winning and wedding of
Tibbe, the reev's daughter there". Warton (Bibl.
Anglo-Poetica) describes it as ʻ‘A burlesque on the
parade and fopperies of chivalry", a precursor of the
Ingoldsby Legends. The attribution to Pilkington is
highly doubtful, George Wither and Skelton have
been suggested as the true author. Sotheran's
description states that the ms. from which text was
taken was lent to the editor, Wilhelm Bedwell by
Wither. Bedwell (c1561-1631), a considerable
scholar, author of the second work a prose
description of Tottenham, its history, geography,
agriculture, communications etc., was appointed
vicar there in 1607. He had already been selected as
one of the Westminster company of translators of the Bible and was the father of Arabic studies in England.
Apart from the BL copy, early ms versions of the "Tournament" are at Cambridge and Harvard. They have been much
studied. This short alliterative poem (c230 lines) dating from around 1400-1440, in Middle English of a northern
dialect is one of the few surviving examples of a medieval burlesque. Here the peasants make grandiose speeches and
"joust" with tools on farm animals to determine whether the local potter is worthy to marry the bailiff's pretty daughter.
After more or less winning, the "Tournament" he spends the night with the girl, they are well satisfied with each other
and a very jolly party ensues. It is thought that this earthy parody of the conventions of the tournament was also written for
performance, which may account for its survival and early publication.
STC 19925. Lowndes V 1866 and I 145. Not in Grolier or Pforzheimer.
A BUCCANEER'S BIBLIOGRAPHY
73. PISTORIUS, Joannis. Relationum Historicarum de Rebus Anglicis.
Paris, Rolin Thierry and Sebastian Cramoisy, via Iacobaea, 1619.

£2750
FIRST EDITION 4to. pp. 990. Roman and italic letter, woodcut initials, t.p. printed in red and black with
woodcut printer's device of two pelicans within decorative wreath. T.p. with ms ex libris of Thomas Shirley,
slightly later ms ex libris of Henry Johnson on upper corner of A2. Light age yellowing, upper corner of t.p. cut
away without loss, fly leaf looselight dampstain to lower corner of second half, marginal foxing and paper
softening to final gathering. A good copy in contemporary speckled calf, covers double ruled in blind, lower cover
with slight split at edge, title gilt on spine ruled in five compartments with raised bands, slightly damaged at head,
all edges speckled red.
One of the earliest bio-bibliographies of English authors, divided into four parts, and an excellent practical reference book
even today. Pistorius begins with an ecclesiastical history of England, but the bulk of the work is a catalogue of Britons
compiled after the example of Geoffrey of Monmoth, John Bale, and Thomas James, beginning with Brutus of Troy in
2879 B.C. who was supposedly the first to settle England, and ending with himself after 1612. Included with each is a
brief biography and bibliography of written works, with specific imprints cited where possible. Particularly long entries are

given to Thomas Linacre, John Skelton, and John Leland, the longest to Thomas More.
The third part is an appendix of works by English authors, some writing under pseudonyms or about whom not much is
known. The work concludes with a helpful alphabetical index, with a section listing Pistorius' manuscript sources. It is a
uniquely valuable source of reference, especially but not only, for catholic authors often otherwise ignored from the
commencement of the reformation until Pitt's death in 1616, indeed his is the last entry. Most of these authors are
unnoticed by the later English bibliographies such as Bayle and Lowndes and biographies such as DNB, even though
the latter includes the most obscure and eccentric dissenters of low church persuasion. Apart from being an irreplaceable
primary source for a vitally important period of English history, Pitts also provides much valuable bibliographical
information not otherwise available, such as dates and places of printing and comprehensive lists of contents. Besterman
estimates that some 10,000 works are thus described.
The provenance is colourful for a bio-bibliography: Thomas Shirley (1564-c.1630) was MP of Hastings House and
made his fortune in privateering, pillaging cargo from the Spanish and Portugese, possibly even in the employment of
Robert Cecil. In 1600 he stole cargo from a Dutch ship, causing a minor diplomatic crisis, and a plunge in his popularity
at court. In 1602 he was captured by Turks and taken as a prisoner to Constantinople, about which he wrote an
unpublished account, 'Discourse of the Turks'. Upon his return in 1607 he was imprisoned in the Tower of London by
the Levant Company for infringing their trading rights, and by 1612 when his father died he was declared insolvent.
After marrying to lessen his debts, and selling off his family's house at Wiston, he retired in 1624 to the Isle of Wight
where he died six years later.
BM. STC Fr. C17. P1111. Lowndes V 1974 "This work was edited by Dr W Bishop who has prefixed to it a
learned and valuable preface”. Brunet IV “il est encore recherché en Angleterre". Allison and Rogers 907.
Gillow V p. 318-9. Besterman I. 905.
A PRESENTATION PATHOLOGY?
74. PLATTER, Felix. De corporis humani structura et usu... libri III.
Basle, ex off. FRobeniana, 1583, 1581.

£7750
FIRST EDITION, Sm. folio, pp. 197 (vii) last 2ll. blank + pp (iii) 50 + 50, 3 pts in 1, first two continuous with
single t.p. third with separate t.p. and pagination. Mostly small Roman, both t.p.s and last printed leaf of 2nd
part with Froben's caduceus device, the last within ornate, woodcut frame, early stamp of the Public Library of
Basle and ms of 'Emmanuel Wurstisen 5 Dec 1595' in elegant italic in blank. Last part on thicker paper with
large woodcut portrait of author within border of allegorical figures and memoriae mortis, 50 full-page engraved
anatomical plates, detailed and finely executed. First two parts on poorish paper, consequently age browned and
partly foxed; the last slightly age yellowed but crisp and clean - the odd marginal finger (or whatever) mark. In
contemporary vellum over boards, later but not recently recased, remains of ties.
First edition of the chef d'oeuvre of Thomas Platter (1536-1614) from Basle, Switzerland, who studied medicine at
Montpellier before obtaining his doctorate at Basle, where he taught applied medicine at the University and was appointed
civic chief physician in 1571. "Platter is known today for his medical activity and his works in human pathology,
especially 'De corporis humani structura' which made him famous. He was a faithful disciple of Eustachi, Falloppio, and
above all of Vesalius, from whose 'De humani corporis fabrica' much of his own writing on anatomy was derived. From
his books and especially from public autopsis, which he performed in Basle, he soon acquired a reputation as an important
anatomist." DSB. Platter was probably the first to practise anatomic pathology, noting during post-mortem examinations
that certain illnesses appeared to be caused by anatomic abnormalities. His case histories were well ahead of their time
including exact dates and often the name, sex and occupation of the patient. He was also an assiduous diarist whose
journal is celebrated for an account of one of the first performances of Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, at the Globe in 1599.
The 50 pages of engravings, some single some multiple, are a particular attraction of the work, with an easily followed key
on the facing page and in very good clean impression. For the most part they are copies of Vesalius. Emmanuel Wurstisen
was born in Basle (or Biel 1572), graduated from Basle in 1593 and enrolled in the medical school in 1593-4 where he
was one of Platter's pupils. He latter practised in Orleans and Biel. There was probably a further close connection between
master and student. Platter was an accomplished musicians, semi-professional, as much as time allowed, and Wurstisen
was the author of one of the largest extant collections of Renaissance lute music, with playing rules and techniques, as
heard and performed by students of Basle University toward the end of the C16th. It is inconceivable that the
two men were not closely acquainted and this may well be an authorial presentation copy.
The engravings are drawn in free and spirited manner. The bones and muscles are the best after the manner of the

contemporaneous Swiss painters, Christoph Maurer and Tobias Stimmer. The etching was done perhaps by Abel
Stimmer... Huller thinks that some of the figures were the "results of Plater's personal investigations." ChoulantFrank p. 216.
BM STC Ger p. 702. Durling 3683. Wellcome I 5084.

THOROUGHLY ANNOTATED
75. PLINIUS SECUNDUS, CAIUS. Naturalis historiae prima-tertia pars, index.
Venice, in aed. Aldi et Andreae soc., 1536, 1535 (2), 1538.

£4950
8vo, 4 vols. ff (iilL) 308 misnumbered 314, 303 (i), 295 (i), 252 unnumbered ll. A-Z, AA-GG8, HH12, last
blank. First 3 vols Italic letter, last Roman. Anchor and dolphin device on all t.p.'s and verso of final leaves, in the
index vol followed by 3 pp. of errata. T.p's a bit dusty, light yellowing. C17 ms purchase record (15/-) and case
mark (almost certainly Thomas Todd's) inside front cover of vol I., C17th purchase record of Hugh Todd (4/6)
on fly, extensive C17 bibliographic notes on t.p. referring to the ms marginalia drawn from Philemon Holland's
English translation of 1635, purchase record of Thomas Todd, superimposed over earlier, at foot of all 4 vols.
Vol II t.p. with some C17th bibliographical notes, vol III less, vol IV two purchase records only. Hugh's extensive
C17 ms marginalia, mostly in English to all 3 vols of text. Good clean copies in uniform mid-C17th English calf,
rebacked, spines remounted, modern labels. a.e.r.
A highly interesting copy of what Printing and the Mind of Man describes as "more than a natural history, it is an
encyclopaedia of all the knowledge of the ancient world... It comprises 37 books dealing with mathematics and physics,
geography and astronomy, medicine and geology, anthropology and
physiology, philosophy and history, agriculture and numerology, the arts
and letters...over and over again it will be found that the source of some
ancient piece of knowledge is Pliny" (no 5, ed. princ.).
Thomas Todd, rector of Hutton in the Forest in Cumberland, was ejected
by Cromwell's sequestrators and imprisoned at Carlisle. His son Hugh (c.
1658-1728), Oxford MA and DD, sometime prebendery of Carlisle, was a
prolific author on both natural history and antiquities and one of the
translators of Plutarch's Morals (London 1684) and Nepos' Lives
(Oxford 1684). His ecclesiastical career was colourful being
excommunicated by his own bishop. The sidenotes, mainly in English,
from the best translation then available, comprise principally explanations of
words or parts of the text and include period delights such as "Haut. boys"
for Aegipanum Satyorum and "Lake of Sodom" for Asphalites, slightly
trimmed in places, but not affecting comprehensibility. Edited by Rabirius
these 4 volumes are rarely found together from an early date.
"When the four volumes are found complete this edition is considered
rather valuable and is called by Renouard 'rare et precieuse'" Dibdin II
322. Renouard adds of the Index vol, "Il est rare et manque assez
souvent aux exemplaires." "On trouve difficilement de beaux
exemplaires...[ceux] qui n'ont pas cet index perdent moitié de leur
valeur" Brunet I 715. BM STC It. C16 p. 526. Adams P1564.
Renouard 114:5, 115:1 & 2, 116: 1.
76. PROCOPIUS of Caesarea. Arcana Historia, qui est liber nonus Historiarum.
Lyon, J. Jullieron for A. Brugiotti, 1623.

£2250
FIRST EDITION. folio. pp (xii), xxiii (i), 135 (i), 142, (xx). Roman and Greek letter in double column. Title in
red and black, engraved device of sun with motto “Flammis Ipse Suis”, fine floriated woodcut initials and
headpieces, grotesque tail-pieces, eight small engravings in text, early French ms note on fly concerning Theodora,
early shelf-‐marks on pastedown. Light age yellowing, the odd marginal spot. A very good copy, crisp and clean, in
slightly later French calf over boards, covers bordered with double gilt rule, spine with raised bands gilt in
compartments, 'MI' within hexagram gilt in each, a.e.r., upper joint and head and tail of spine worn.
First edition of this important work by Procopius, (Byzantine Greek historian, secretary to Belisarius, famous general of
the Emperor Justinian), his famous ‘Secret History’ which had recently been discovered in the Vatican library and
edited for publication by Niccolo Alamanni. The text's existence was known from contemporary sources which referred to it
as the Anekdota but had remained unpublished. It covers roughly the same years as the first seven books of Procopius'’

History of Justinian's Wars and appears to have been written after their appearence, in 550-558. The Palestinian Procopius
accompanied Belisarius in his early campaigns in Africa and Italy, and was later made prefect of Constantinople, then
capital of the Empire, in 562. His History of the Wars, is an account of the events of his own time, our principal surviving
source for the first two thirds of Justinian's reign and the one of the most important surviving first hand sources of
Byzantine history. Unlike his earlier work the "Historia Arcana" was never meant for publication and claims to provide
explanations and additions that the author could not insert into the former for fear of retribution. Parts are so vitriolic, not
to say pornographic, that for some time translations from Greek were only available into Latin "The Historia Arcana of
Procopius is a puzzling work. The historian himself describes it as a continuation and correction of his eighth-book de
Bellis, but its tone seems remarkably different from that of the earlier work - polemical, slanderous, even obscene.
Nevertheless, the Historia Arcana is useful as a record of opposition to Justinian's reign, and is the longest and most detailed
source for the life of his Empress, Theodora, and that of General Belisarius' wife, Antonina. Historians discussing
Theodora and/or Antonina must turn to the Historia Arcana, and they must adopt some working assumptions about the
accuracy of Procopius' black picture of these women." E. Fisher. "Theodora and Antonina in the Historia Arcana". Niccolò
Alamanni was a Roman antiquarian of Greek origin. He was educated in Rome at the Greek college, founded by Gregory
XIII, but was ordained according to the Latin rite. He was appointed secretary to Cardinal Borghese, and afterwards
made custodian of the Vatican Library. He is best remembered as the discoverer and first editor of this important history.
BM STC Fr. C17th. p. 447. Brunet IV 897. Graesse. V 455.

77. PRYNNE, William. Histrio-Mastix, The Players Scourge, or, Actors Tragaedie...
London. Printed by E.A[llde, A. Mathewes, T. Cotes] and W[illiam].I[ones]. for Michael Sparke, 1633.

£2750
FIRST EDITION, 4to. pp. [xxxiv] 512; ll. 513-568; pp. 545-832, [ii] 831-1006 [xl]. Roman and italic letter,
head- and tail-pieces, lacking first blank. Age yellowing, a good, well-margined copy in contemporary English
calf, upper and lower covers stamped in gilt, Order of the Garter "Honi Soit Qui Mal Pense" encircling Charles
I's arms. Corner of upper cover worn, the same to lower repaired
in later calf, rebacked. C20 bookplate of D.G. Mackenzie on
pastedown.
FIRST EDITION of a work begun by Prynne in 1624, condemning
stage plays as "the very Pompes of the Divell". The argument for the
immorality of theatre is drawn from an exhaustive number of sources
which Prynne lists on the title page: Scripture, 55 Synods and Councils,
71 Christian Writers, over 150 Protestants and Papists, and 40
"Heathan Philosophers" and emperors. Prynne apologizes in his
introduction for the length of the work, which he claims is absolutely
necessary if he is to adequately combat such an "infectious leprosie" that
has spread to City, Court and Country. The size of the treatise also
relates to the size of the market for printed plays: Prynne reckons
generously that over 40,000 had been printed in the past two years, and
worse, that they are in better quality than other books: "Shackspeers
Plaies are printed in the best Crowne paper, far better than most
Bibles". Ironically, the text is divided into Acts and Scenes. "Despite its
unreadability as a whole this book still exercises a very genuine
fascination" (Pforzheimer cit. infr.). William Prynne (1600 - 1669),

puritan polemicist and sometime barrister, did not so much live as rage throughout the major political upheavals of 17th
century England. "The Cato of this age" at the best of times, "an indefatigable and impertinent scribbler" at the worst,
his prolific output ranging from the sinfulness of toasting one's health to more topical take-downs of Milton, lead Anthony
Wood to remark: "I verily believe... he wrote a sheet for every day of his life" (DNB cit. infr.). This work, about a
thousand pages longer than Prynne's usual printed pamphlets, marked the beginning of his notoriety: "For the publication
of this work the author was sentenced by the Star-chamber to pay a fine to the King of 5000l., to be degraded from his
profession of the law and to lose his ears in the pillory" (Lowndes cit. infr.), reputedly because the publication coincided
with the staging of "Shepherd's Paradise", in which Queen Henrietta Maria and her ladies featured. Distinct from
Prynne's overall hatred for the theatre, was his seething disapproval of female actors ("imprudent strumpets"). Not one to
give up, Prynne continued to write tracts against Laud and episcopacy within prison and without. By the Civil War he
was restored to his degree and to Lincoln's Inn, was an ardent defender of the legality of Parliament, and spearheaded
Laud's prosecution, becoming something of a political figure. During the interregnum he found himself in and out of
prison, remaining a key intermediary between politics and the public through his continuous outpouring of pamphlets.
After the restoration he lived the rest of his life according to Wood as a very affable keeper of the records and archives in the
Tower of London, receiving visitors "with old-fashion compliments such as were used in the reign of King James I".
STC 20464a "Anr. issue, w. 'Errataes' on ***4v". Pforzheimer II 809. Lowndes 5 p. 1987. DNB XVI 432-37.
Not in Groiler.
78. PRYNNE, William. The perpetuitie of a regenerate mans estate.
London, Printed by William Iones dwelling in Redcrosse-streete, 1626.

£2250
FIRST EDITION, 4to [xl], 410, [ii], final errata leaf. Roman letter, some Italic. Woodcut initials, woodcut and
typographical headpieces, early ex libs of Isaac Farmer and Humphry Govier who ‘borrowed this Booke for some
tyme of his friend’ on fly, and Oliver Govier on f. e-p. at end. Light age yellowing, light damp-stain to upper
margin of opening gathering, the odd minor marginal spot or thumb mark. A very good, clean copy, in
contemporary limp vellum.
First edition of the authors first work, dedicated to George Abbot, Archbishop of Canterbury, a virulent attack on
Arminianism, and the opening broadside in Prynne’s lifelong polemical battle against all non puritans. Although Prynne
had devoted himself to the Law his interests began to lie more and more with religious reform, which he tackled in the
publication of several pamphlets. In particular he was opposed to Arminianism (the doctrine that God had given people
the choice to accept or reject him) in the court of Charles I. Prynne was an ardent puritan and thus believed in
predestination and original sin. In this work he harshly criticized the Arminians and was summoned to court to defend
the publication. He avoided imprisonment and continued to publish pamphlets attacking the corruption of the theatre, the
wearing of long hair, sport on Sundays etc.. This work is important in highlighting the beginnings of the political and
doctrinal split that would lead to the civil war. “Doctrinal Calvinists, humiliated in front of Buckingham at the York
House Conference, were excluded from Royal counsels and from ecclesiastical preferment. The isolation of the court from
Calvanist opinions, and the aggressive Arminian policies pursued during the personal rule, ultimately drove previously
law-abiding episcopalian Calvinists, both in England and Scotland, into counter resistance to the King and the church
hierarchy: but it was unquestionably the King and Laud who were the innovators, and the Puritans, the reactionaries.”
Peter White. ‘Predestination, Policy and Polemic’. Prynne used this polemic to link ‘Arminian’ error in doctrine with
‘Popish’ ceremony in worship. He wanted action taken by Parliament before “the poisonous works of Aquinas, Lombard,
Scotus, Suarez, Bellarmine and such like Popish schoolmen... be read by too many, whence they smell and stink of Popery
and Neutrality ever after, to their own perdition”. A very good entirely unsophisticated copy.
STC 20471. ESTC, S115319. Not in Lowndes.
79. PSALMS. Pseaumes de David, Latin et françois
Paris. Jamet Mettayer et Pierre l'Huillie, 1595.

£2250
8vo. ff. (viii) 375, (ix). Text in two columns, entirely ruled in red. French in Roman letter, Latin in Italic. Fine
engraved architectural title, cupids at head with royal French arms, figures of Hope and Peace at sides, floriated
woodcut initials and headpieces (including one charming headpiece of a cupids in a Bacchic procession), full page
engraved plate of Henry IV as King David by Leonard Gaultier, “ex libris fratris antonii aubury minorite” in
contemporary hand at foot of engraved title, another inked over beneath, “ex libris Fratris josephe Francesei allel”

in early hand on pastedown, “Iussy[?] Marie” on first fly, beginnings of a draft letter on second. Light age
yellowing, autograph cut away from upper blank margin of title, small oil stain to two leaves. A very good copy,
in contemporary French tan morocco, covers triple ruled to a panel design, lilies gilt to outer corners, olive branch
and palm leaf oval at centers, spine quadruple gilt ruled in compartments with small acorns gilt at centers, minor
expert repairs to inner corners, a.e.g.
Beautifully printed and bound copy of the third and last edition of Archbishop Renaud de Beaune’s translation of the
Psalms of David into French with the Latin presented in a juxtalinear fashion, in fine contemporary French morocco.
Archbishop Renaud de Beaune, was a controversial figure in the French Church having chosen to support the French
King Henri IV despite his excommunication as a heretic. Jean Boucher, a polemicist for the French Catholic league,
referred to the situation thus. “the Bearnais has established an antipope in France in the person of the Archbishop of
Bourges, hoping to follow the example of Henry VIII and Archbishop Cranmer and make himself head of the french
church.” There were many, far less hostile than Boucher, who thought that there existed a real possibility that Henry IV
would make de Baune the Patriarch of a French Church independent of the Papacy, though it is very probable that the
Archbishop himself was more eager than the King for such a development. The Archbishop signs his dedication here, "R.
Patriarche Archevesque de Bourges". In 1593 De Beaune absolved the King from his excommunication for heresy despite
sharp papal disapproval. De Beaune might well serve as the epitome of the ‘Politique’ party, with others such as Jacques
Auguste de Thou and Jean Bodin. In his dedication to Henri IV he states “Vous avez maintenant en vostre langue,
suivant vostre desire, les Pseaumes de David” which was slightly disingenuous as Clement Marot and Theodore de Beze
had made a hugely popular translation and there existed others most notably by Etienne Dolet, though both were
Huguenots. The French text is presented line by line with the Latin Vulgate and de Beaune provides a brief explanation of
each Psalm at the beginning of each chapter. The portrait of Henri IV as King David, by Leonard Gaultier, who made
several portraits of the King and his family, is very finely engraved and in very good impression. A finely bound copy of one
of the rarest French translations of the Psalms.
BM STC C16 Fr. (second edn. only). Not in Brunet or Graesse.
80. RAMELLI, Agostino. Le diuerse et artificiose machine...
Paris, in casa dell'autore, 1588.

£27500
FIRST EDITION. Folio. ff. [xvi], 338. *1, **7, a-s8, t6, u-z8, A-D8, E-K4-2, L6, M-Q4-‐‑2, R-X8, Y4, Z2, Aa2,
Bb8, Cc-Ff4-2, Gg-Kk6-2. French text in Roman, Italian in italic. Engraved title within architectural border, full
page engraved portrait of the author on verso within architectural frame, both by Léonard Gaultier, 194
engravings, of which are 174 full-page and 20 double-page, numbered to 195, numbers 148–9 combined as one
illustration, three signed with the monogram "JG", text and engravings printed within borders of floral
typographic ornaments, historiated and floriated woodcut initials in various sizes, woodcut tailpieces and corner
ornaments. Discreet library stamp of “Schmidt József pesti molnár” on title, repeated on a few blank margins of
plates. Age yellowing with marginal browning, minor spotting in places, autograph pasted over in lower blank
margin of title with small repairs to outer margin on recto and verso, tear restored in blank margin of ff16, the
occasional marginal thumb mark or ink spot, small oil stain in blank lower corner on last few leaves. A good copy,
with excellent dark impressions of the engravings, in contemporary vellum over thick boards, old reback with
original spine remounted, a little soiled, corners bumped.
First edition of the most important and most impressive "book of machines" of the C16th, an outstanding example of
French book production; illustrated with 195 full-page engravings, it is one of the earliest and most elaborate pictorial
technical works to be printed. “This volume is dedicated to the King and special care was taken to make it appropriate as
an expression of gratitude for Royal favor and protection. There is also a second factor governing the circumstances of
publication. In his address to the reader, Ramelli complains of piracy of his designs which resulted in their publication in
corrupt and mutilated forms destroying the original accuracy of his inventions. As a result of this experience, Ramelli
planned this work as a particularly handsome volume, difficult to counterfeit, strictly supervised by the author himself and
published with the imprint, 'in casa del' autore'" – Mortimer. The Ramelli machines are concerned especially with
hydraulics or mechanisms of warfare. The superb illustrations show the machines in use with their parts indicated by
letters explained in the accompanying text. They are extremely finely worked and detailed, with great care taken to present
the machine in landscape settings with figures employed in demonstrating them. Ramelli's designs cover water - raising
devices, wells, mills, mobile bridges, machines for breaking through doors and metal bars, cranes, excavating equipment,
fountains, and projectile devices. He described and illustrated for the first time the rotary pump, mechanical details of

windmills, and a coffer-dam of interlocking piles, and like other writers of the period he designed biological automata in
the form of hydraulically operated singing birds. including one notable departure into the world of domestic gadgetry, a
revolving bookcase designed to enable a reader to peruse multiple volumes without having to leave his seat. Ramelli was
greatly influenced by the increasing importance placed on mathematics and geometry as an important tool for engineers
and artists, and particularly by the writings of Guidobaldo del Monte (1545-1607) and Petrus Ramus (1515-1572).
Ramelli's interest in mathematics is demonstrated in the preface, "On the excellence of mathematics in which is shown how
necessary mathematics are for learning all the liberal arts." "Ramelli also wanted to make his book accessible to many
engineers so, as an Italian living in France, he produced both Italian and French descriptions of the machines. Ramelli's
bilingual descriptions are much more detailed than those found in previous illustrated books of machines by Jacques
Besson and Jean Errard de
Bar-le-Duc. Ramelli's book
had a great influence on
future
mechanical
engineering; Georg Andreas
Böckler's,
Theatrum
machinarum novum, 1662,
copied eighteen of Ramelli's
plates. “Ramelli's influence
can also be seen in the well‐‑known works of Grollier de
Servière (Recueil d'ouvrages
curieux de mathematique et
de mecanique, 1719) and
Jacob Leupold (the multivolume
set
Theatrum
machinarum, 1724-1739).
Leupold's work helped pass
along Ramelli's ideas to a
large population of eighteenth‐‑century engineers. Only the
one edition of the book was
issued
during
Ramelli's
lifetime. In 1620, a German
translation appeared in
Leipzig as Schatzkammer,
mechanischer
Künste...,
published by Henning
Grossen den Jüngern with
the illustrations re-engraved
by Andreas Bretschneider.”
Ronald
Brashear,
Smithsonian libraries.
BM STC C16th Fr.
Dibner, Heralds of Science,
173. Adams R-52. Brunet
IV:1095. Mortimer
Harvard Fr. 452. Norman
1777. Riccardi I:341.
“Opere rarissima ed assai
apprezzata”

81. RECORD, Robert. The ground of artes: teaching the perfect worke and practise of arithmaticke, both in
whole numbers and fractions, ..now lately diligently corrected and beautified.. and further endowed with a third
part, of rules of practise, ... By Iohn Mellis
London, imprinted by T. D[awson] for Iohn Harison, at the Greyhound in Paules Churchyard, 1594.
£9500
8vo. pp. [32] 33-557, [iii], one fldg. table. Black letter, prefaces in Roman and Italic. Woodcut printer's device on
recto of last, large figured and floriated woodcut initials, typographical headpieces, numerous woodcut tables and
diagrams of abacus, title, verso of last and a few margins with contemporary student scribbles and pointing hands,
a few marginal annotations and calculations. Title slightly dusty at outer margin, the odd marginal spot or stain.
A very good copy, crisp and clean, in slightly later vellum over boards, title gilt on spine.
An unusually well preserved copy of an early edition of the most important English arithmetic of the sixteenth century.
"Recorde has justly been called the founder of the English school of mathematical writers" (DSB). Convinced of the
usefulness of mathematical knowledge and with a desire to spread that knowledge as widely as possible, Record became a
key figure in the vernacular tradition, being one of the first to write mathematical works in English. His works are
primarily concerned with teaching useful mathematical techniques to his readers. Record wrote four mathematical
textbooks, "The Ground of Artees" (1543) on arithmetic, "The Pathway to Knowledge" (1551) on geometry, "The Castle
of Knowledge" (1556) on astronomy and "The Whetstone of Witte" (1557) on algebra. The use of the vernacular, along
with his engaging style made Recordʼ’s works unprecedentedly popular. Rather than using technical terms borrowed from
other languages, Record invented his own, adapting words from ordinary English. "Recorde was practically the founder of
an English School of mathematical writers. He was the first writer in English on Arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy,
and the first to introduce algebra into England. He seems in fact to have been one of the first to see the
independence of an algebraic operation and its numerical interpretation. Recorde is superior to others, even Vieta, in his
perception of general results connected with the fundamental notions of algebra, and he is free from the tendency, then
common, to invest simple numbers with the character of planes, solids, etc." DNB. After Recorde's death, the Grounde was
edited first by John Dee and then by a string of successors, passing through at least forty-five editions up to 1699. “The
arithmetic, the Ground of Artes (1543, enlarged in 1552), was the most popular of all Recordeʼ’s works. The first edition
(1543) dealt only with whole numbers, covering the fundamental operations, reduction, progression, golden rule and
counter reckoning. In 1552 it was enlarged to include the same operations with fractions, and false position and
allegation. .... Recorde was not only an able teacher and a skillful textbook writer but was also one of the outstanding
scholars of mid-sixteenth-century England... his books remained the standard texts throughout the Elizabethan period. A
generation of English scientists, especially the non university men, stated that Recorde's books had been their first tutors in
the mathematical sciences. The excellence of the English school of mathematical practitioners, fostered by growing
geographical interests, has been attributed to the high quality of the vernacular movement in applied science begun by
Recorde" (DSB). The schoolmaster John Mellis added many tables and a third part, here found with a separate titlepage,
in 1582. This final part, of which this is the fourth printing, is an important work in its own right, dealing with
merchants, trading, rules of three, loans and interest, barter, coins etc and even “Sportes and Pastimes done by number”
All sixteenth-century editions of this book are rare, and particularly so in good contemporary condition, as most often with
such practical works, they were used to oblivion.
STC 20803.5. Lowndes 2059. Smith. Rara Arithmetica pp. 217. Not in Grolier.

AN ILLUSTRATION REVOLUTION
82. REMMELIN, Johanne. Catoptrum microcosmicum
Augsburg, Typis Davidis Francki, 1619.

£9500
FIRST EDITION thus. pp. [ii], 27 [i.e. 25], (i). Text in double column, explanatory tables in 9 columns.
Roman and Italic letter. Woodcut initials and typographical ornaments, title within monumental engraved
architectural border with the arms of the city of Augsburg at head, Christ in heaven on one side, Hell on the
other, surrounded by grotesques and putti, columns at sides with medical apparatus, astronomer and
doctorbelow with their paraphernalia, and momento mori, engraved portrait of Remmelin on verso, lower
outer corner torn with small restoration, three full page engraved plates, the first of a male and female figure
with a female torso, the figure of an eye and an ear all with multiple flaps, the second of a male figure with skull at
foot, a heart and various organs all with multiple flaps, the third of a female figure with skull at foot and a
stomach, all with multiple flaps, all three with small restoration to lower outer corner, “From Elesmere” in early
hand on title. Light age yellowing, minor marginal waterstains in places, small tears at fore-margins, some with
early restoration, closed tear restored in leaf C, the odd thumb mark and stain. Generally a good copy with plates
in good impression, flaps in very good state of preservation, in contemporary polished vellum over boards, covers
bordered with triple blind rule, a little stained.
First book form edition of this most extraordinarily illustrated anatomy, the first anatomical atlas to fully use opening flaps
as a method of illustration, with three of the most celebrated plates in the history of medical books. Johannes Remmelin’s
(1583-1632) fame rests almost exclusively on the publication of his Catoptrum microcosmicum, probably the most extensive
anatomical “flap book” ever produced. Remmelin was town physician in Ulm and later Augsburg where he also served as
plague physician. While at Ulm, he conceived the notion of producing an anatomy that could be used to reveal, in
successive layers, the muscles, bones, and viscera of the human body. He employed one of the leading Augsburg artists,
Lucas Kilian (1579-1637) to render the engravings, based on his own drawings. In 1613, some of his friends had the
copper plates engraved at their own expense and published them without Remmelin's approval. In 1619, Remmelin
published his own version, this edition, complete with text and other explanatory material. The work was printed using
eight separate plates which were then cut apart and pasted together to make the three large plates. In some cases a single
illustration may have as many as 15 successive layers which can be teased apart to reveal both surface and deep structures.
Remmelin also incorporates a variety of metaphysical and allegorical images and adages into the plates. The Catoptrum
microcosmicum went through numerous editions (and plagiarisms) and was published in Latin, German, French,
English, and Dutch. The last in 1754. Although a highly popular work it was never practical as a teaching aid owing to
the high cost of the book, its size, and the flaps were too delicate for use in a dissecting laboratory. "In 1613, the Augsburg
engraver Lucas Kilian produced a set of three broadsheets of human anatomy that are some of the most intricate early
examples of interactive prints extant. Composed of several layers of engraving, letterpress and etching that were cut, stacked,
and glued together as liftable flaps, these prints allowed the viewer to dissect male and female corpses as a didactic exercise.
Though primarily intended for medical students, the sheets also served curious general audiences, as they teemed with
decorative and moralizing addenda... Kilian's trio of anatomical broadsheets is the showiest, largest, and likely most
expensive of these prints to have survived, ... They boast over a hundred superimposed organ flaps (and thus were
so complicated that they had to be sold pre-assembled by the publisher). They offered their audience a heady mix of
allegorical iconography and anatomy made more potent by their removable organs and naked flesh. While most anatomy
flap prints went through several reprintings, it usually happened within a century of their creation. The success of Kilian's
work is clear from its longevity: originally published in 1613 as three separate broadsheets, it inspired two explanatory
pamphlets appearing in 1615 to identify the parts of the body marked with letters on the prints. The plates reappeared in
book form in 1619, augmented with additional images of organs and other engraved details, and then went through six
subsequent unchanged reprintings accompanied by German and Latin text.” Suzanne Kerr Schmidt. "Printed Bodies
and the Materiality of Early Modern Prints."
The “From Elsmere” probably denotes that this copy was from the celebrated library of Lord Ellesmere, “the famous
Bridgewater library, probably the oldest large family library in the United Kingdom, was started about 1600 by Sir
Thomas Egerton, Baron Ellesmere and Viscount Brackley (1540-1617) appointed Lord Chancellor by James I. His third
wife, the Dowager Countess of Derby, was a noteworthy protector of literature. His son, the first Earl of Bridgewater,
considerably increased the library”. De Ricci. p. 17-19. “Dr. John Williams lived with him (as chaplain in his family)
and Dr. John Donne was a member of his household.” BNB.
Welcom 5418. Choulant-Frank pp. 232-4. Russell, Bibliography of Johann Remmelin the Anatomist, pp. 60-62.
Eimas 456. Not in BM STC Ger. C17th Heirs of Hippocrates, Garrison and Morton, Osler.

83. RONDELET, Guillaume. Libri de Piscibus Marinis.
Lyon, apud Matthiam Bonhomme, 1554.

£12750
FIRST EDITION. Folio. [xvi] 583 [xxv] Roman and Italic letter, historiated woodcut initials, head- and tailpieces, t.p. with printer's device of Perseus with the head of Medusa within architectural border, woodcut portrait
of the author on verso of a8, 248 woodcut illustrations of fish and other sea creatures after the designs of
Georges Reverdi. Light age yellowing, waterstaining to first and last few gatherings, single wormhole throughout
at inner margin of book occasionally just touching text, wormtrail to upper margin of a few gatherings, very
neatly restored. Near contemporary ms ex libris autography of "Jo[hann]is Dominici De San[?]y eq[itis] [aur] ati
Cas Sti Andrea", C19 Nordkirchen bookplate of the Dukes of Arenberg on inside cover, remains of ms vellum
stubbs. A clean and well margined copy in contemporary calf over thick wooden boards, richly blind-rolled in
ornate, deeply cut panels with corner pieces, a central diamond and blind stamp depiction of the three crosses at
Golgotha, rolls in a floral motif with unnamed portrait medallions, spine triple-ruled in five compartments with

raised bands, each stamped with
ornaments, slight tearing at upper
and lower joints, defective at head
and tail, lacking clasps.
FIRST EDITION of Rondelet's
seminal work on all aquatic animals
the most important published up to
that time. The first four books are a
general discussion about fish with
comparative anatomy and specific
treatment of anatomical anomalies
such as gills, tentacles, stingers, etc.
Through an experiment he argues that
fish must take in some type of air from
the water into their gills: he proves this
by keeping a bowl sealed tight which
causes the fish inside to suffocate. The
rest of the book comprises of around
300 descriptions, the majority
illustrated, of marine life, listing the
names of each in local languages, its
living and feeding habits, anatomical
features, and for those fish he could
observe and dissect personally, even
more information on nutrition,
reproduction, and natural habitats. An
encyclopedia of sealife would be remiss
if it were to by pass a good meal, but
luckily Rondelet includes cooking tips
and recipes for fish-‐‑based meals
throughout the entries. For instance,
Bream, a small freshwater fish, is good
"'boiled in water and wine as is done
in France', but it is equally good in a
variety of other ways. It can be grilled
after placing fennel and rosemary in its
belly; it can be roasted or served cold; or can even be baked in a crust, [etc.].' [...] Not only has Rondelet given us a series
of potential recipes for this fish but he has also revealed some regional culinary preferences." (Fitzpatrick cit.infr)
Guillaume Rondelet (1507-1566) studied medicine at Montpellier, but "although he was active in several branches of
biology, Rondelet's reputation effectively depends on his massive compendium on aquatic life, which covered far more
species than any earlier work in that field. Despite its theoretical limitation, it laid the foundations for later ichthyological
research and was the standard reference work for over a century.[...]In his own day Rondelet was almost as well known as
an anatomist as a zoologist. A popular lecturer, Rondelet attracted scholars from all over Europe: Coiter and Bauhin;
L'Écluse; L'Obel, who inherited his botanical manuscripts; and Daleschamps. Gesner and Aldrovandi also studied briefly
under him." (DSB cit. infr.)
Adams R-46. Baudrier X 239. DSB XI 527-528. Garrison‐‑Morton 282. Norman 1848. Osler 3821. Nissen I 3474.
Joan Fitzpatrick, Renaissance Food from Rabelais to
Shakespeare, 33.

84. SEMEDO, Alvaro. Histoire universelle du grand royaume de la Chine.
Paris, Chez Sebastien Cramoisy, et Gabriel Cramoisy, 1645.

£2950
FIRST EDITION thus. pp. [xii], 367, [iii], last blank. ã4, *2, A-‐‑2Y4. Roman letter, some Italic. Title printed in
red and black with engraved printer’s device, floriated woodcut initials and grotesque headpieces, typographical
ornaments, C19th library stamp of "M Horson, avocat’ on blank margin of title. Age yellowing, some quires
a bit browned, occasional minor spotting, light marginal water-stains in places. A good copy in contemporary
vellum over thin pasteboards, a little soiled.
First edition of the French translation of Semedo's seminal work on the China, dedicated to Cardinal Mazarin. Semedo,
born in 1586, entered the Jesuit Novitiate in 1602 and in 1608 departed for Goa where he completed his studies. He
arrived in Nanking in 1613 and remained in the south of China throughout his many years of residence. In 1636 he was
sent back to Europe to secure further assistance for the mission and new recruits. Between 1640 and 1644 he visited
Lisbon, Madrid and Rome and published this work to further those aims. It was first published in Portuguese in 1641,
then translated, rearranged and republished at Madrid in 1642. It was from this text that the work was then translated
and published in Italian (1643) French (1645) and English (1655). He returned to China where he occupied the
important post of vice-provincial of the China mission, remaining in Canton until his death in 1659. The generally
sympathetic manner in which Semedo presented China to European readers shows this work was part of the Jesuit policy of
accommodation in China. It is divided into two parts; the first, occupying two thirds of the book, deals with the temporal
state of China and includes a great variety of topics. The second treats the spiritual state of China and is really a history of
the Jesuit mission since the arrival of Francois Xavier in 1552. Semedo describes the geography of China, its people and
their habits, language, education and examination system, degrees, books and sciences, banquets, games, marriage,
funerals, religions, superstitions and sacrifices, weapons, nobility, government, prisons and punishment, as well as the
Moslems, Jews and other nationalities resident in China and the history of Christianity before the arrival of the Jesuits.
Although Mendoza’s and the Ricci-Trigault histories had contained brief descriptions of the language, Semedo’s greatly
expanded on these with much new material. His 23 year residence had given him considerable fluency in Chinese. He
stressed the great antiquity of the Chinese language considering it to be one of the languages created at the destruction of
Babel, and noted its relative grammatical simplicity, suggesting that it would be a good model for constructing a universal
language, and gave a brief description of the composition of Chinese characters. His detailed descriptions of such things as
the literati examinations, degrees, Buddhists, Taoists, Confucians and Eunuchs reflected a broad range of contact with
Chinese society. His descriptions have a ring of authority and his attitude was markedly sympathetic to the Chinese and
was far less critical of Chinese religions. He presented a very sympathetic, almost idealized portrait of Chinese education,
noting the early role of moral teaching, good manners and obedience, and accurately stated the role of calligraphy and
composition in the traditional Chinese curriculum. His description of the Eunuchs in China was equally colorful and
detailed, describing their broad distribution in Ming Society and their specific roles in palaces, colleges and tribunals.
He gave a very favorable assessment of Confucius and his teachings, describing his works in detail, and the tripartite
division of Confucian cosmology. A good copy of this most interesting work, one of the first genuine and sympathetic
pictures of China presented to an occidental audience.
BM STC Fr. C17. S595. Cordier Sinica I, 24.
85. SERLIO, Sebastiano. Regole generali di architettura.
Venice, per Francesco Marcolini da Forli con nuoue additioni, 1540.

£12500
[i]. Italic letter. Vol 1 Title within woodcut architectural border “A Johnson records this as the earliest example of
the use of caryatids and fruit as decorative elements in title borders” Mortimer, one hundred and twenty six
woodcuts, 56 of these full page. Vol. 2) Title within cartouche held by putti at head of large woodcut of Roman
ruins, one hundred and twenty woodcuts, of which thirty two full page and four double page. Marcolini's
woodcut device of “Truth as the daughter of time”, within scrollwork woodcut border, on verso of last in
both volumes, charming historiated initials, title and two woodcuts in book IV with early hand colouring,
autograph of “Henricus Palladius” at base of two columns of t-p, with note “rimase heredi il suddetto Sebastiano
Serlio di molte cose d'architettura di mano di Baldassare Peruggi Senese pittore et architetto”, his
autograph repeated below, overwritten in red ink by "Sum Dominicii Palladius", autographs crossed out at head
and fore-margin of title, “H. Pall” in woodcut of second title page, occasional ms note and nota bene in the hand
of H. Palladio, one dated 1635. Light age yellowing, sparse minor mostly marginal spotting, the occasional
thumb mark or ink splash, first title a little dusty. A very good copy, crisp and clean with good dark impressions

of the woodcuts, in C18th vellum over boards, red morocco label gilt on spine all edges yellow.
FIRST EDITION of the second vol. (book III), two vols in one. Folio. 1) ff LXXVI. 2) pp. CLV.
First edition of book three, dedicated to
Francois I, bound with the second
edition of book four, (using the title
page and blocks of the first edition, with
a new type setting of the text with errors
corrected), of Serlioʼs great work on
Renaissance architecture, one of the
most important architectural works of
the C16th. “The first genuine advance
in architectural illustration seems to
have been made by Serlio, and his
Libro Terzo set the type of architectural
illustration in Italy for the rest of the
century.” Fowler. The two books,
although published as separate works,
complemented each other and were
quite often bound together. Sebastiano
Serlio of Bologna, (1475-1554) great
Italian Mannerist architect, pioneered
the readoption of classical orders of
architecture during the Renaissance to
create the “Pure Italian Style,”
including the creation of the five-fold
system of classical orders: Tuscan,
Doric,
Ionic,
Corinthian
and
Composite, which, in contrast to
Vitruvius, he sought to separate from
particular types of buildings. Initially a
painter, he went on to promote a
classical model of a church façade with
a high vaulted nave flanked by low side
aisles that became widespread and
crystallized a format that lasted into the
18th century. “Few Renaissance
theorists
have
influenced
the
development of western architecture as
much as Sebastiano Serlio (1475-1554). The collection of books which represents his lifetime's work was to become
invaluable to the majority of northern European architects who, never having seen Rome, none the less marveled at Italian
antiquities. Hence when Christopher Wren designed St. Paul's cathedral, and when John Wood designed the streets of
Bath, both architects had Serlio's books to hand. On his death Serlio had published the first five volumes of the planned
seven-‐‑ book treatise, and had witnessed their enormous popularity, especially amongst the many patrons and architects eager
to emulate the splendours of antiquity and of Italian courts which sought her renaissance. ... Serlio's beautiful woodcut
illustrations in book three record the Golden Age of the Roman Empire, her Baths, Temples, Palaces and Arches, whilst
his text in book four outlines the rules for designing modern elements ranging from fireplaces to facades based on these
monuments.” Vaughan Hart. Serlio is considered to be the first enthusiast of "architectural composition" – hence starting
with principles of drawing rather than construction – in France he built expressly to address climate and comfort,
commending himself on designing a broad spectrum of buildings for the "modern age," that would be acceptable to a wide
audience across Europe, creating a legacy of a new and exciting Classicism. His most famous project was the Château de
Fontainebleau, his lasting monument however is the present work, one of the great architectural classicsHenricus Palladius
was Head of the Academy of Friuli at Padua and was the author of “Rerum Foro-Iuliensium ab orbe condito vsque ad
an. Redemptoris Domini nostri 452.” published in 1659. It seems likely that he was also a descendent of Palladio the
architect as Palladio was a given name not an inherited one. Palladio's family were also from Padua.

1) not in BM STC It. C16 Fowler 314 Brunet V 304 2) not in BM STC It. C16 Mortimer Harvard It. II 472.
Brunet V 304. Fowler no. 308. Berlin cat 2560.
86. ST. AUGUSTINE. Sermoni ali eremiti del diuo Aurelio Augustino Ipponense a salute non solum de litterati
ma etiam de vulgari, nouamente vulgarizati.
Venice, nelle case di Alessandro Paganino di Pagnini, 1515.
£2350
FIRST EDITION thus. 8vo. 131 unnumbered leaves. 2A4, A-P8, Q7. Lacking last blank. Roman letter, double
column. Charming white on black floriated criblé initials, early ms. ex-libris “questo libro fie de Frate ant. dosema
alia hermita de santo girinimo” at head of title, another at foot “Cog’is Eremit. S.ti Romualdi Camald. Ord. sub
no. 390”, ms. running titles in early hand in places. Light age yellowing, the odd marginal thumb mark or spot,
tiny single worm hole to blank outer margin of first few leaves, H1 with tear, expertly restored in outer blank
margin, just affecting a few letters in upper corner. A very good copy in contemporary limp vellum wrappers.
Beautifully printed first edition of this Italian translation, newly made for the remarkable printer Alessandro Paganino, of
the ‘Sermones ad fratres de heremo’ attributed to St. Augustine. Paganino's most interesting letter to the reader explains
and justifies this translation of the sermons of St. Augustine, in terms of spreading the words of the great author to the
largest possible audience, especially those who might not have access to his teachings other than in the vernacular. These
sermons cover topics as varied as where and how to search for Christ, the obedience of priests, a homily against slander and
backbiting, the power and qualities of mercy and piety, the characteristics of the eremitical life, why pride is to be detested
and humility commended, and the need for fortitude in the face of hardship. “Although the sermons of St. Augustine..
have never enjoyed the popularity of many of his longer works, it is from the reading of these sermons that one obtains the
best portrayal of the brilliant and profoundly spiritual Augustine... Here one finds Augustine expounding the Christian
Creed, exposing the fallacies of the various heresies and schisms, explaining the difficult passages of the scriptures, resolving
the doubts of his listeners - and all in a language that could be understood by his parishioners, by the ordinary layman.” J.
Quasten. The early owners of this copy, appropriately, were hermits. Paganino was a most interesting and innovative
printer who saw Aldus Manutius as his inspiration. He was the first printer of the Qur’an, printed entirely in Arabic for
export. "Even more interesting [of the followers of Aldus] was .. printer-publisher Alessandro Paganino of Toscolano,
whose admiration for Aldus became a strong stimulus to achieve something new in the field of typography. ... Pagnini's
laborious experimentation resulted in an archaic imprint that influenced not only the design of type but the entire graphic
composition of the page. Indeed it was Paganini who had recognized Aldus's commitment to innovation as an example
worthy of being followed.- Luigi Balsamo “One other name - that of Alessandro Paganino - calls for special notice, on
account of his peculiar upright italic type. Paganino set up his press first of all at Toscolano, on the Lake of Garda, but
subsequently removed
to Venice, and printed
there down to the year
1531." H Brown,
The Venetian printing
press.' A beautifully
printed work.
Adams A 2220. Not
in BM STC It.
C16th.

87. STATUTA DELPHINALIA. Per supremam Curiam parlamenti presentis patrie delphinatus, ad
mandatum eiusdem impressioni commendata
Grenoble, Avec privilege... Lan Mil cinq cens trente et ung..., 1531.
£4750
4to. ll [i] 9 [viii] [A-‐‑D4, E2]. Roman letter in double columns, historiated woodcut initials, t.p. with half page
woodcut of the Arms of the Dauphiné flanked by two angels, full page woodcut of woman consoling a chained
unicorn at verso of D4. Light age yellowing, light oil splashes to upper margin throughout, contemporary ms ex
libris (Claude Chevrerius?) to verso of last. A well-margined copy in boards covered with incunable leaf with
psalm 139 and commentary with red initials, later endpapers.
A supplement to the collected Statutes of the province of Dauphiné for the year 1531, printed during the Italian Wars, the
so-called 'Time of Troubles' when the region served as campground for Francis I and his troops. The work is a practical
resource with information on the appointment of advocates, court procedure, and even criminal trials, but uniquely
doubles as a declaration of freedom. Unlike earlier collections of statutes, this printing coincides with Francis I's attempts at
integrating the occupied Dauphiné into the rest France. The Dauphinois Parliament responded by rejecting certain royal
ordinances, culminating in 1539 with their refusal to ratify the Ordinance of Villers-Cotterets, a reform act meant to
discontinue the use of Latin and suppress regional dialects. In other words, an act that would render legal dual-‐‑language
texts like this one obsolete. Francis had the final word: within a year he enacted the Ordinance of Abbeville, triple the
length of Villers-Cotterets, and specifically targeted at reforming the Dauphinate legal system to mirror the rest of
France. A pamphlet war between those believing in the freedom of the Dauphiné and adherents to central power
continued until the time of the Revolution.
OCLC 669832135. Aureliana, Répertoire bibliographique des libres imprimés en France au seiziéme siécle,
XLVIII 6, and Baudrier XII 67 cite variations.
A PRECURSOR OF HARVEY
88. STRUTHIUS, Josephus. Sphygmicae artis...
Basil, per Ioannes Oporinus, [1555].

£3750
FIRST EDITION 8vo pp. [viii] 200 + foldout table. Roman and italic letter, occasional Greek, woodcut initials,
woodcut diagram of human hand (p 116) and diagrammatic representation of the pulse (pp. 133, 137, 140).
Strictly contemporary ms ex libris "sum Johan. Sthenii [Luneb.?] burgensis", his biographical notes on
author on pastedown and verso of t.p. another early ex libris and one of 1830 below Small hole in blank upper
corner of t.p., minor wormtrail to final 3 ll. at the margin, light age yellowing. A very good, clean, wellmargined copy in handsome contemporary German pigskin, roll-stamped in blind, panels depicting vines,
flowers, allegorical figures of Prudence, Justice, Light, 1553, each cover with scenes of the Annunciation and the
descent of the Holy Spirit, upper with 'I. S.' [Joannes Sthenius] monogram, lower with '1561'; and depiction of
the Holy Spirit appearing to the apostles in the form of a dove, small wormhole to upper cover.
A most attractive copy with an interesting provenance of the FIRST KNOWN BOOK TO MEASURE BLOOD
PRESSURE, and the first to consider in depth the pulse as a diagnostic tool for studying illness. Struthius divides pulse
measurement in five simple descriptive categories, each with three possible states: distension (large, average, small), motion
(fast, moderate, slow), resting time (frequent, few, rare), the force or power of the pulse (strong, moderate, weak), and the
thickness of the arteries (soft, moderate, hard). On p. 166 a diagram of a hand with each finger representing a category,
and labelled with its three possible attributes, serves something like a mnemonic device to remember Struthius' system
(similar to a Guidonian hand in music). A table at the end of the work offers a further breakdown of each, useful for
students of medicine. The means by which Struthius determines these qualities is a mixture of timing, feeling, but also
using strips of cloth or paper to place over arteries. The number of strips of linen necessary to compress the artery determine
how strong the pulse is. Struthius provides seventeen sample combinations of each of the categories and their attributes,
several of which follow Gaen, for instance "Hard pulses are accompanied by smallness, celerity and frequency" - a result of
coldness, or in terms of humoural theory, too much cold phlegm, producing an apathetic temperament. "The physiology
on which Struss's study is based is Galen's, as are the plan and framework. But Struss maintained an independent
judgment, often contradicting Galen's teaching and following concepts and approaches that were entirely new. Sphygmicae
artis is a classic example of the clinical concept of medicine that was then developing in Padua" (DSNB cit. infr.). The
work has broad appeal: Robert Burton uses Struthius' work in The Anatomy of Melancholy to connect the speed of the
pulse with the "passions of the mind", it was influential to William Harvey's groundbreaking studies on blood flow, and

three centuries later, was an aid to the invention of
an instrument to more accurately measure blood
pressure, the Sphygomometer, invented in 1834.
Johan. Sthenii al. Joannes Sthenius, Stenius,
Stehn, or Stein (fl. late C16th), Burger of
Lüneburg in north Germany, was a
mathematician and author of several works on
mathematics and philosophy, including the
Arithmetices Euclideae (1564) and the
Arithmeticae practica methodus (1571).
Durling 4279. Osler 4051. Wellcome 6126.
DSNB XIII p. 100 "According to Manget
(Bibliotheca scriptorum medicorum...330) and
other writers, the work was first published in
1540, but there is no trace of this edition; and
it is more likely, also on the basis of internal
evidence, that the first edition was produced at
Basel in 1555". Not in Garrison and Morton or
Heirs of Hippocrates. A. Schott, "An Early
Account of Blood Pressure Measurement by
Joseph Struthius (1510-1568)".

89. TAGAULT, Jean. De chirurgica institutione librie quinque.
Lyon, apud Guliel Rouillium sub scuto Veneto, 1567.
8vo. pp. [xvi] 488 [xlviii]. Roman and Italic letter, woodcut
initials, head-and tail-pieces, printed side-notes, woodcut printer's
device on t.p. of eagle and snakes, full-page woodcuts on pp
165-6 of wounded human figures and surgery, half and full
page woodcuts throughout of surgical tools, three diagrams of
the human skeleton pp 406-410. Light age yellowing, upper
margin trimmed without loss. A good a clean copy in C17th
vellum over boards, initials "P B A C" stamped in black on
upper and '1665' on lower cover, remains of green ties, a.e.r.
Attractive edition of a popular surgical text, drawn from the
writings of Guy de Chauliac (1300-1368) that "treats of the nature
and cure of wounds, tumors, hernias, ulcers, fractures and
dislocations. A sixth book by Jacques Houllier describes the tools of
surgery. Several interesting woodcuts appear to be reduced copies of
plates from Vesalius' Tabulae anatomicae sex [1538]" (Heirs of
Hippocrates cit. inf.). A product of its time, Tagault's surgical
guide does not draw upon medical experience as a source for new
information so much as confirm what Galen and the ancients had
written. Using public dissection to teach surgery was a controversial
practice, formally instituted in 1483 at Paris' conservative medical
school where Tagault taught, behind its rivals Montpellier which
had allowed public dissections as early as 1377, and Bologna in
1300. Nevertheless Tagault played an important role in forcing the
medical profession outside of the shadow of received knowledge.
In November 1534 he was made dean of the medical faculty at

£4850

Paris - when a young Vesalius was studying there - and was among the few teachers who performed dissections of human
cadavers and offered their students the same rare opportunity (O'Malley cit. infr.). An interesting work anticipating the age
of medical progress Vesalius's anatomical illustrations would make possible.
Baudrier IX 314. Wellcome 6207. Durling 4302. Heirs of Hippocrates 109 (earlier edition). Ossler 643 and
Garrison and Morton 5562 cite earlier anthologies containing the work, compiled by Gesner. O'Malley, C.D.
Andreas Vesalius of Brussels 1514-1564, pp 47, 59.
LATIN TEXT - BYZANTINE ICONOGRAPHY
90. THE BAPTISM OF CHRIST. Illuminated manuscript vellum leaf from a Gradual.
Northeastern Italy or Dalmatia,
c. 1300.
£5750
Large folio (c. 52 x 38 cm),
initial 'E' measuring 10.5 x 9
cm, with a blue ground set
within burnished gold field,
depicting Saint John the
Baptist to the left, one hand
on Christ's shoulder, Christ to
the right, standing naked in a
mound of stylized water, with
a gold and orange cruciform
halo, the initial joined by a
short curl of foliage to a threesided border with swirling
acanthus foliage in blue, red,
sage green and gold discs. In a
gothic bookhand in dark
brown ink in three sizes, the
largest for text accompanied
by five lines of musical
notation on red staves with
neumes, the middle size for
rubrics (in red) and cues to the
offertory and communion, the
smallest
for
liturgical
directions (9 lines; underlined
in
red),
small
initials
alternately blue with red
penwork flourishing, or vice
versa; occasional surface wear,
vellum with natural flaws;
framed and glazed (not
examined out of frame).
The initial opens the introit
for the feast of Epiphany,
"Ecce
advenit
dominator
[dominus on verso]" (Behold,
the Ruler, the Lord is come). Epiphany (spelled consistently "ephyphania" on this leaf) is the oldest feast day of Christianity
with a fixed date (January 6). Epiphany was celebrated from the early fourth century onwards to commemorate the
baptism of Christ, his birth and the miracle of the Wedding at Cana. In the West the feast became more associated with
Christ being revealed to the Three Magi. The iconography of the initial is clearly Byzantine. The only place in the Latin
West where this was possible around 1300 is the Northeast of Italy and the opposite coast of the Adriatic Sea with its
strong Byzantine traditions and historic links with the Eastern Empire. Torcello, Grado, Venice, Ravenna and the

Dalmatian coast were areas where Byzantine iconography survived up to the Renaissance, although they followed the
Roman Rite. The baptism scene in this initial represents a rather minimalist version of the event: reduced to only Saint
John and Christ, without the hand of God or the dove of the Holy Spirit above. -‐‑ Regarding origin and iconography
(including orthography), this is an unusual illuminated manuscript leaf.
BOOK HISTORY À LA GRECQUE
91. THUCYDIDES. De bello Peloponnesiano.
Venice, Aldus, May 1502.
£69500
EDITIO PRINCEPS, Folio,
124 unnumbered ll. AA8, AAξO8 OP8.
Greek
letter,
undecorated, guide letters,
spaces blank. Contemporary
4-line Latin inscription signed
“S.P” on pastedown, “15ff”
(probably original price) in
margin of t.p. and small
inked symbols in title, a few
tiny wormholes in early and
final ll. Ink stain to extreme
upper edge of early gatherings,
very light waterstain to upper
blank margin of a few final ll.
A very good clean copy, well
margined on extra thick quality
paper, in striking contemporary
calf over boards originally a la
Grecque, covers with triple
ruled outer borders, inner
ropework with fine roundels,
gilt at each corner and centre,
surrounding panel or richly
decorated blind lattice work
with gilt roundel at each corner,
double and triple ruled panels
within enclosing panel with
roof vault border, gilt roundel
in each vault space and in the
middle, two ropework wheels
surrounding ropework multiple
knots; spine, joints, and all
corners worn, covers with some
surface abrasions, head and tail
of spine shaved to stand
upright. A handsome and
historic
quality
binding,
probably Venetian.
Editio princeps of the first and
still most famous work in the
Western historical tradition. Thucydides has been described as the father of ‘scientific history’ because of his strict
standards of evidence gathering and analysis of events in terms of cause and effect. He has also been called the
father of the school of political realism viewing relations between states as based more on might than right.
His text is still studied in military colleges throughout the world. Thucydides also makes the interesting, if
somewhat cynical, analysis of human nature in explaining human behaviour in the context of wars, plagues
and all sorts of disasters. Viewed in the highest regard by subsequent Greek historians, then ignored

throughout the Middle Ages, Thucydides had some influence on Machiavelli, but much more on Hobbes
who translated him, and almost idolisation by Schiller, Schlegel, Nietzsche, Macauley and von Ranke.
Woodrow Wilson read him on the way to the Versailles conference, and Thucydides’ influence was
increasingly felt in international relations during the period of the cold war.
The Peleponnesian War of which Thucydides wrote was an epic 27 year struggle for supremacy between
Athens and Sparta and their respective allies. It probably continued after Thucycides’ death. Thucydides is par
excellence the political historian, a meticulous recorder of public events, in which he had fought and from which he
was never far removed. He assiduously researched written documents and personally interviewed eyewitnesses whose testimonies he wrote up into somewhat stylistic speeches.
The first edition of the greatest work of one of the greatest historians in its original, unsophisticated state. This
richly decorated contemporary binding was constructed à la Grecque probably in Venice, though the repeated
use of gilt roundel motifs is more Neopolitan than Venetian. During the 16th century books began to be shelved
vertically rather than horizontally and the head and spine of à la Grecque bindings became hopelessly
impractical. At that point here they were cut down though the base of their structure remains. A remarkably
concrete example of a seismic change in the history of libraries.
BM STC IV p. 672. Ren 33:4 “Première et rare édition, avec deux vies de Thucydide, en grec: l’une
d’un anonyme d’une page et demie, et l’autre, de cinq pages, d’un nommé Marcellinus”. Brunet V 844
“Edition rare”. Dibdin II p. 505 “The first edition of Thucydides is a beautiful book, though at present by no
means rare: copies with a fine margin bear a tolerable price”. Printing and the Mind of Man p. 62.
RENAISSANCE SCIENCE, PRINTED ON VELLUM
92. VALERIANUS, Joannes Pierius. De Fulminum
Significationibus.
Rome, Antonio Blado, n.d. [not before 1st August 1517].
£45000
FIRST EDITION, 8vo., 36 unnumbered ll. A-‐‑I4. Italic
letter, neat small underlinings and marginal markings in
red, full page cosmographical printed diagram. A few ll. a
bit age yellowed, a fine, well margined copy, in English
crushed blue morocco gilt, thistle border and spine gilt,
contrasting gilt pattern à la doublure, pink watered silk
liners over vellum e.p.s, joints rubbed. Bookplates of Sir
John Thorold, Syston Park on pastedowns.
The first book printed by Blado, in his signature Italic (its one
or two predecessors were in old fashioned Gothic) and the first
edition of this uncommon cosmographical/astrological text.
Valerianus (1477-‐‑1558) from a poor noble family studied at
Venice under Valla and Lascarius before being taken up by
Pope Leo X and entrusted with the education of his nephews.
He continued in the service of the Medici until the late 1530ʼ’s
when he returned to study and write. This is Valerianus' first
published work. Dedicated to Giulio de' Medici, the present
work "on the meaning of storms", discusses both their scientific
causes and their influence as portents on human affairs,
including a particularly interesting account of the cosmography
of the Etruscans, as well as Roman soothsayers whose purpose
was to interpret thunder and lightning as omens. For example
he tells the story of the lightning which struck the gates of Florence, interpreted as auguring the election of one of its citizens
to the Pontificate. Valerianus also produced a popular and successful edition of the Sphaera of Sacrobosco.
Antonio Blado, official printer to the Papacy from 1535 to 1567, and one of the greatest printers of 16th century Italy,
acquired in 1537 the celebrated Italic type of the calligrapher Lodovico Arrighi, used here by him ten years earlier. It is
one of the most elegant and famous typefaces of all time and interesting to compare with the Aldine developed in Venice at
roughly the same time. Apart from its beauty it is clear, simple and easy to read.

All 16th century printing on vellum is rare, and in the field of science, almost unknown. “Sir John Heyford Thorold
(1773-1831) was a truly great collector. From 1828 until his death, he built up in an incredibly short time a beautiful
collection of incunables and Aldines”, deRicci p 160. Thence to the incomparable scientific library of Robert B.
Honeyman (sale May 1981)
Not in BM. STC It. Brunet, V 1042. Riccardi I, 2 570. Van Praet (Nat) Vol III 5:6 and (Royale) vol VI 124:5.
(same single copy on vellum). Bernoni 1:1. Not in Houzeau and Lancaster or Cantamessa. Honeyman VII 3019
(this copy).
93. VECELLIO, Cesare. Habiti antichi et moderni di tutto il mondo.
Venice, Giovanni Bernardo Sessa, 1598.

£6850
8to, ff. [lvi],507. Italic and roman letter, woodcut engraved t.p, floriated and historiated initials, woodcut
plates on numbered leaves' verso, Italian ms. ex-libris on t.p “Fran. Ant. J. Moccia” with a date “1709”, p.159
C17 ms. monogram. Very clean and good copy in C17 vellum recased.
Second and most complete edition with 507 woodcuts plates, among them 87 new
one. This addition includes a section on American countries with 19 plates on
Peru, Cusco, Mexico, Virginia and Florida. This edition comports a Latin
translation along with the Italian original 1590 text.
This work is considered the apex of Cinquecento costume book achievement.
This copiously illustrated costume compendium works from antiquity to
modernity and the last discoveries. It presents, in the first part on Europe, the
fashions of the different cities of Italy and focus on Venice. Starting with a baremidriffed and brawny Trojan, the work soon moves on to be-jewelled elegant
Venetian ladies in rich brocades, richly-gilded merchant's wives and surprisingly
modestly dressed courtesans, a bearded doge, hooded monks, convicts in chains and
tradesmen playing their wares. Intricately detailed, including even buttons, shoelaces
and earrings, the drawings are appealingly presented in a selection of decorative
frames. Many of the subjects appear to be based on manuscript or printed sources,
for example those of Nicolas de Nicolay and Pieter de Coeck on Turkish costumes.
The second part of the text covers Asia and Africa, with a further 59 woodcuts.
Consciously exotic in the choice of costume with figures wielding scimitars, bows
and spears, including a fully-veiled woman, it travels through Turkey, Armenia,
Georgia, Persia, Damascus, Syria, the West Indies, Ethiopia, China, Egypt, and the
Canary Isles, concluding with a couple of fearsome Americans natives, resplendent in skimpy loincloths.
Cesare Vecellio (1521-1601), painter and engraver, was related to Tiziano Veceli, named Titian, and was probably his
assistant. He accompanied Titian to Augsburg in 1598. The Brera's Museum at Milan has one of his paintings, a Trinity
and he is known for his fore-‐‑edge painting in the Piloneʼ’s collection. Several important books were illustrated by Cesare
Vecellio, one of them, our book, has 420 plates engraved after the drawing of our artist by Christopher Chrieger or
Krüger, named also Cristoforo Guerra (German artist from Nuremberg who worked at Venice during the second part of
the sixteen century).
A fascinating insight into the fashion of the 16th century.
BM STC It; EDIT 16; Brunet, V, 1104; Sabin, XXVI, 296” Book XII. De gli habiti dell' A1mericana, leaves 488507. The first edition does not include this section. The woodcuts are from a drawing by Titian, according to a
statement in the third edition, 1664. c. This ascription is considered doubtful by Brunet”; Lipperheide 22; Maggs
Bros., Bibiotheca Americana, Part V, 1598 “Libro XII contains full-page woodcuts of the costumes of the
inhabitants of Peru, Cusco, Mexico, Virginia and Florida, both men and women”; European Americana,
598/112; Vinet, Bibliographie méthodique et raisonnée des Beaux Arts, p. 266 .

94. VIGLIUS [AYTTA, Wigle van] (with) CLINGUS, Melchior. Viglii Zuichemi Phrysii Iureconsulti
Clarissimi Commentaria in Decem Titulos Institutionum Iuris Civilis (with) Inquatuor institutionum iuris
civilis...
Basel (and) Frankfurt, Froben (and) Christianum Egenolphum, 1542.
£2450
Folio. 2 works in 1 vol. pp. [viii] 182 [x]; ll. [x] 199 [i]. Roman and Italic letter, woodcut initials. T.p. and verso
of last with printer's device in both works. Contemporary ms ex libris "G? Hillingerin?" to t.p, c 1700 bookplate
from Lobris Castle, (Loboradz, Lower Silesia); second work heavily annotated in places in brown and red ink.
Light age yellowing, small wormtrail to outer edge of t.p. a good clean well margined copy in contemporary
German pigskin, panels ruled and roll-stamped in blind with floral motif, depictions of the stations of the cross
on outer panel, and the likenesses of Virgil, Cicero and Ovid on inner panel, spine in five compartments with
raised bands, bronze clasps.
FIRST EDITION of Viglius' commentary on inheritance and last wills and testaments, with an dedication to Gerard
Mulert, counsellor to Emperor Charles V, the book is divided into ten chapters covering: ordinary wills, wills made by
soldiers, those not permitted to make last wills, the process of disinheriting children, the order of heirs and inheritors, the
substitution of heirs and inheritors, reasons last wills are invalid, weakened, or irresponsible, and finally the different rights
of heirs. The second work is a commentary on Justinian's civil laws directed not only to students of law, but "all of the
public". Book three, on inheritance, is most heavily annotated in a contemporary hand to a few sections: on natural
succession of heirs and inheritance in cases of illegitimacy, "incestuoso et nefario", as well as section on extraordinary wealth
of inheritance, and "the division of political obligation" regarding money lending, and finally a section on verbal
contracts, before abandoning his annotating practice altogether.
A very handsome copy, particularly interesting for its annotations and combination of interrelated texts on the laws of
inheritance. It neatly evidences how in the mid-16th century the works of Justinian were still being used as practical legal
works in combination with the latest legal reference books. Viglius (1507-1577) was a Dutch statesman and jurist,
professor of jurisprudence at Ingolstadt, later famous for his learning among Erasmus and his circle, and favourite of
Emperor Charles V, with
whom he travelled as a
scholar of imperial rights.
Clingus (1504-1571) was
a jurist and legal scholar
who studied at Wittenberg
under Melanchthon, where
he was later appointed
Rector.
Adams A 2351, C2231.

A GOOD PROVENANCE
95. WEYER, Joannes. De praestigiis daemonum, et incantationibus ac veneficiis Libri
sex, aucti & recogniti.
Basel, Per Ioannem Oporinum, 1564.

£3850
8 vo. pp. 679 (lv). Roman letter, Italic side notes. Printer's woodcut device on t.p., contemporary autograph "H
Rixneri, D" in red in blank "1688 Domin Sexages 19th Feb." in same hand on fly, later ms ex libris beneath. C18
bibliographical note on pastedown, "ex lib. Joannes Valentini Haegermann Halberstadt 1740" and another, c19

on t.p verso. General age yellowing, light water stain to head of some ll., mostly marginal, t.p fraying to fore-edge.
A good clean copy in c17 vellum over paste board, monogram H.R.D over Rosicrucian flower in two handled
urn and "1688" all gilt stamped on upper cover, flower and urn only on lower, a.e.r.
Most complete and definitive edition to date, revised and expanded by the author, it was "the most thorough challenge to
orthodox witchcraft doctrine in the sixteenth century" (Erdman cit infr.), and the most popular. Despite earning a place
on the Index, and its harsh treatment by such as Jean Bodin, Weyer's work reached 18 editions and translations in the
author's lifetime. Weyer argues that, although Satan exists, the basis of belief in witchcraft is entirely psychological. The
book begins with a survey of Satan, exhausting ancient and biblical sources to compile a list of names for the arch-‐‑ fiend,
describing his powers and abilities, and those of associated demons. Given Satan's place as fallen from God, Weyer
concludes that there is no reason to believe he would need to work through humans, let alone poor old women. Weyer
separates witches who should be prosecuted: magicians, who are heretics, and poisoners, who intend or have caused harm.
Barring murder and heresy from witchcraft, Weyer argues, leaves behind only venial sin, which can be said for anyone.
Thus alleged witches do not deserve to be tortured and executed. It should be within the power of the physician to
determine how, and whether their "crime" merits investigation. Where there is no crime, it is equally the job of the
physician to determine whether the accused is of a melancholy or unsound mind, and to treat them accordingly. Beyond
that, judgments over sin must be left to God. The book contains suggestions for legal reform to make the process more
streamlined from defendant to judge, and patient to physician.
Johannes Weyer (1515 - 1588) was born in Brabant and studied
in Antwerp with Cornelius Agrippa, whose success in defending an
alleged witch at trial in 1519 sparked his teenage interest in the
occult. The basis of his interests was not superstitious as much as
medical: trained in Paris and Orleans as a physician, Weyer's
argument against the existence of witches derives from his interest in
the human psyche. He is considered "The first clinical and the first
descriptive psychiatrist to leave succeeding generations a heritage
which was accepted... He reduced the clinical problems of
psychopathology to simple terms of everyday life and every, human,
inner experiences" (Garrison - Morton cit infr.). According to
Sigmund Freud this work is one of the most significant of all time;
his legacy is memorialized in the Johannes Wier Foundation, a
human rights organization for health care providers.
Rixner (1634-1692) studied philosophy and theology at Jena under
Johannes Major, Musaeus, Chemnitz, Stahl and Zeisold. After
lecturing at Wittenburg and Leipzig he returned home to
Helmstedt as professor of metaphysics (1663) and physics (1664).
In 1679 he removed to Halberstadt where apart from his academic
work he became general superintendent of the Principality. He was
also the author of several work of metaphysics, physics and theology.
Caillet 11435. (principal edition) Erdmann, My Gracious
Silence, 97. Durling 4735. Garison - Morton 4917 “the
founder of medical psychiatry”, and Osler 4232 “At the end
are printed five "Doctorum epistolae" a latin poem of George
Buchanan.” Wellcome 6739.

96. ZAPPULLO, Michele. Historie di quattro principali citta del mondo, Gerusalemme, Roma, Napoli e
Venetia.... Aggiuntoui vn compendio dell'istorie dell'Indie.
Venice, appresso Giorgio Greco, 1603.
£2350
4to. pp. (xvi), 449 (i.e.439) (i).Italic letter. Woodcut printer’s device on title, floriated woodcut initials woodcut
and typographical headpieces, small woodcut astrological diagrams with several astrological tables, early
monogram G.N.P. in blank margin of title price? 3.10 below. Light age yellowing, some very light browning in
places, tiny tear in outer blank margin of title. A very good, clean copy in contemporary vellum over boards, all
edges speckled red.
Excellent edition of Zappullo’s description of the four principal cities of the world appended with a long and important
description of the New World. “The first edition of a turn of the century, Counter -Reformation history of the three
principal cities in the world - Jerusalem Rome and Naples, published in Naples in 1598 by Michele Zappullo, brings
together Naples classical inheritance and the common view of successive epochs. Zappullo recounts world history as a
succession of ages in the light of God’s intervention into human affairs. According to Zappullo, whereas Jerusalem was
sacred to the Jews, .. Rome was the seat of the gentile .... Naples on the other hand proved to be the first city of Europe
converted to Christianity and the refuge of Christianity during the persecution of the primitive church, and since then has
remained steadfast in its ancient faith. ... And with the passing of 1600 without an end to the world, Zappullo’s
subsequent editions were able to expand his argument to the spread of Christianity to the Venetians and to the people of the
New World.” John A. Marino ‘Becoming Neapolitan: Citizen Culture in Baroque Naples’. Zappullo added the city of
Venice and his description of the Indies to the second and subsequent editions; Venice due to its long history not subject to
its enemies and the Indies as the hope and fulfillment of the spread of God’s word to all of mankind. The substantial
account of the New World, pages 341-422, deal primarily with Central and South America, but also mentions Canada,
Labrador, and the St. Lawrence River, and even Japan and India. There is a chapter on astronomy at the end. “Michele
Zappullo, mourned the long reign of the Devil in the New World, with the consequent loss of millions of souls. Zappullo
charged the Indians, both men and women, with being cruel, bestial, treacherous, senseless, ignorant, inconstant and
thievish; ..He offered graphic depictions of the various Aztec modes of human sacrifice, but did not indicate that these
practices were limited to Mexico. Zappullo claimed that sodomy was so common among the Indians that men married
other men, with the one who played the part of wife performing all the tasks usually assigned to women. In close imitation
of Gomara, Zapullo scornfully depicted the poverty of Indian life. The Indians lacked all things necessary for human
comfort, such as wheat, wine and the olive: mills, beasts of burden and iron. They had no weights, measures or numbers;
no music or letters; indeed, none of the liberal arts.” Benjamin Keen ‘The Aztec Image in Western Thought’. A very good
copy of this most interesting work.
BM STC It. C17th. p. 976. Alden 603/122. Sabin 106254. JFB Z3. Houzeau and Lancaster 12748. (1609 edn.
only).
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